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MUITARY CURRICITIUDIVOGERMS
,

The military-developed .currieulum materialsin this course

paCkage were selected by the National Center for Researdh in

Vbcatiopal Education Military CUreiculumProject for dissem-

ination to the six regional CUrriculumCcordinatiOn Centers'and

other instructional materials agencies. The purpose of

disseminating these courses wes to make 6urricilamimaterials

developed by the military more accessible to vccational

educators in the civilian setting. 4

The course materials were abguired, evaluated by project

staff and practitioners in the field, and prepared for

dissemination. Materials which were specific to the military

were deleted, copyrighted materials were either amittedioe.appro-

vel for their use was obtained. These'ccurse packages..coniain.

curriculum resource materials whiCh can be adapted to tport

vocational instruction and curriculum development.,

-



The National Center
Mission Statement

r"1"
-.. . a.

The National Center for Researh in
Vocational Education's mission is o increase
the ability of diverse agencies, institutions,
and organizations to solve edOational prob-
lems relating to individual cateer planning,
preparation, and progression. The National
Center fulfills its mission by:

Generating knpwledge through research

Developing educational programs and
products

Evaluating individual program needs
and outcdfnes

Installing educational Programs and
products

Operating inkirmation.systems and
services

Conducting leadership development and
training programs

FOR FURTHEIVINFORMATION ABOUT
Military Curriculum Materials

WRITE OR CALL
Program information Office
The National Center for Research in Vocational

Education
The Ohio State University
1960 Kenny Road, Columbus, Ohio 43210
Telepluine: 014/4863655 or Toll Free 800

848.4815 within the continental U.S.
(except Ohio)
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Military
Curriculum. Materials
Disemination Is.. ..

.gt,activity
tq,increase the accessibility of

i 'Wary-developed curriculum Materials to
vocational and technical educators.

This project, funded by the U.S. Office of
Education, includei the identification and
acquisition of curriculum materials in print
form from the Coast Guard, Air Force,
Army, Marine Corps and Navy.

AcCess to military curriculum materials is
provided through a "Joint .Memorandum of
Understanding" between the U.S. Office of
Education and the Department of Defense.

The acquired materials are reviewed by staff
and subjecf matter specialists, and courses
deemed applicable to vocational and tech-
nicel education are selected for dissemination.

The Natinal Center for Research in.
Vocational Education is the U.S. Office of
Education's designated representative to
acquire the materials and conduct the project
activities.

.Projeet Staff.:

Wesley E. Budke, Ph.D., Director
National Center Clearinghouse

Shirley A. Chase, Ph:D.
Project Directof

6

What Materials
Are Available?

.: 41-

One hundred twenty courses on microfiche
(thirteen in paper form) and descriptions of
each have been provided to the vocational
Curriculum Coordination Centers and other
instructional materials agencies for dissemi-
nation.

4

Course materials include programmed
instruction, curriculum outlines, instructor
guides, student workbooks apd technical
manuals.

The 120 courses represent the following
sixteen vocational subject areas:

Agriculture
Aviation
Building &

Construction
Trades

Clerical
Occupations

Communications
Di at ling
Electronics
Engine Mechanics

Food Service
Health
Heating & Air
Conditioning

Machine Shop
Management &

Superv ision
Meteorology &

Navigation
Photography
Public Service

The _number of courses and the subject areas
represented Will expand as additional, mate-
rials with ,application to mocational and
technical education are identified and selected
for dissemination.

How Can These
Materials Be Obtained?

.

gal V .

Contact the Curriculum Coordination Center
in your region for information on obtaining
materials (e.g., availability and cost), They
will respond to your request directly or refer
you to an instructional materials agency
closer to you.

CURRICULUM COGAIDIN/Vi ION CEA Fors

EAST CENTRAL
Rebecca S. Douglass

Director
100 North First Street
Springfield, I L 62777
217/782-0759

MIDWEST
Robert Patton
Director
1515 West Sixth Ave.,
Stillwater, OK 74704
405/377-2000

NORTHEAST
Joseph F. Kelly, Ph.D.
Director
225 West State Street
Trenton, NJ 08625
609/292,6562

NORTHWEST
5i41iam Daniels
Dilector
Building 17
Airdustrial Park
Olympia, WA 98504
206/753-0879

SOUTHEAST
James F. Shill, Ph.D.
Director
Mississippi State University

Drawer DX
Mississippi State, MS 39762

601/325.2510

WESTERN
Lawrence F. H. Zane, Ph.D.

Director
1776 University Ave.
Honolulu, HI 96822
808/948-7834
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CoUrse Descrimion-
,. - - -..

, . .

Because of its long length 1,1umbing Specialist has been divided Into three (3) coui.ses for inclusfon in the 'Trial implementation of a Model System to
, Provide Military_curriculum Materials for Use in Vocational and Technical Education." Training for this series qf courses includes instruction on

it. .
plumbing system operating principles and configurations, construction and maintenance4 fixtures,faucets, and plumbing system valves. and utilization

- andwriaintanance of tools, equipment, ana supplies. `The series'involves 243-hours of instruction.
. ,Att - ,..*

- - .
TAIS it the septrdcorsilin the series. It includes Block IIBust-ding Waste SYstems and Block ll IExtenorand IntenorSupply Systems. Students
should not start Plumbing Spiicsalist, liand 111 before they,have completed Plumbing Specialist, I (course 3-21 in this catalog). The lesson titles and
ho`ursfor the course are fisted below:, .

..-
_

... ,,,- ."
Blocki5. -- Building-Waste SystecOntains nine lessons with 58 hours of instruction.

-- . ,

iSr

apilding Drains (12 hours)
2

Vents and Stacks (12 hours) fr

Floor Drains and Roof Drairis (3 hours)
Waste Rough-In for Lavatories (3 hqUis)

- Installation of Back Vents (6 hours).
-RquO-ln for Urinal thrains (6 hours)
Roughlr4of-Shoiiir's and Tub Drains (6 hours)
Ftougfi,In for Water:Mies Drains (6 hours)
Testing Drainage Systems (4 hoirlij

Block Exterior and Interior Water Supp/SeSystems contains seven lessons with 46 hours of instruction.,
- -Exterior Waier Stipply (3-hours)

Steel Pipe Assembly, (.3'hours)
InstallatiOn of:Building Service Lines -(6 hours)
Building Distribution SysterS (12"houri)
Cootie; ttibing Asiembli 112 hoursi
Water Supply Rough-In for Fixtures (6 hours)
1nstallatiOre-ot tiomestic Water' Heakr.s (4 hours)

.

Materials for both student and teacher'use ere included. Printed mptenals for the instructor include a plan of instruction for each block andieison plans
for each lesson.. These contain an ouiline of instruction, objectives, activities, materials and tools needed, text assignmenp, and references. Student mate.-
nals consist of study svides end workbooks for eacn blocic. Thirty-two slide sets and eight films are recommended:for the series but these arp.not provided.

5,
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CbtiRSE CliART.

mumBEN 1 PDS co.OE\ OATE .

3ABR55235
1 ARL 2 July 1975

COURSE TITLE . .
.

Plumbing Specialist
ATC OPR ANO APPROVAL DATE

TTMS, 13 November 1974
CENTER OPR <

Sheppard/TTOXU

Training

SUPERSEDEt COURSE CHART .3ABR55235.5April 1971
APPLICABLE TRAINING STAND'ATICI

552X5,15 Feb 73 ;Ch 1, 25 Feb7.
DEPARTMEyT OPR

Department of Civil Engineering
LOCATION OF TRAINING

ic.Sheppard AFB, Texas
COURSE SECURITN cLAssIFICAT(ON

UNCLASSIf iED
INSTRUCTIONAL OESIGN

Group/Lock Step: Proficiency Advancement
TARGET READING GRADE LEVEL FOFt PRE o
ARATION OF' TRAINING LITERATURE- . _

t ENGTH OF TRAINING
Days)

(C/L)
Training (CTT)

,

Course I (AFR 50*4)
COurse ll (AFR 50-24)

Training (SMT) (ATCR 50-20)
._.-

.

Predepaaure Safety Briefing

Holart

322
270
at2

38
12
2

1 12
2

10

360

Technical Training

ClasS'room/Laboratory
Complementary Technical

Related Training

Standard Traffic Safety,
Local Conditions Course,
Supplemental Military
Commander's Calls/Briefings
End of Course Appointments;

,
(ATCR 127-1)

,1 Total
REMARKS i
Effective date: 11 August 1975 with cbis 750811.

..- ,
. ..

..

- -

TABLE I . MAJOR ITEMS OF EQUIPMENT

Lavatory Soil Pipe ,

Urinals . . Copper Pipe ..
Valve Repair Kits Galvanized Pipe'
Water fleaters Black Pipe .

Shower Unit Vitrified Tile
Water Closet - Traps
Grooving Tool Valves .. ,
Tapping Machine. * Insulating Materials
Test Plugs - Pipe Locator ,

.. . . 1\' ..
Die. Sets .

, .

. .

Shop Benches
Power Grinder
Plumber FIX-maces .. .

Plumlier Fire Pot _ , .,..-

Sewer Augers. - - , N

Centrifugal Pumps ,

Diaphragin Pump ., )
ATC

FORM
DEC 74 449 REPLACiS PREVIOUS EDITIONS AND ATC FOR& 4499, NOV 72

F

.;

4

3



NOTE: Include tIrne spent on technics; Miming (TT) (classroom/laboratory (C/L) and complementery tacnnIcaI tromung (CTTVionri ra4et.41
martin. (RT). Exclude tun spent. on Individual assistance (ritintui4s1 instruction). A single entry of time shown for tont is CIL tuns..
Whim double entry is shown,"the siteenil entry Is CTT tim.

3ABR55235 COURSE CHART - TABLE II 7 TRMNING CONTENT

RS PER

WK
DAY

OF TNG -4 2 3 5i
thirse Material - -UNCLASSaipAD 54 Hours TT
LOCK I -*Introduction to Plumbing

1 orientation (2 hrs); Career Field and Civil Engineerk
2(4/0, rganization (2 hrs); Plumbing Safety (2 hrs);

lumbing Systems, Terminology, and Engineering
kawings (12 hrs); Publications (6 hrs); Exterior
ewe'r Syttems (4 hrs); Maintenance of Tools (2 hrs);

alration of Building' Sewer Systems (6 hrs);
dividual Waste Disposal Systems (12 hrs); Stzuctural
enings (4 hrs); Measurement Test and Test

Critique (2 hrs).

(Safety.as Appli 1 )

54 Hours C/L

7.1

18 Hours RT

ltp

Couise Material - UNCLASSIkiED 72 Hours TT
BLOCK II - uilding Waste Systems

2(1/5) Building Drains (12 hrs); Vents and Stacks (1? hrs).;,
3 Floor Drains and Roof Diains lirs) kWaste Rough-In
4(4/5) for Lavatories (3 hrs); Installation of Back Ve*Ants

(6 hrs); Rough-In for Urinal Drains (6 hrs); Rough-In
for Showers and Tub Drains (6 hrs); Rough-In for
Water Closet Drains (6 hrs); Testing Drainage Systems
(4 hrs); Measurement Test and Test Critique (2 hrs).

(Safety as Applicable)
60-Hours C/L

8 Hours RT

HQtvs CTT

4(1/5)
5

6(2/5).

Course Material - UNCLASSIFIED. 6,2 Hours TT
BLOCK III - k'xterior and Interior Water
SuPply,Systems:.

Exterior. Water Supply (3 .lirs);'Steel Pipe Assembly
(3 hrs); Installation of Building Service Lines (6 hrs);
Building Distribution Systems (12 hrs); Copper Tubing
Assembly (12 hrs); Water Supply Rough-In forixtures
(6 hrs); Installation of Domestic Water Heaters T4 his);
Measurement Test and Test Critique (2 hrs).

(Safety is Aptilicable). It

ATC 'FORIA 449A
APR 73

PREVIOUS EDITION OSSOLETE.
43

4.8 Hours C/L

2 Hours RT
,t

14 Houri CTT

2

4.



COURSE .CHART'' TABLE.I.TRAININ6 CONTENT 3ABR55235
FICITE: Include time spoilt sn-titchnicei tteintris (TT) (ciassteoss/lAtetatort.(C/L) era coteeltneentoty technical- iti-oing iCTT1Jond reistod
naming (RT). Exclude time spirt en IntlivIduef assistance (temetilel instiuCtion). A shish, entry of tires shown face unit is C/I. time.
Whgn ileub; ry is sheen, the ascend entry is C77 time.

FIRS PER
DINK AT

,- 4 1bFTiG 2 3 I Si 6 71

Course Material UNCLASSIFIED 80 H6urs TT I 20 H6urs CTT
BLOCK IV - Fixtures and Appurtenances'

6(3/5) Installation'of Bathtubs and showers (6 hys); Installa-
.

tion of Water CloSeti (6 hrs); Installation of Urinald
8(2/5), (6 hrs); Installation of Lavatories (6 hrs); Inklation. of

Water Lines (6 hrs); Inspection and Maintenance of
Plumbing Sstems (6 hrs); Ttecovery and Restoration
(12 hrs); Planning and Layout,of Plumbing Systerds*
(10 hrs); Measurement Test and Test Critique (4. hrs),

4

(Safety as Applicable)

60 Hours c/L

8(3/5)
9

Course Material - UNCLASSIFIED -54 Hours TT 6 'Hours CTT
41-,1

BLOCK V - Utility Equipment

Winterization of Piping (2 hrs); Maintenance of Valves
(4 hrs); Maintenance of Sewers and Grease Traps
(6 hi-s); Emergency Maintenance 6f Exterior Piping
'(6 hrs); Fire Hydrants and Sprinkler Systems (12 hrs);
Utility Equipment (6 hrs); Corrosion Control (3 hrs);
Project and Resource Management' (3 hrs); Communi--
cation Security (2 hrs); Meakrement Test and.Test
Critique (2 hrs); Course Critique and-Graduation
(2 hrs).

(Safety as Applicable)

48 Hours C

10 Hours'RT

,

-ATC APR"" 449A
73

PREVIOUS EDITION OBSOLETE.

3

')
4,../



PLAN OF INSTRUCtION

COURSE TIZLE

. PlUmbing Specialist

BLOCK TITLE .
.

.Building Waste Systems

uNITS-OF INSTRUCTION AHD CRITERION OBJECTIVES

.

uRAD TIcsi
(HOURS)

2

SUPPORT MATERIALS MO GVIDANCE

3 -
. . .

1. )1aib4tnibrains

.

a. ., Given three pieces of plumbillf
materiils, 'correctly identify each as to collar.
mon name size, materia4.and general appli-
cation. All items must be'Oorreetly identified.
4 .

, ,,,s .,-

b. Using given instructions and plumbing
symbols, draW a diagram ofs building drain.
Diagram must be cbmplete enough to make-a-
bill of 'materials. ,

,

C. Using a diagram of a building drain
system, make a complete bill of materials.
BM of materials must contain the length and
stzç of the pipe and the type and size of all
fitt s. :

d. Using a meaeuring tape or rule, mea-
sure and ffiark pipe to within + 1/8 inch of_
specific length.

6. Cut cast iron pipe to a specified
leagth + 1/6 Inch using a cold chisel and
hammer.,

f. Cut cast iron pipe to a' specified
length 4- 1/8 inch using a snap cutter.

12
, (12/0)

Days 10,11
41/0)
:

(0,5/0)

,

(O. 5/0)

(0.5/0)

(0,5/0)

(0. 5/0)

,

Column ; Reference STS Referefice . .

.

.

llf(6), 1,11

.

Four:4nch Cast Iron

.
.

..

-

.1S
lb
lc
Id -

le
If -

lg
lh
11
lj
lk

Instructional ,Materials

- 617(l)
8d -

8c(2)
Ile(1)

lle(
'1102
3a(4), 3a(5)
3a(4), 3a(5)
3g4), 3a(5), 111(6)
Ile(i), 116(7),

.

SG 3ABR55235-11-1, Building Drains
WB 3ABR5523541-1-P1, Building Drains
WB IABR55235-II-1-P2, Cutting and Fabricating

Pipe

Audio Visual Aids
Slides, Progression of Building Waste Systems

.

Training Equipment
Hand Tools for Plumbing (1)
Plumber's Furnace (2)
Shop Tools (Or Plumbing (2)

- ..

.
PL AN Or INST RUCTION NO. 3ABR55235 "Thanged 20 January 197; BLOCK NO. // PAGE NO. 17



.

, . FLAM OF INSTRUCTION (Coatinv.4
. .

,

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OSJECTIVES
1

(HOURS)
2

' SUPPORT MATERIALS ANCI GUIDANCE.
3

n..r.,
.

g. Uribig a hacksaw and adjudabIe jaw_
wrack, int one-hidi inch, + 1/8 inch, fioni
the enil of a cast iron pipe.

h. Using given procedures move and

(0.5/0)

(0.5/0)

.

(0.5/0)

(MO)

-

(6/0)

.

.

.

Training Metkods
Disguilsion 'Sid Demonstration (4 bra)

' Performance (8 hrs)
I .

Instructional 'Environment/Design
store propane gas containers. Containers must
be stored and secured in accordance with given
instructions.

I. Using given procedures assemble ant..
operate a plumber's furnace. The lead pot
must set firmly on the stand and the flame
must be adjusted to maintain ihe lead in a
_molten state with.a mdallic bbie tinge.,

j. 'Assemble and-pour a, horizontal joint,
using training Oda. Lead ring niust b13/4"
to 1" in depth.

k. Using given procedures,construct a
building drain in the booth area. Pipe must be
graded 1/4 inch per foot.

,

.

.

. _

. ., . ow
,

.

, - ,

Classroom 4 hrs)
Laboratory (9 hrs) ,

-

Group/Lotkatep:Proficiency Advancement .
. . ..

,
Instructional oaidance
Use slides when discussing the construction and operation of kbuild-
ing drain system. Identify the parts of the system. Discuss the appli-
cation of codes in the placement of vents pipe support, and grade. Shaw
sample of hardware used. Have the students identify building drain parts
and fittinga. Demonstrate the cutting of cast iron pipe using a hammer
and chisel. Permit the students to practice on waste pieces. Emphasize
cutting hazards and precautions. Demenstrate the application of oakum.
Demonstrate the techniques to be used whei measiring pipe using bell
and spigot joints. Discuss the hazards and safe handling of bottles of
compressedgas. Demonstrate the operation of a furnace and stress
the hazards and precautions to be used when operating the furnace. Use
the trainer to demonstrate pouring vertical and horizontal joints. Again
emphasize safety hazards and precautions when handling.hot lead. .
Monitor students as they practice preparing verticii and horizontal lead
joints. Demonstrate the use of snap and chain cutter. Have students..
complete the Work_ projects.

. .
. .

1 ..
The following references should be used in preparirg the lesson:
TO 40P-1-131, Plumbing and Pipe Fittings
AFR 127-101, Ground Accident prevention Handbook
National Plumbing Code .

. . ,
PLAN (IF INSTRUCTION NO. 3ABR55235

.

"vChanged 20 January:1,67BI 'LOCK NO, II I PAGE NO. 18
,
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PL AN OF INSTRUCTION (Continuoll)

-
UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES

,

DURATION
,NOURS)

.

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND VIOANCE I-
-

2.. Vents and Stacka

-
,

a. Given a drawing of a plumbing,system,
determine the type of vent and, stack system
used. ,.. N.,.

.

b. Following given inkructions, make
a working drawing of a pliimbing vent system
and name the fittings. Drawing must be coin
plete. t

c. Using your working drawing, select all
the soil pipe,and fittings required to construct
a. main vent stack in the booth area. .

.

d. Following given instructions and
working as a member of a ieam, assemble a
ventand stack system in the assigned booth
area. Pipe must be aligned within + 1/2 inch_
of given specifthations.

.

12
(12/0)

Days'12-,13
(2/0),

(2/0)

(2/0)

(6/0)

,

,

Column 1 Reference STS Referense
.2a 6a(3), 8a, 8c(1)
2b 6a(3), 8d
2c 8c(2) .

.

2d *, llf(6), 11g, lli .

A .

Instructional Materies .

SG 3ABR55235-II-2, Vents and 'Stacks
WB 3ABR55235-II-2-P1, Components of Banding Drain and Vent System
W.B 3ABR55235-U-2-P2, 'Fabricating Vents and Statics
WB 3ABR55235-11-2-P3, Grading Pipe
WB 3ABR55235-II-2-P4, Attaching Pipe to Building Structure
Rough-In Specifications and Dramings

Audio, Visual Aids . .

Slides, Progression of Building Waste System .

.

I Training Equipment
.

-

Hand Tools for Plumbing (1)
Plumber's Furnace (2)
Shop Tools for Plumbing (2)

.
.

Training Methods
Discussion and Demonstration (3 hrs) .

Performance (9 hrs)

.
-

. .
.

PLAN OF INSTINKTICH HO. 3ABR55235 OATE 2'July 1975 BLOCK NO. n PAGE NO. 19



PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continued)

UNITS OF INS1RUCTiON AND CRITERION O BJECTIVES

)

DuRATION`
(HOURS)

2

-
SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

3

-

-

.

-

.

I.

.

,

-

-

.

.

-

.

'

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (3 hrs)
Laboratory (9 hrs)
Group/Lockstep:Proficiency Advancement

Instructional Guidance ,

During the discussion of the vent system, point out the need for various
type stacks, traps, and vents. Expjain the extent that codes influence
construction and design of venting systems. Give the studentS a drawing
of the booth area main vent and drain systems, and have them select the
required pipe and fittings to construct the system. 'Demonstrate the
assembly of no-hub cast iron. Demonstrate the use of a plumb bob in

positioning fittings under the booth area. Stress safety hazards when
lifting heavy loads and when using the furnace and hot lead. Closely
monitor the students as they assemble the, main vent and drain system.
Have the students complete the work projects. The following references
should be used in preparing the lesson: ,

_

AFR 127-101; Ground Accident Prevention Handbook .

National Plumbing Code .

-

-.

.

.

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO. 3A9R55235 , DATE 2 July 1975 I BLOCK NO. it I PAGE NO. 20
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/e
PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continued)

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION ..ND CRITER(ON 08,1FL lIVES
DURATION

(HOURS)
1

SUPPORT HATERIALS ANO GUIDANCE

I.

. Floor Draing and Roof Drains

a. Given a sketch of a roof and floor
drain system, make a bill of materials bor the
installation of,a drain system. Bill or material
must:contain the length, type and size of all
pipe and the type and size of all fittings.

e

4

(3/1)
Day 14 !I'
(3/1)

Column I Reference STS Reference
3a 6a(4), 13a(5), 14b

,

Instructional Materials .

SG 3ABR55235-II-1, Floor Drains and Roof Drains
WB 3ABR55235-II-3-Plf Floor and Roof Drains

I

Audio Visual Aids .

Slides, Roof, Floor Drains

Training Methods
Discussion and Demonstration (2 hrs)
Performance (1 hr)
Outside Assignment (1 hr)
Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (2 bre)
Laboratory ( 1 hr)

.c,

Group/Locicstep: ProfjcienoyAdvancement
Study Hall (Dormitory)(1 hr)
Instructional Guidance
Discuss the types-4nd purposes of roof and floor drains. Show the
differences betWeen inside,and outside roof drain systems. Mention

'the codes governing the connection of roof and street drains into the

main sewers. Discuss single and multiple drain systems and compo-
nents. Discuss pipe support methods. Monitor students as they com-

plete workbook Projects.
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. .
PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Csotinu.d)

-

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERIONASJEC THIES
.

.

.
ATION

'HDUR OURS)
SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

. Waste Rough-in for Lavatbries
.

-
a. Given the rough-in specifications for

a lavatory, correctly answer four questions
- -concerninig the installation of lavatories .

,

b. Given a Opp drawing of a lavatory
drain system determine the plumbing instal-

-lation method required, and make a list of all
the material needed to construct the system in
the booth area. The list of materials must
accurately identify all required materials with-
out shortages and withotrt excesses greater than
10%. -,

.-
.

.

' ,

.

4

(3/4
Day 14
(1/0)

(2/1)

.

,

'

ColuMn 1 Reference STS Reference
4a 6a(3), 6a(4), 8c(1), 8 2 14a
4b L'\ 6a(3), 6a(4), 8c(1), 8c2, 14a *

..
.

Instruction'al Materials c. .

SG 3ABR55235-T1-4, Waste Rough-1n for, Lavatories .,

WB 3ABR55235-17-4-P1, Waste Rough-In for Lavatories , ,

Rough-In 'Specifications and Drawings . .

.

Audio Visual Aids
Sligs, Prggression of Building Waste System

.

Training Methods .

Discussion and Demonstration (2.hrs)
.

Performance (1 hr) ,

Outside Assignment'(1 hr)
Instructional Environment/Design ,

Classroom (2 hrs)
!laboratory (1 hr)
GrougLocitstep:Proficjency Adyant ement
Study Hall (Dormitory)(1 hr)
instructional GO:lance -
Discuss the waste rough-in for lavatories and explain how it differs
from the waste rough-in for other items. Show the slides in the pro-
gression of building waste syptems and have the students answer ques-
tions over the key points illustrated in the slides. Have the dudents
complete the work projects and check their list of 'required materials.
The following references should be used in preparing the lesson:
AFR 127-101, Ground Accident Prevention Handbook
National Plumbing Code
Make the following outside assignment at the end of day 14: Read SG
3ABR55235-11-5 and answer the questions at the end of the study guide.
Complete WB 3ABR55235-11-5-P1 and be prepared for a quiz at the
beginning of day 15.
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Ciontinued) .

UNITS CiF INSTRUCTION A)D CRITERION OBJECTIVES
1

DURATION

2
(HOURS)

....-

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

3

.
5. Installation of Back Vents" e

a. Using shop drawings of a back vent
system, make a lid of all of the materials
required to construct the system in the booth
area. The list of materialb must accurately
identily all required materials without short-
ages and without exceiS greater than 10%.

.
b. ,Using either a hand-operated pipe

cutter or hacksaw, cut steel pipe to a given
length + 1/8 inch. ,

,
.

c. Using either a reamer or a suitable
file, dress a pipe end. All burrs must be
removed and the inner eurfae of the pipe must
be returned to its original diameter.

- d. Using a hand stobt and die set, thread
a piece of steel pipe. Three threads must , ,

extend beyond'the faee of the die segment. ,
.

e. Asserahle threaded pipe and fittings. .

.

8
(6/2)

Day 15
(0.5/.?),

(?/.5)

(0. 5/..5)

'

(1/. s) --

(2/.5)
. .

.

.,

Column 1 Reference STS Reference 1

-

.

.

.

,

.

o,

.

.
.

.

5a 803), 8c(2) `I

5b 3a(1), Ile(1), lle(2), lle(4)
5c 3a(1), lle(10).- .

5d lle(11). "'-'

5e , 11f(1)- . .

InstructionalMaterials .

SG 3ABR55235-II-5, Installatibn of Back Vents
WB-3AiR55235-11-5-P1, installation of Back Vents
Rough-In Specifications and Drawings .

1 P' :

Audio Visual Mds ,

Slides, Progression of Buildift Waste System

Training Equipment
Handl Tools for Plumbing (1)
Plumber's Furnace-(8)
Shop Tools for Plumbing (2)

- Trainjng 1(ethods ,

Dilicussion (2 hrs)
.

Performance (4 hrs)
Out .Ade.Assignment (2 hrs) ..
Instructional Environment/DesignCompleted--joint must be water tight.%

.4

, -..

.- ..

. .

,

. i'
Classroom (2 hrs) ' ,

Laboratory (4 hrs) .-.
.

'-, Groub/Laritistepl.Rroficitncy Advancement .

'Study g rmitoryAz nra)
. ,

. , --I .

.

. .

.
.

,-
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. .

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continu4 .

.
.

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES '
1

:NOM
DuRATION

2

. ,

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE
3

.

.

,

.

6. Rough-In for Urinal Drains

a. Given an illustration of three types of
urinal vents,' correctly name each type.

.

b. Using a working drawing, make a bill
of materials for the construction of a urinal
vent and drain system. The list of materials
must accurately identify all required materials
without shortages and without excess greater
than 10%.

,
,

C. Following the prescribed procedures
and working as a member of a team, install'
a urinal warte and vent system in the booth
area. The drainage tee must be within 1/4
inch of the center of the existing hole.

,

,

8
(6/2)
Day .16

(0.5/.5)

(0.5%0)

(5%1.5)

.

Instructional Guidance . .

Use slide when describing the types and operation of lavatory vent
systems. Use drawings of vent'system when describing the materials,
fittings, and joints. Demonstrate cutting, reaming, aid the use of -

manual threaders. Emphasize safety In the handlinef tools, equipment,
and pipe. Discuss the importance of thread sizes and lengths versus pipe
size and material composition. Have students practice cutting, reaming
and threading before assernhllng the system. Monitor all student
activities and enfoyce zafeti precautions. The following references
should be uaed in preparing the lesson:
AFR,127-101, Ground Accident Prevention Handbook,
National Plumbing Code
Make the following outside assignment: Real SG 3ABR55245-11%4tsnd
answer questions at the end of the SG. Complete WB 3ABR55235- -P1
and be prepared for a quiz at the beginning of day 16.

Column 1 Reference ", STS Reference '
6a 6a(3)
6b 8c(2)

,

6c Ilf(6), 14a ,

Instructional Materials
SG 3ABR55235-1I-61 Rough-In for Urinal Drains
WB 3ABR55235-II,6-P1, Installation of Urinal Waste and Venting
Rough-In Specifications and Drawings

Audio Visual Aids
.

.
.

Slides, Progression of Building Waste Systems -
.

Training Equipment
Hand.Tools for Plumbing (1)
Shop Tools fo&Plumbing (2)

,

Plurnber's Mnace (2) .

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO 3ABR55235 DATE 2 July.1975 1 SLOCIC NO. n 1 ..,
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V. 4

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Gatinved)

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRIl f RNri Obit CTIVES
DURATION

(HOURS)
SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

. -Rough-In Showers and. Tub Drains

a. Using the illustrations provided,
identify the components of 'a shower and tub
drain system. All eight items must be identi-
fied correctly.

b. Following the prescribed procedures
and working as a member of a team, install
a eihower drain system in the booth area. The
shower strainer must be within 1/4 inch of the
center of the,existing hole.

8

(6/2)
Day 17
(1/.5)

(5/1.5)

Training Methods
biscussion and Demonstration (2 hrs)
8stiornne4narr4 hrele.

Instructional Environment/Desig6
Classroom (2 hrs)
Laboratory (4 hrs)"
Group/Lockstep:Profielericy Advancement
Study Hall (Dormitory)(2 hrs)
Instructional Guida6i4e
Using drawings 6f uritai-vents and drain systems describe their con-
struction.. Have thekttudents complete the workiZoks. Enforce safety/
The following references sbould be used in preparing the lesson:
AFR 127-101, Ground Accident Prevention Handbook
National Plumbing Code
Make the following outside assigdment: Read SG 3ABR55235-11-7
and answer questions at the end of the SG. Complete WB 3AHR55235-II
7-P1 and be prepared for a quiz over the subjict at the beginning of day
17.

Column 1 Reference
7a
7b

STS Reference
6a(3)
13a(5), 14a

Instructional Materials
SG 3AER55235-11-1, Rough-1n for Showers and Tub DrainZ
WBIABR55235-H-7-P1, Rough-In Piping for Showers
Rough-In Specifitations

Audio natal Aids
kicres, Bathtub

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO. 3ABR55235 DATE 2 July 1975 ILOCK NO. . PAGE NO. 25
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Coming**
.

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION *ND CR,TERION OISJECTIVES DURATION
(HOURS)

-
SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

-

.
..

.

,

-

.

.

. Rough-In for Water Closet Drains

.

a. , Given a sketch of a single water
closet installation, locate and name each
component in the vent and drain system. All
nine itehis must be identified correctly..

8
(6/2)
Day 18
(1/. 5)

I

DATE 2 July

Training_Equipment
Hand Tools for Pluinbing (1)
Shop Tools for Plumbing (2)

,Training Methods
Discussion (1 hil

,Performance (5 hrs)
Outside Assignment (2 hrs)

.Instructional Environment/Di3sign
Classrodin (1 hr)
-Laboratorsi (5.hrs)
alvIlLaficKsptiNtroorfliMAdvancement .

Instructional Guidahce
Use illustrations and samples while discussing bathtub and showerindallation. 'Identify the traps used. Discuss the codes governingbathtub vent and drain systems. Identify the hardwarel used. Have the ,students select the materials and tools needed to fabricate a bathtubdrain. Have the students complete the work project. 'Give-assistanceas required :Ind enforce safety practices. The following referencesshould be used in preparing the lesson:

. ..AFR 127-101, Ground Accident Prev'entionAandbook
National Plumbing Code
Make the following outside assignment: Read SG 3ABR55235-11-8 andanswer questions at end of the SG, Complete WB 3ABR55235-r1=8-P1.

,

k..Column_ 1 Reference STS Reference
8a 6a(3)
8b 13C(2)

.8c 3a(4), llf(6) .

.
-

.;
.

,

1975 ,
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..
PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Ccoiriue)

UNITS 01- INSTRUCTION AND CRI T r PION OBJECTIVE'.
DURATION

(HOURS)
SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

b. Given a sketch of a vent and drain
system for a water closet, make a bill of
materials and select the necessary pipe andI
fittings to construct the system in the booth
area. The list of materials must accurately
identify all required materials without short-
ages and without excess greater than 10%.

c. Working as a member of z team and
following given instructions, construct a vent
and drain system for a water closet. All
meaairements-must be within, + 1/4 inch
of given specifications.

'
, I

.
,

,

.

(11.5)

(4/1)

Instructional Materials . .

SG 3ABR55235-11-8, Rough-In for Water Closet Drains
WB 3AHR55235-I1-8-P1, Installing Waste Rough-In for Water Closets

Audio Visual Aids
Slides, Water Closet Rough-In

Training Equipment
Hand Tools for Plumbing (1)
Shop Tools for Plumbing (2) 1

o

Training Methods
Discussion and Demonstration (2 hrs)
Performance (4 hrs) .
Outside Assignment (2 hrs)
Instructional Environment/Design . .

Classroom (2 hrs) .

Laboratory (4 hrs)
Group/Lockstep:Proficiency Advancement
Study Hall (Dormitory)(Z hrs)
Instructional Guidance .

Discuss water cfoset drainage methods, types of material required to
'rough in a water closet, 4nd_the method of pouring horizontal joints.
Use shop drawing and manufacturer's specifications in determining
the measurements for a rough-in water closet system. Explain installing
closet flange,. cleaning tools and equipment. Emphasize safety in
rOughing in water closet drainage system. Have the students complete
the work-project. The following references should be used in preparing
the lesson: AFM 85-20, Plumbing; AFR 127-101, Ground Accident
Preventim Handbook; National Plumbing Code. Make the following out-
side assignment: Read SG 3ABR55235-M-9 and answer questions at the
end-of the SG. Complete WB 3ABR55235-11-9-P1 and be prepared for a
quiz at the beginning of day 19. - (
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/
PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continued)-

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES
, DURATION

(HOURS)
2

SUPPORT MATERIALS ANO GUIDANCE

. Testing Drainage Systems

., .

a. Given the necessary tools and equip-
melt and working as a member of a team, per-
forth a watei leak test on a newly constructed
waste system. Locate all leaks. .

b. Using the tools and material provided,
repair one of each type leak located.

- . .
.

..

,

6
(4/2)
Day 19
(2/1)

,

(2/1)

.

.

i

-
Column 1 Reference STS Reference .

9a 10c
9b 12a.

Instructional Materials
SG 8ABR55235-11-9, Testing Drainage Systems
WB 3ABR55235-11-9-P1, Testing Building Waste Systems
Shop Drawings ,

,
Audio Visual Aids
Slides, Testing Water System

.

Training Equipment
Hand Tools for Plumbing.(1) .
Shop Tools for Plumbing (2)

Training Methods
Discussion and Demonstration (2 hrs)
Performance (2 hrs) ..

Outside Assignment (2 hrs)
Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (2 hrs) .., -

Laboratory (2 firs)
Group/Lockstep:Proficiency Advancement
Study Hall (Dormitory)(2 hrs)
Instructional Guidance c.

Discuss waste system acceptability standards. Use slides while des-
cribing various plugs, caps and other devices used to plug a pipe
system while testing for leas. Discuss various methods of testing
pipe for leaks. Describe procedures for stoppiig leaking in caulked
and threaded joints. Discuss the alternatives should initial efforts to
stop lealts fail. Describe installation of joints when replacing pipe and
fittings. Demonstrate measuring techniques when replacing pipe in

, -
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PLAN OF INSTiUCTION (Continued) ., -

UNITS OP INSTRUCT/ON ANO CRITERION ORJECTIVES
DURATION

!HOURS)

_
...

, .

, SUPPORT MATERIALS AND OUIDANCE
.

, I '
,

.

4

,

,

19. -Related Training (at shown on the course
chart) - !.. r-

. -
.

, .

11. Measurement Test end Test Critique
. _

.

.

\

,
1

.

-

.

,

.

.

2
(2/b)

Day 19

.

r

established-pipe systems. Have students perfoiin leak tea, using water.
Have them perform necessary repair.of leaking Joints. Monitor students
activities, being alert,for,salety hazards. The following references
should be used in preparing the lesson: .-

<
<

AFR 127-101, Ground Accident Prevention Handbook
National Plumbing Code .
Make tbe following outside aseignment at the'end of day 19: Read .9G .

2ABR55225-111-1 and answer questione at the end.of the study guide:
Complete Mission 1 of WB 3ABR55235.-411-1-P1 and be prepared for a'
quiz at ,the beginning of day020.

A

. ,

.
- .

,. .
.

,

, - 4 ,.
,

- .

*\* ,

.-.

,

. . .. ,.
,

4t
.

.,
, ...

.

, . ,..

- - -

, , ,
'
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4

elm: OE INSIRKTIPt.4.__ .

.

EOURSF TITLE
.

, .

Plumbing Speialist. - -

BLOCK1!TLE
..

,- .

r Aerior and Interior Water Supplyfflystem
.

4

'
UN ; TI CF 's --q. "(314-AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES

, DURATION
(HOURS)

2

.
..

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE,

. Exterior Water Supply
:

'

a. Given a drawing or map of an exterior
water supply-system, locate and name the
major components. 411 six components must
be named correctly. .., ',

,b. Using given information, list the steps
necessary to assemble cement asbestos pipe
using a rolling ring and flanged pipe and fittings,
All the steps must be in correct sequence.

.
c. Working_as a member o( a team, cut

cast iron pipe to a given length-+ 1/8 inch with
a chain cutter'. _ ...

.

.

.

.
.

.

.
.

.

3
(3/0),
Day 20
(1/0)

(1/0)

(1/0)

.

Column 1 Reference STS Reference ..

4. "

....
32 f

Distribution System

.

.

.

.

.
.

la
lb .

lc

Instructional Materials

6a 0 8a
.

111 3 111(7)
lle 6

.

SG 3ABR55235,-III-1, Exterior Water eupply
WB 3ABR55235-/II-1-P1, Construptingla Water
Map of the Base Water Distribution Sygtem

,

Audio Visual Aids
Slides, Exterior Water System

.

Training Equipment
-Sample-Board of Plumbingilardware (12)
Shop Tools for Plumbing (2)

Training Methods
.Discussion and Demonstration (1 hr)
Performance (2 hrs) ,

.
. ....

Instructional Environment/DesigYi
Classroom (1 hr)
Laboratory (g hrs)
Group/Lockstep:Proficiency Advancement

t .

,

.

,
o

.., ,
,.

.
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a

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continued)

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND,CRIT ERION OBJECTIVES
DURATION

IH OU RV SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Steel Pipe Asseinbly

a. Using a power threader, cut, ream,,
and thread steel pipe. Finished work must
be within + 1/8 inch of -given measurements.

b. Using given instructions, assemble
a piece of threaded steel pipe and k 90 degree
elbow. The fiiiihed connection must be
within + 1/8 inch, of specifications measured
from ea to center.,

3
(3 /0)

Day 20
(1. 5/0)

(1.p/o)

1-

Instructional Guidance
Use slides of a base water-distribution system when discussing the
system's components and their location. Discuss the nature of water
and the factors that determine pressure and quality iequirements. Use
a map to locate the approximate position of the water main to the
buildings nearby. Identify samples of water pipe usedin water main
construction and discuss various methods of assembling the pipe.
Demobstrate how pipe connections are made and use slides to show the
types of connections not available. Demonstrate the chain cutter in
cutting a piece of cast iron pipe. Monitor students to insure that proper
pipe holding and support techniques are being practiced. Have the
students complete the workbook projects.: 'The followjng references
should be used in preparing the lesson:

AFR 127-101, Ground Accident Prevention Handbook
National Plumbing Code / 4

ColuMn 1 Reference STS Reference
2a 3b, Ile(4), lle(11)

Tri(f5
Instructional Materlals
SG 3AB145235-III-2, SEeel Pipe Assembly

B 3ABR5 235-III-2-P1, Cutting, Threading, and Assembling Steel
Pipe \

Audio
Training

1-Aids
m, FLC 3/150, Choosing the Right Valve

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO. 3ABR55235 DATE 2 July 1975 BLOCK NO. PAGE NO.
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continued)
..

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES
DURATION
Isom',

2

.... . _ .. ..

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

, .

-

----

8
(6/2)

Day 21
(0.5/9)

.

Training Equiyment
Shop Tools for Plumbing (2)
Power Threader 42)

.
,Training Methods

Discussion and Demonstration (1 hr) ,

Performance (2 hrs)
.

InEructional Environment/Design
Classroom (1 lir)
Laboratory (2 hrs)
Group/Lockstep:Proficiency Advancement .

. %

Instru-Ctional Guidance .

Discuse types of pipe cutters such as the one- arid three-wheel cutter
and thration in which each should be used. Discuss the proper
inspection and use of the hacksaw in cutting steel pipe. Discuss thread
depth anditrirelationship to pipe wall thickness and'strength. Demon-

,

. Installation of Building Service Lines

.
a. Given a sketch of a typical building

servite line
,

locate, name, and give the pur-
pose of eachmajgr component. All six corn-
ponents must be identified correctly.

strate the use of 'power equipment in cdting ancrihreading-steel-pipe-.---
Rave the students accomplish the workbook project. Follow safety
precautions when operating the machinery.

Column 1 Reference STS Reference 4

3a ea(2), 13a(4) .

3b 6a(2),. 8d .

3c 6a(2),-8c
3d lle(15)(a), lle(15)(b)

.

. ,
,

..,
,
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continuato%

UNITA OR INST RUCTION AND CRITERION oanciwas
,

DURATION
INQURS)

2 3

SUPPORT NATERIALS AND Gu.DANCE .

b. Make a drawing of a building service
line and label each component. Retain this
information as it will be used later.

c. sing a drawing ot a building service
line, make a list of the materials needed to
construct a service line. The bill of materials
must accurately identify all the required
materials without shortages and without excess
greater than 10%.

d. Using the seU-tappiong machine and the
procedures outlined in training film CE-10,
tap a pressurized water main and install a
corporation atop. Completed work must with-
stand line pressure withUt leaking.

;

,

.

(0.5/1)

(11.5)

.

(41,5)

,

Instructional Materials
SG 3ABR55235-IH-3, Installation of Building Service Lines-
WB 3ABR55235-M-3-P1, Tapping Pressurized Water Main

Audio Visual Aids
Training Film: CE-10, Water Main Self-Tapping Machine
Slides, Building Service Lines

.,

Training Equipment
Main Tapping Machine (12)

.

Hand Tools for Plumbing (1)
Special and Shop Tools for Plumbing (2)
Samples of Plumbing Hardware (12)

-Water Main Trainer (12)
1

Training Methods
Discussion and Demondration (3 hrs)
Perforthance (3 hrs) .

Outside Assignment (2 bra) .

Instrtictional Environment/Design
Classroom (3 hra) .
Laboratory (3 iirs)
GklocriliLarKep;PitroorfylytrliczysiAdvancement -s
Instructional Guidance
Use slides of Wilding service line and samples of the system components.
Discuss valves meters, flexible connections and pipe sizing. Have
the shIdents drlw a service line. Have the students make a material .
list of the system. Show the film on the demonstration of the self-tapping

.0

_

.
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,-- . i'LAS OF INSTRUCTION (Cntim44 ,..!
.

UNITS OF iNST RUCTION AND CRITERIuN O fIJECTIVES
DUR ION

(NOUATRS).o SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIOANCE

.

.

,

. Building Distribution Systems

a. Using blueprints or. drawings, locate
and name three major components of a typi-
cal building cold water distribution System.
The three components must be named correctly.

b. Using glven'instructions, make a
sketch of the cold water distribution system
in the booth area. Sketch must be complete
enough to be used to construct the systeni.

c. Following the proced4tres provided,
construct a cold water distribution system in
the booth area. All measurements must be
within + 1/4 inch of specifications., .

.

. ,

16
(12/4)

Days 22
and 23

(1/1)

(5/1)

.

(6/2)

.

,

,DATEChanged

machine. Have the sutdents tap at least one hole. Have them install a-
corporation stop. Have the students fabricate and install a short nipple
and pipe union. Do.not permit students to go beyond this point until the
lesson on building distribution system has Lee A completiA-1. The following
references should be used in pieparing the lesson: .

AFR 127-101, Ground Accident Prevention Handbook
National Plumbing Code
Make the following outside assignment; Read SG 3ABR55235-11I -3 and
answer the questions at the end of the text,

Column 1 Reference STS Reference -

4a 6a(2), 6a(75
4b 6a(2), 6a(7), 8d .

4c 6a(2), 6a(7), Uf(1), llg

Instructional Materials
SG 3ABA55235-HI-4, Building Distribution Systems
WB 3ABR55235-IH-4-P1, Installation of Building Cold Water Distribution

System .

Blueprints and Drawings .

Training Equipment ,

Hand Tools for Plumbing (1)
Shop Tools for Plumbing (2) :

.

Training Methods .

Discussion and Demonstration (4 hrs)
Performance (8 hrs)
Outside Assignments (4 hrs)

1

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (4 hrs)
Laboratory (8 hrs) -

Group/Lockstep:Proficiency Advancement
Study Hall (Dormitory)(4 hrs)

20 January 104 BLOCK NO. m 1 P.AGE, NO. 34PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO. 3ABR55235 I



PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Gantinu.4

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CMTERION OBJECTIVES

I.

5. Copper Tubing Assembly

a. Using a working drawing, 'make a list
of the materials required to construct a hot-
water distribution systcm in the booth area.

°The list must accurately identify all of the
iceqtfired,materials without shortages aid with-
out excess greater than 10%. -

b. Following the procedures provided,
measure, cut, ream, bend, and flare copper
tubing. End-to-center measurements must be
within + 1/4 inch of specifications and the flare
must completely fill the flare nut without
binding.

PLAN OF INStRuctIoN NO. 3ABR55235

DURATION
MOORS)

, SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

2 3

Instructional Guidance
15-iscuss fEe-componentS of a typical building cold water distii-
bution sistem. Discuss measuring andsassembly procedures. Empha-
size safety in use of power equipment. Students should use power
equipment more extensively during this lesson than any previous lesson.
Have the students make a sket.ch of a distribution system, using the-
propel* symbols. Discuss the location of fixtures and pipe support
devices. Have the students install all parts of the distribution system
except the risers. The system should include a branch line to the water
heater. The following references should be used in preparing the lesson:
AFR 127-101, Ground Accident Prevention Handbook
National Plumbing Code
Make the following outside assignment: For Day 22 have the, students
study 3ABR55235-DIA. For Day 23 have the students review
3ABR55235-M-4 and studir WB 3ABR55235-II1-4-P1.

16
0/4)
Days 24
and 25
(2/1)

(VI)

Column 1 Freference .STS Reference
5a 6a(7), 8c(2)
5b 6b(1), lle(1), lle(2), lle(5), lle(10)

lle(13), 111 9
5c 6b(2), 11 e(5), lle(10), lle(14)
5d 3a 5 3a Ilf(9)(c)
5e
,5f a(2),11e(9),11e(10),11e(13).111e(14)

Instructiohal Materials
3T3A111/155755=M75;"-Copper Tubing Assembly
WB.3ABR55235-111-5-P1, Bill of Materials
WB 3ABR55235-III-5-P2, Assembling Flared and Soldered Copper

Joints
WB.3ABR55235-M-54,3, Swedging and Solddring
WB 3ABR55235-III-5-P4, Making a Ferruled Connection
WB 3ABR55235-III-5-P5, Installation of Building Hot Water Diatribution

System

DAT tlianged 20 January19761
BLOCK NO. m 77A-GTNO. 35
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.
PLAN Olt INSTRUCTIONACAnumm4

.

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND INTERIOR ORJECTIVES moults)
2

SUPPGRT MATHIAIS AO GUIDANCE .
3

/
c. Using the instru , i 8 and materials

providedp make a or - iclaneatipu In cop-
per tubing. Completed . meat be
straight with the tubing be the depth and
diameter of the swedging ...I.

d. Using given instrueons and an
acetylene or propane torch, **der a swedged
connection. Solder mast be vislle (in the
joint) completely around the tubing.

e. Using given instructions, 1ake a
ferruled connection in copper tubing The
finished connection must withstand b e water
pressure without leaking.. .

I. Using your wpcking drawing an
required bill of materUls, construct a II
water distribution system. All measurements
must be within 1/4 inch of specifications.

.

,

(.5/0)

(.5/4
-

.
(1/1)

(4/1)

.

,..

..

Audio Visual Aids' ,

Training Film: TF1 4082, Refrigeration and,Repair Tube 1

Connections
.

Training Equipment _

Hand Tools for Plumbing(1) , .

/
Shop Tools for Plumbing(2)

..

Training Methods
-
DiscaSsIOn and Dernonstration (4 hrs) ' '

Performance (8 hrs) .

Outside Assignments (4 hrs)
.

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (4 hrS) .
Laboratory (8 hrs)
Study Hall (Dormitory)(4 hrs) .

Group/Lockstep:Proficiency Advancement

Instructional Guidance
Explain the characteristics and application of copper and plastic pipe and
tubing. Demonstrate how to measure bend, cut, flare, and swedge
copper tubing. . Demonstrate how to light, adjust and use an acetylene or
propane torch. Emphasize safety. Have the studenti complete the work
projects and check their completed work.

.

Make the following outside assignment: For day 24 have the .

students study SG 3ABR55235-IH-5. *For day 25 have the .

students study WEs 3ABR55225-11I-5-P3, P4, and P5.
,.

The following .references should be used in preparing the lesson:
AFR 127-10,1, Ground Accident Prevention Handbook
National Plumbing Code

..

PLAN OF MST RUCTIC*4 NO. 3ABR55235. OAT IIILOCK,NO. m - PAGE NO. 36. .

53
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, PLAN OF INSTRUCTIONIC..minuall

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERICO OBJECTIVES
DURAT ION
moons)

. SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE -

5. Water &pp ly liciagh-fa stir Fixtures
,

w
a. Hiring a plumber's sketch und mann--

facturees rough-in:specifications make.a liat
of the materials rs4cilred and ester:nine the
procedures necessarrtevinstall the water sup-
3Iy for booth area fixtures. The bill of
'material murE aceurately identify ill dile
required materials withcut shortages and with-
out excess greater that 10%.

i3. Wang Oval iastrUctions, rough in the
iraler supply for the fixtures in the booth area,
installing air chambers and electrical inar-
lating fittings ItUrequired. The water supply
must be ready for the fixture. The air
chambers must eliminatelhe possibilities of '
water hammer and the insulating fitting must
'be installed correctly. ,

,

,

8
(6/2)
Da/ 26 .
(1/1)

(5/1)

Column 1 'Reference STS ReferenCe .

tia 6 c 1 , 8c(2), 14b
6b e 1 1141), liah 12c, 14a, 14b

.

Instructicaal Materials
SG 3ABI151216-121-6,.WaterSupply Rough-In for Fixtures
WB 3AHR55235-M-6-P1, Rough-In Water Supply for Bathroom Fixtures .
Manufacturer's Rough-In Specifications .

Engineering Drawings
. . ..

Audio -Visual Aids.
Slides,. Water Suyply_Rough-In for-tatory, Urinals and Water Closets

, a

Training Estiipment
Hand Tools for Plumbing (1)

I

Shop Tools for Plumbing (2). .

.

Training Methods
Discussion and Demonstration (1 hr)
Performance (5 hts)
Outside Assignment (2 hrs)

Indructional Environnie riDesign
_Classroom (1 lui
Laboratory (5 hrs) .

Study Hall (Dormitory)(2 hrs)
Group/Loarstep:Proficiency Advancement

.

4
.

I .a .

.

.

,

, .
X ...

, ,, .. ,, . x,...

PLAN OF IrlyRUCTION NO. 3ABR55235 reiginged 6J.ariliary 1976 BLOCK NO:',--Tre.
.

PAGE NO. . 311
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PLAN OF IHSTRU TIOH (C.1101114

LIMITS OF INSTRUCTION AND MT ERION OBJECTIVES
DuRATIos

040uRSI
suPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE .

,.

,

,
e

,
.

,

-..

. Installation of Domestic Water iledtpis

It. -
a. Using the diagram provided, locat

and name the major components of gas and
electric water heaters. The eight components
of the gas burner and the nine components of
the water heater must be-named correctly.

*
b. Install and light a gas watei heater,.

Tbe piping must not leak.and the air-gas
mixture must be adjusted to produce a blue
flume with a yellow tip.

4

-

1

-

6
(4/2)
Day 27

(3/1)

i

N

(1/1)

Instructional Guidance
Demonstrate the use of rough-in specifications in fabricating supply
lines to bathroom fixtures. Discuss the codes governing pipe sizing to ,
fixtures. Call attention to specifications ip identifying fixturea to be
installed. Discuss purpose and locations of air chambers. Have the
students select the necessary materials to fabricate steel and copper
supply lines as per specifications and codes. Have the ettident com-
plete the work project. Check the students' conipleted workbooks.

At the end of day 26, make the following outside assignment: Read
SG 3ABR55235-III-7, and answer the queAion. Study the procedures
roughing in the water supply for showers in WB 3ABR5523544-7-Pl.
Review for a test over block Ill. The following refe ences should be,
used ip preparing the lesson:

AFR 127-161, Ground Accident Prevention Han
Natfonal Plumbing Code

Column 1 Reference STS Reference,
7a 14d
'lb 3a(7), 3a(10), 14d

.

Instructional Materials -

8G3ABR55235-11I-7, Installation of Domestic Water Heaters
WB 3ABR55235-111-7-P1, Installing a Gas Water Heater
Manufacturer's Rough-In Specifications

I.

Audio Visual Aids .

Slides, Water Heaters
.

, 1

PLAN OF IMSTROCTIOI NO. 3ABR55235 DATE 2 fuly 1975 BLOCK NO. ni RAGE NO. 38, I
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PLAN Or-iNSTRUCTION (Continua)

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES

l
oultATIoN
(HOURS)

.

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCF

,

,

,

..

.

\

.

..

,

.

,

.

.

.

'

Training Equipment
Hand Tools for Plumbing (1)
Shop Tools for Plumbing (2)
Water Heater (2)

Training Methods
Discussion and Demonstration (2 hrs)
Perfoimance (2 hrs)
Outside Assignments (2 hrs) , ..

Intitructional.Environment/Design ..

Classroom (2 hrs)
Laboratory (2 hrs)
Study Hall (Dorznitory)(2 hrs) -
Group/Lockstep:Proficiency Advancemmt .

Instructional Guidance.
Discuss the types of water heaters and the operation of a typical domes--
tic water heater. Discuss the fabrication and installation of gas supply
lines. Discuss the methods of performing leak tests on gas and air
systems. Have the students fabricate and install a water and gas line to
a water heater. Test the gas cmnections for leaks. Demonstrate the
lighting and adjusting procedures. Have each student light and adjust
the burners,

At the end of day 27, make the following outside assignment: Read
SG'3ABR55235-IV-1, and angwerlhe questions. Be prepared for a test
over this material. Thd following references sib3u1d be used in
preparing the lesson:
AFR 127-101, Grodnd Accident Prevention Handbook
Natimial Plumbing Code

, ,

,

PL AN OF INSTRUC1ION NO.
, 3ABR55235 .DATE 2 July 1975 BLOCK NO.

IH
PAGE NO. 30\_
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PLAN OF INS RUCTION (Csntintsecp
4

-

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION, AND T. RIT ERICH OCILETIVES
DURATION
tHDURS)

2

SUPPORT MATERIAL S AND GUIDANCE ,

. Related Training (as shown on the course
chart)

. Measurement Test and Test Critique

..., 7"--/-
. .

, ..

,
,

.
r

2

2
(2/4)

Day-yi

1

,

.

.

,
-.

-

,

.

-

.

.

,

,

-

.
. .

.

,

.,

.

,

.

...,

.

;v.--

. ..

,

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION HO. 3ABR55235 1
DATE 2 Jul 1975 CLOCK NO. PAGE NO. 40
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Liz.
LESSON PLAN ( Port 1, Gemmel)

'SaArmseitie
TbETC/2 Aug75

INSTRUCTOR ,
..

COURSE HUMBER

3ABR55235
COURSE TITLE

Plumbing Specialist
BLOCK NUMBER

II
LOCK TITLE
'Building Waste System

LESSON T IT L Evt
BuilsiirT Drains Days

)

10 and 11)
LESSON DURATION

CLAssitooN/LAeoNATORY

12 Hrs .

,

COMPLEMENTA RY .

0

TOTA L

12 firs_
POI REFERENCE

PAGE NUMBER

17

I PAGE DATE

2 July 1975
PARAGRAPH

1

STS/CTS REFERENCE

NUMBER
1

552X5

DATE

115 February 1973 Chal 25 February 1974
SUPERVISOR APPROVAL

SIGNATURE DATE SIGNATURE DATE

. .

.

-

PRECLASS PR PARATION
,

EQUIPMENT LOCATED
114 LABORATORY

EQUIPMENT
FROM SUPPLY

CLASSIFIED MATERIAL
GRAPHIC AIDS AND

UNCLASSIWIED MATERIAL

flandtools
Plumber's Furnace
Shop Tools I

-

C.I. Fittings
Oakum
lead
Compressed gas

cylinder
,

None

.

.

SG Ilrl
WB 11-11-P1 and P2
Slides: Progression

of Bdilding Waste
'*stem
...

,<-..

CRITERION ObJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS

la. Given three pieces of plumbing materials, correctly identify each as to common

name, size) matérial, and general application. All items must be correctly
-iiientified.

(1)-:Defiriition of a building drain .

, -;4(2) Location
,- (a) Type of material dsedi .

-0) 1 .. -
lb. Using given instifictions and plumbing symboli;, draW a diagram of a building
drain. Diagram must be complete enough to make a bill of meterials.

(1) Blpeprints
/

-

(9 Working drawings
(3) Symbols and fittingS .

..
.

.

ATC "Rt. 770AUG ,
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LESSON PLAN (Parr I, General) CONTINUATION SHEET

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS (Cominv4H)

(4) Manufacturer's rough-in specifications
(5)- Specification sheets
(6) Codes

lc. Using a diagram of a building drain system, make a complete bill of materials.
Bill of materials must contain the length and size of the pipe and the type and size

of all fittings.
1

(1) Definitisto
(2) Take off items
(3) Purpose .

ld. Using a measuring tape or rule, measure and mark pipe to within + 1/8 inch of

specific length.

(1) Hub to spigot
(2) Fittings

le. Cut cast iron pipe to a specified length + 1/8 inch using a cold chisel and

hammer.

(1) Oldest method
(2) Safety

lf. Cut cast iron pipe to a specified length + 1/8 inch using a snap cutter.
,

(1) Sound out pipe
(2) Safety

lg. Using a hacksaw and adjustable jaw wrench, cut one-half inch, + 1/8 inch,
from the end of a cast iron pipe.

(1) Sound out pipe
(2) Use on cuts near end of pipe
(3) Safety
(4) Other methods

AM

lh. Using given procedures, move and store propane %as containers. Containers
must.be stored and secured in accordance with given instructions.-

(1) Moving
(2) Storage

,

,

n 'Of 41P0111142 77111-11114, 24
4



LESSON PLAN (Part I, Omani) CONTINUATION SHEET

CMTERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS (CageNow041)

li. Using given procedures, assemble and operate a plumber's furnace. The

lead pot must set firmly on the stand and the flame must be adjusted to maintain

the lead in a molten state with a metallic bine tinge.

(1) Assembly
(2) Operating procedures

lj. Assenible and pour a horizontal joint, uaing training aicst
3/4" to 1" in depth.

(1) Application of horizontal joints
(2) Equipment required
(3) Pouring procedures

lk. Using given procedures, construct a building drain in the bootb)06ea. Pipe

must be graded 1/4 inch per foot.
>

(1) Material required
(2) Tool and equipment required
(3) Construction procedures

4

Lead ring must be

\

4

r

I

1

ATC AUG 12
770A

3 /
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Course No: 3ABR55235
Day: 10 & 11

,

Branch Approval:
Date:

P T II

. =IOW ON (40 Minutes)

CHECK PREI/IOUS DAY'S SIM ASSIGNMENT

REV1.17,41

i,

ATTENTION:

OVERVIEW:

MOTIVATION:

\c-

i

,

4

t.

t.

..
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-
a

BODY (5 Hours 15.Minutes)

PRE5ENTATI04:

la.: Given three pieces of.pinmbing materials,

correctly identify each as to comadon naMes,

size, material, and general aPplication. All,

items muat be correc-bly identified.

(1) Definition 'of"a building drain: 0/

that part of the lowest piping of a
drainage system which receives the
discharge frau soil, waste, and-other
drainage pipes inside the walls of
the builOng and conveys it-tb the
building (bonse) sewer, beginning 55
outside the building Wall

(2) 'Location

(a) Below.flo6r

(b) Underground

(c)- Suspended frau floor joist

(d) Start at main soil and waste stack

. (3) Type of material used

(a) Cas-J., iron

1 Joints

5



..-
>

a Lead and.oakum (caulked joint)

b Compression

c No - Hub

2 Weights of cast iron

a Service wight

b .Bctra heavy

2 Type hubs

a Single hub'

b Double hub

A Cast iron used under concrete

, (b) CopPer

1 ,Joints-sold4ed

2 Types-P1 & DWV.

C



C

) Plastic

I Types-

a ABS AOrylonitrile-Butadierie:Styrene

b .PVC Polyvinyl Chlorid

'2 'Forms .

a Rigid-Screwed or solvent weld

b Semi-rigid-solvent weld

c,

'

Using given instructions and pluMbing simbolsd
draw a diagram of a-.building drain. ,Dtagram,

.must be complete enough to make a'bill of ,

,materi4le. -

(1) BlueprintS

'

,

\

(b) Elevation plan.

-(0 plot -glad

A

.*)

7

. 4 -

A

v,

A

,

, I 4



,

oo

(d) Roof plan

(e) Foundation plan

(2) Working drawings

(a) Flan of installition

(b) Materials required for job

(c) TYPes

1 Top

i2 Sde .

Isometric

(3) *Symbols and fittings
(

NO71E:I DisdUis those used in the drainage Aystem

(4) NAnufiCturer's rough-in specifications

(5) SPecificati,pns -sheets

(a) i,ypes

C 3



(6) Size

(c) Quality

(d) Quantity,

(6) Coles

a) Naonal

,(b) Lc:cal
V.1

'4

(c) AFM 85-20"

.t".

'

NOTE:, Discuss layout of,boOthsboull drain

IC. U..ingr a diagram of a buildin§ drain system,

make a'complete bill of matalials. Bill of

materials kust contain the length and size
of the'pipeand the type and size of all fittings.

(1) Definition-'a tubulatea list'of requirements
for' a job showing the name, description,
quantity, stock numbr, 'size add cost

(a) Made Up froi,varking drawing or plan?

(b) Stock numbers and cost requirel
research from manufacturers', catalogs

... (2) Take off items .., . 1 .
9.

-a
I



(a) Thread cutting oil

(b) joint compounds

(c) Bolts, screws, nails; etc.

(3) Pusrpose

(a) Requirements for a job

(b)- Estimate Of job cost\

(c) Save time

ld.' Using a-measuring tape or rule,''measure

sald mark pipe to within + inch of

specific length

(1) Hub to spigot-frau back of hub to

spigot.end

(2) Fittings-
.

(a) Back of hub to centerline

(b) ,Centerlihe,to the spigot end

c P-t



-

le. Cut cast iron pipe to a specified length
+ 1/8 inch, using a cold chisel and hammer.

(1) Oldest method

(a). 4" pipe-1" cold chisel 16 oz. ball peen
hammer `

(b) 2" pipe- 3/4" cpld chisel 16 oz.
ball peen hammer

Ts-

\,

,(c) Sound out pipe before and after cutting

. (2) Safety precaution-wear gloves and goggles

lf. Cut cast iron pipe to a specified length
+ 1/8 inch usilg a snap cutter.

(1) 'Sound out pipe

(a) Before cutting

(b) After,cutting

,61

(2) Safety

(a) Wear gloved

(b) Protect others in working are;11,2

keiree

7



lg; Using a hacksaw and adjustable,jaw wrench,
Cut one half inch 1/8 indh from the end of ,

a cast iron pipe.

(1) Used on cuts twO inches or less from
end of pipe

/2) Sound out. pipe'

(a) Before cutting

(b) After cutting

(3) Safety-Aoid cutting hands

(4) Other methods

(a) Chain cutter

(b) Pipe cutter

(c) Hydraulic cUtter.

lh. Using given procedures, move and store
propane gas containers. Containers must
be stored and secured in accordance with
given ins.,ructions.

(1) Moving.

12



(a) ,Cylinder valves closed and capped

(b) Acetylene transferred ve4rtically

(c) Use hand truck when possible

(d) Do not liTt bottle by valve

'(2) Storage -

(a) Acetylene stored in upright position

(b) Secure cylinders

(c) Mark empty cltilinders and store
separately

(d) Cylinders of different gases
stored separately

(e) If stored close to each other,
must have approved fire break '

(f) Protect against cold and heat

U. Using given procedures, assetable and operate
a plumber's furnace. The lead pot must set
firmly on the stand and the flame must be
adjusted to maintain the lead in a molten
state with a metalre blue tinge.

_

(1) Asseobly

101

I

dir



(a) Install orifice aria tighten

(b) Put stand on amd tighten

(c) Put'on shield

(d) Set melting pot cn

NOTE: Sit up where there is little

.
traffic and well ventilated.

'1/4N(2) Operating procedures

(a) Blow mit orifice using ""r" handle

(b) Twist piece of paper and ignite

(c) Put on goggles and gloves

(d) Place flame at tip of orifice

(e) Open valve slowly using "T" haziale

(f) Regulate flame

(g) Place'ladle on pot

14

a



lj. Assemble and pour a horfzohtal joint,
using training aids. .1,ead ring must be
3/4" to 1" in.depth.

s .

(1) "Application of horizontal joints

(a) Soil and waste branch lines

I

(b) Building .drains

(c) House seite;a

(2) EquipmeAt

(a) Training aid

(b) Plumbers furnace

1 Propane tank

2 Orifice

2 "T" handle

A Melting pot

Shieid

.k



6 Melting pot hook

(c) Asbestos gloves

(d) Face shield

(e) Asbestos joint hammer

(f) Ladle

(g) Yarning iron

(h) Packing iron

'(i) 8oz and 2.6oz ball peen hammer

(j) Inside and outside caulking iron

,(3) Pouring procedures

(a) Install asbestodjoint runner

(b) Insertloakum where clamp holds

ends cf runner

(c) Check temperature Of lead

'

'



I Twisted paper

2 Thermameter

2 Bluish tinge color

(d) Shim off impurities

(e) Ladle full and shout "Hot lead"

(f) Carry lead to joint and fill to
top of hub

(6 Again aound out: "Hot lead" and
' return to furnace

" t
(h) sPlace empty ladle.backon furnace

APPLICATION:

Cotplete WB 3ABR55235-II -1-Pl.

CONCLUSION (5 Minutes)

SUMMARY :

pUDY ASSIGNMENT: SG 3ABR55235-II-1,

17

p.
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INTRODUCTION ( 40 Minutes, Darla)

CHECK PREVIOUS DAY S STUDY ASSIGNMENT

REVIEW :

OVERVIEW:

M5TIVAT ICHT:

2
4

.4
\

.4yr
est

_

-



A
BODY (5 Hours 15 Minutes)

PRBSENTAT1OM:

lk. Using given procedures, construct &building
-arain in the booth area. Pipe must be graded

1/4 inch per foot.'

(1) Materials required

(a) Hub type cast iron soil pipe

(b) Hub type cast iron fittings

.
1 One hub type stack base,with

clean out plug

2 Two 4"x4ux2" combination
wye and eight bends

Tools and,equipment required

(a) Plumber's rarnace

1 Propaneitank

2 Orifice

2 "T" handle

A Melting pot

'Shield



I

6 Melting.pot hookt

(b1,4ebestos gloves

(c) Face shield

(1) Asbestos,joint runner
.

(e) Ladle

f

(f). Yarning iron

(g) Packing iron

(h) lboz and Soz ball peen hammer

.

(i) Inside and outside taulking iron'

"t

:(3) Construction procedures
1

(a) Cut castkilida pipe tb correct length '

(b) Align fittings and make joints

(c) Suppoit stack base with concrete.blse

(d) Suspend building drain from floor'
joist using hanger iron

.

,



APPLICATION: .

ComplateMB j4BR5525-II-1-P22f

'

..
1

-...

Evaluate by oral, written questionsAandiot
-':observaLion of student's petformants-du 'ng lesson.

' :Ilis thay be aCcompliShed'at any time d wring lesson

for increased effeCtiveness. '-
N

a

.CON LUSIoN (5 Mihutes)

4

-)

n

14.

o /

REMOTIYATION: //
S.

STUDT A84I6NENT: SO:',3ABR5Y235-I/4

_

7
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LESSON PLAN ( Port I, Comoro!) .
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COIJIRSE TITLE

Plumbin: S. -cialist
GLOCK NumaER

1
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LESSON TIT4

,

. Vents:and StaCks (Days 12 and 13) .

LESSON DURATION
, ..

CL ASSROOM/LAROR A TORY ,

12 Hrs
COMPL EMENTARY --,

- 0
,

TOTAL

12 Hrs
POt REFERENCE

RAGE NUMBER 1

19
PAGE DATE

I . 2 July 1975
P41,RAGRAPM

2 ,

S'TS/CTS REFERENCE
NUMBER

552X5 .
DATE

15 February 1973 Chg 1, .05 Feb 1974
SUPERVISOR APPROVAL

SIGNATURE DATE SIGNATURE DATE

. -
,

,

.

r

PRECLASS PREPARATION ,

EOWOMENT LOCATED
-IN LABORATORY

EQUIPMENT
FROM SMPPLY

CLAssurIED MATERIAL
GRAPHIC AIDS AND

UNCLASSIFIED MAT ERI AL

Hand Tools
Plumber's Furnace
Shop Tools
Special Tools
Safety Equipment .

.

C. I. Fittings
C. I. Pipe
Oakum
Lead

,

,

-
.

. .

.

Se .II-2
WB II-2-P1, P2,
P3, P4

Rough in Specifica-
' ons and Drawingsd
Slides: Progression
of Building Waste
System

,- CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS .

,

awing af pitiniabin4 system, determine the tkpe of vent and stack2a. Given a dr a
system used.

(1) Stacks .

(2) Vents. . .
.

. . .

2b. Following given instructions, make a working dra*ing of a plumbing vent 't

system and name 'the fittings. Drawing must Ile complete.

(1) Location of fittinis i -

(2) Type of _Materials
(3) Aligninent of piping

'
_

(4) Use of roof flashings . . .

,
.

._ j
- ,

,

,I4TC 770AUG i

sij

4.
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LESSON PLAN (Port 1, corrieral). CONTINUATIOfSHEEt

CRITERION OBJECTI4ES ANO TEACHING STEPS4ConfInim0

2c. Using yout working drawing, select all the soil pip-e-and fittings required to
construct a main vent stack in thb booth area. . .,

(1) Material required .

(2) Measurement for height of sanitary tee, vent tee, and roof terminal
,

2d. Following given instructions and working :Is a member of a team, assemble
a vent and stack system.in th'e assigned booth area. Pipe must be aligned within
-4- 1/2 inch of given specifications.

(1) Alignmènt -

(2) SuPPort

i

,

J

i

\

0.

"---=''

\

,

,

4

\

^

,

-



COurse No:, 3ABR55235

Day: 12

Branch ,..)proval:

, Date:

PART II

'INIRODUCTION (40 Minutes)
. f 7

CHECK PHEVIOUS DAY'S STUDY'ASSIGNMENT

REVUW:

ATTENTION:

-4

OVDRVIEW:

MOTIVATION:

C

"1 1

_



PRESENTATION:

BODY (5 Hours 15 Minutes)

2. .Civen a drawing of a plumbing systmm, determine

the t7.-pe- of vent and -stack system used..

-

;r
-

(a) Soil stack or main stack

,

1 -Vertical piping that carries
\

si

,, human waste from water, closets,

uranals, and similai fixtures f

to a soil pipe or buqding drain

,

Size determined by-the number

of fixtures connected to it

(fixture units)

(b) Waste stack

1 Vertical piping-that carrieS

waste-from all fixtures is not

designed to receive and discharge

dhuman waste

2 Size is determined by the

number of fixtures connected
to it

(cl Nent stack.



1 Vertical piping which provides

circulation of air to* and from

any parteof the drainage system,

(2) Vents

(a) Keeps drainage system at atmospheric

pressure at all times

(b) Doesn't convey any type of soil

or waste

(c) Type of vent depends on

1 Design of,the building

2 Number of fixtures (fixture units)

3 'Location or grouping of fixtures

(d) Main vent

1, Pipe runs parallel to soil or

Viste stack

Connects,full size at base of

stack.with L wye below the lowest

\fixture

5

e



-, 3. Extends through roof, or returns

to stack above the his.hest fixture

4 Is a vent only NO waste or soil materials

(e) \Individual vent

1 One trap qpnnected to one vent

2 Can be connected to the main vent

or stack above the fixture flood

level
\

(f) Unit or dual vent

1 Two fixture traps connected to

one common vent
%

2 Traps .can,be either side to side

or back to back .

(g) Circuit vent

Used on a battery of fixtures

not to exceed eight

6

a

I



2 Vented between the first two

fixtures (farthest), and between

the last fixture closes to the

soil or waste stagk

'3 Vent returns back to the main

vent (vent stack)

(h) Loop vent

1. A vent for a battery of fixtures

not to exceed eight
\

2 Vent is taken between the first

iwo and last fixture and returns

to the stack vent

(i). Stack Vent-sometimes called waste

or'soil vent. It is the extension

of a soil or waste stack above the
highest horizontal drain and connects

to the stack.

0) Relief vent

-Prevents syphonage and back

pressure (additional Ventina)

*?k,

2'Alsed on systems such as a horizontal

'drain, in circuits or loops, and in

tong stacks'



, (0 Wet,vent

1 Th.e portion of a pipe through

whia liquids flow from one,

fixture which is acting-as a 4

vent:for another fixture

_

2 Very poor type of lenting

2 Commonly found in residentia;

bathroom fixture groupings,

for the bathtub

{1) Purpose of venting 'system

Prevent trap seal loss

2 Provides for the circulation

of air to assure an equal pressure

through the system

a
(m) Trap seal loss

Direct syphonage

2 Indirect syphonage-

Evaporation

8

o

a



4 Capillary attraction

2b. Followinq given instructions, make a working

-drawin,. of a plumbing vent system and name

the fittings. Drawing must be complete.

(1). Location of fittin6

(2) Types of materials

(3) Alignment of piping

(4) Use of roof flashing

7

2c, Using-your working grawing, select all the

soil pipeland;iittiligs required to construct

a main vent stack in the booth area.

(1) Materials required

(2) Measuremont for height of sanitary tee,

vent tee, and roof terminal

APPLICATION:

CompleteliD 3ABR55235-II-2-P1



'1

EVALUATION:

Evaluate by oral, written questions, and7or

observation of studentts performance durinl

lesson. This may be accomplished at any time ,

during lesson for inFeased effectivehess.

SUMMARY:

REMOTIYATION:

If

4/0toos

CONCLUSION, ,(5 Minutes)

V

STUDY ASSIGNMENT: Reviesitodays noteie

7

lo: I

0-()
11.J

q4.1:

JC4

_ o



Sourse Nov
Day: 13

te
10

__

3ABR55235 0

PART fl

INT101XICTEN (30 Mimito,p)

CHECK PREVIOUS DAYIS STUDY ASSIGNMENT

OVERVIEW: ",

MOTIVATION:

z,

"
7%0

-",

11

p 3

y_

-

- 4'
k-) t.

.



BOB(5 Hours 25 Minutes)

PRESENTATION:

2d. Following given instructions

a me!nber of a team, assemble

system in the assigned booth

be aligned within ± 1/2 indh

(1) AlignMent

(a) Use Of level

(b) Usdra plumb bob.

(2) Supports

(a) ' Strap irim

Hangers

(0- Stack base
,

APPLIcATION:

arid.working as

a vent and stack

area. Pipe must

of giireo specifications.

Complete WB 3ABR5523541-27P10 P2, P3, and P4.
At

.

5



4

EVALUATION:

Evaluate by oral, written questions, and/d
observation of studeht's performance during lesson..

This may be accomplished.at any iime during lesson

for increas44 effectiveness.

SUMMARY:

REMOTIVATION:

,

. 9;

,. CONCLUSION (5 Minuies)....

4,

STUDY -Ass ImaNT: Comp] ete. SG 3AbR55235-II-3.

13

-



I LESSON PLAN ( Part I, Goarol)

TCDI`C/26Aug75._

INsTnucTon

'
COURSE NUMBER

3ABR55235
COURSE TITLE

Plumbing Specialist
BLOCK NUMBER

U ,

BLOCK TITLE

Building Waste System
.

LESSON TrrLE

Floor Drains and lic"-A Drains Dtay_. 141
I.ESSCii DURATION -----4

liAAs.smoom/LARORAturi -71C31;1"211/74"

3 Hrs I 1 Hr
TOTAL

4 Hrs
POI REFERENCE

PAGE NUMBER

21 ,
I PAGE DATE

2 July 1975
-:-

STS/CTS REFERENCE

PARAGRAPH

3
,

,

NUPVIER

552X5
!

I

sUPERVISOR

DATE

15 February 1973, Chg 1.1 t; Fcs if.)"14.
APPROVAL ..... ......- Am.

.........._, ----
S:e310 f DATE SIGNATURE A

.A......---..

. . I

PRECLASS PR PARATION

EQUIPMENT LOCATED
IN LABORATORY

EQUIPMENT
FROI! SUPPLY

CLASSIFIED MATERIAL
GRAPHIC Alps AND *I

UNCL ASSIFIEO sAAT ERI AL '

None
,

.

None

,

,.

None

_

.

SG 11-3
. 1

WB 11. 3-P., ". ,

Siides. Rtail ilnyr
.

Drains i

.
.

CRITERION Olt-ACTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS ,

Givep a sketch of .a roof and floor drain system, make a bill of materiais for
e installation ci a drain system. Bill of materiali must contain the length, type

and size of all pipe and the type anci size of all fittings.

a. Purpose and location of roof and floor drain systems
b. Components of roof and floor drain systems ,.

c. Codes governing roof and floor drain installation .

d. Types of floor drain fittings
e. Types of traps . .

f. Floor preparation
.

. .
. ,

ATC "'IA 770
AGG'72



Course No: 3ABR55235
Day: 14

Branch Approval:
Date: 20 Anaust 1975

- j
PART II

. INTRODUCTION (40 Minute's')

CHECK PREVIOUS DAY1S STUDY ASSIGNMENT

REVIEW:

ATTENTION:

OVERVIEW:

,

MOTIVATION:

,,

.c.

2

,

(I ,-4ti i

..

4s

-4.....



PRESENTATION:

BODY (2 HOurs 15 Minutes)

3a. Given a sketch of a roe

make a bill of materials

of a drain system. Bill

contain the length, type

and die type and'size of

(1), Roof.drains

and floor drain syatem,

for the installation

of materials must.

and size of all pipe

all fittings.

(a) Purposeto collect and remove water

from a roof to a point of disposal

(b) Location

1 Should be centrally located

.

2 Must be in the lowest pozipn
of roof

Sun decks

4 Parking decks

4
5 Roof gardens e

6 Area where traffic.paases

3

i.

3.



.(2) Floor drains

(a) Purposeto remove waste water from

a given area to a point of disposal

(b) Locationthe floor drain should be -

located centrally to properly drain

'the floor area

1 Basements

2 Laundry rooms,

3 Boiler rooms

4 Area that requires washing doWn

5 Battei.y of showers,

6 New urinal

7 Wash :tacks

8 Warehouies

(3) domponents of roof andlioor drainseystem

4

me

40.



(a) Interior systems

1 Piping concealed in the wall

or inside the building

2 Must have water tight connections
6

3 Should be supported at each

floor level

4 Swing joints are used to prevent

breakage of connections and damage

to the building

(b) Exterior system

1 Piping is exposed outside the building

to

2 The down spout must be water tight

,3: The water flows to a splash plate

or .a storm drain

(c) Types of strainers

1 'Flat strainers

5

1 00



a Sun decks

b Parking decks.

c Roof gardens

d Area where traffic passes

2 Mushroom strainer

a Flat roofs

b Area where leaves or othere
debris may collect

Area where there is little traffic

3 Sloped strainers

a Placed in corners

4 Floor drains

Housing

b Seepage flange

6



(d) Codes governing roof and floor

drain installation

1 AFM 85-20

2 National plumbing code

3 State code

L Local code

(e) Types of floor drain fittings

1 Recessed

2 Drainage

Materials used

a Copper

b Plastic

c Cast iron

1 02



(f) Tyges Of traps

1.. Common seal trap (2")

2 Deep'seal trap (4")

3 Trap with clean outs

(g) Floor preparation

1 Lead pan

2 Copper pan

.1 Where they are installed

Installation procedures

4

APPLICATION:

Have students complete WB 3ABR55235 -II -3 -P1, Floor

and R9of Drains.

8

1



EVALUATION:

Evaluate by oral, witten questions, and/or

observation of stude t's performance during

lesson. This may b 'accomplished at any time

during lesson for increased effectiveness.

CONCLUSION (5 Minutes)

SUICARY:

REMOTIVATION:

0

&MY ASSIGNMENT: NONE

9

"NN



LESSON PLAN ( Part t, G.tvartsi)
ApeRo2g9pC10 liAlE
TCET(17:20X475 .`

INSTRLICToR

.

CotmSE NUMBER

3ABR55235
COURSE TITLE .

Plumbing Specialist rn

BLOCK TITLE

Buildi : Waste S stem
BLOCK NUMBER

LESSON TITLE r

Waste Rough-in for Livatories (Day 14)
LESSON DURrION

CLAsstwou/LABOBATORy

3 Hrs
, COMPLEHENi*ARY

1 Hr
TOTAL

4 Hrs
POI REFERENCE

p,AGE NUMBER

22
PAGE DATE

2 July 1975
PARAGRAPH

4
STS/CTS REFERENCE

NUMBER

552X5
DATE

5 Fe e ruar 1973 1 28 Feb 974
.

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL
SIGNATURE DATE SIGNATURE DATE

.

.
,PRECLASS PREPARATION

EQUIPMENT LOCATED
IN LABORATORY

EQUIPMENT
FROM SUPPLY CLASSIFIED MATERIAL GRAPHIC AIDS AND

UNCLASSIFIED MATERIAL

Hand Tools
Shop Tools ,

C. I. Fittings
Oakuril
Lead

.
.

,

None ,

,

.

SG II44
WB II-4-P1 ,

Slides: Progression
of Building Waste
System

.

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS

4a: - Given the rough-in specificationk for a lavatory, correctly answer four
questions concerning the Installation of lavatories.

,

(1) Rough-in specifications .. . .
. (2) Type vents.

4b. Given*a shoi) drawing of a layatory drain system, deteimine,the plumbing
installation method required, and make a list of all, the material needed to construct
the system in the booth area. The list of materials must accurately identify all
required materials without shortages and witheut- excesses greater than 10%.

.,
.

(1) Lavatory drains
-(2) Identification of pipe and fittings used e
(3). Assembly procedures -

. . .

ATC F°". 770
AuG



4,

Course No : 3ABR55235 Branch Approval:
Date:Day.: 14

PART II

INTRODUCTION (15 Minutes)

CHECK PREVIDVS DAY' S SIUDY ASSIGNMENT

REVIEW:

4,

itiTENTION :

OVERVIEW:

MOTIVATION :4,

41.

c-



BODY,(2 Hours .40 Minutes)

PRESENTATIGN:.

4a, Given the rough-in specifications for a .

lavatory, correctly answer four questions

concerning the instillation of lavatories

(1) Rough in specifications

(a) bistance from finished floor to

oenter of drain

(b) Height of hanger bracket

(2) Type.vents

(a) Individual vent

(b) Individual back vent

4b. Given a shop drawing of a lavatory drainjystem,

determine the plumbing installation-method
required, and make a list of all the material, :

needed'to.construct the system in the Ibooth

-.area.' The list of materials must accurately

identify all required"materials without

shortages andwithout excesses greater than 10%.

(1) Location.of dtains

3

1 417
<4.

a.



(a) Viort4Cay d.s.ins into the soil.or

waste stack

(b) May be logated in the blueprints on

, the floor plan

(c) ,Aight will be taken fran the manufacturer's

l'rough-in

(d) Minimum size is 1 1/4arain

(2) Types of piping used

'(a) Cast=iron

1 Service

2' Extra heavy

(b) Copper

D.W.V. (yellow)

2 K; green)

3 L. (blue)

4



4 M. (red)

(c) Galvanized

(d) Plastic

ABS..;DWV

2 'PVC-DWV

(3) Types of fittings used

,(a) Cast iron

(b) Drainage (recessed) fittings

(c) 'CoPper

(d) Plastic

(4) Assembly procedures

(a), Cast iron

("}

109



i Caulked

2 Clamped

3 Seals

(b) Copper (sweated)._

(c) Galvanized (screwed)

(d) Plastic

.Screwed,

2 Solvent weld

#4,

APPLCATION: Have the students install the lavatory

drain'and accomplish WB

EVALU TION:
4.0

Evalu te by oral, written questions, and/or

obse tion of student's performance during

lesson This may be accomplished at any time

during lesson for indreased efectiveness.

6

af 110 .



CONCLUSION (5Minutes)

SUMARY:

MOTIVATION:

STUDY ASSIGNMENT: Read SG 3ABR55235 -II-51 Installation of Back Vents and answer the

questions at the end of the text.

a



LESSON PLAN ( Port I, Gmtral)
AP >ye ND DATE

ETC
INSTRUCTOR

COURSE NUMBER COURSE TITLE ..
.

Plumbing Specialist
-BLOCK TITLE

Building Waste Systems
....3ABR5.35235

'MOCK NUMBER

ll
LESSON TITLE

Installation of Back Vents Day 1.5)
LESSON DURATION

CLASSRoOm/LABORATORY

6 grs
COMPLEMENTARY

2 Hrs
TOTAL .

8 Hrs
POI REPERENCE

PAGE NUMBER

23
PAGE DATE

2 ,tuly 1975 1

PARAGRAPH

5
STS/CTS REFERENCE .

NUMBER 0

552X5 '
DATE

15 February 1973, Chg 1, 25 Feb 1974
SUPERVISOR APPROVAL

SIGNATURE DATE SIGNATURE DATE

--

/

. .

,PRECLASS PR PARATION

MiENT LOCATED
N LARORATORV

EQUIPMENT
. F ROM SUPPLY CLASSIFIED MATERIAL GRAPHIC MOS AND

UNCL ASSIFIED MATERIAL
,,,E:y)1

Hand Tools
Plumber's Ftirnace
ShwTools

Galvanized Pipe
Drainage Fittings

.

None ,

e

SG I- I..
WB II-5-P1- .

_

Specification and
Drawings

Slides:- ProgressiOn
bf Buildint Waste
System

ft CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS

5a. Using shop drawings (LA back vent system, make a list of all of the Materials
required to, construct the system in the booth area. The list of materials must
accurately identify all required materials withotit shortages and.without excess
greater than 10%. ,

(1) Working drawings . .

(2) Bill of materials .

.
.

5b. Using either a hand-operated pipe cutter or hacksaw, cut steel pipe to a given
length + 1/8 inch.

(I) Measurement of steel pipe ..._ ,
.

(2) Methods of cutting steel pipe

_

ATC FC"M 770
AUG 72

I I)4. ..#
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LESSON PLAN (Pert I, G.nercil) CONTINUATION SHEET

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS (Continued)

.5c., Using either a reamer or a suitable file, dress a pipe end. All burrs must be
removed and the inner surface of the pipe must be returned to its original diameter.

(1) Methods of reaming
(2) Purpose of reaming

5d. Using a hand stock and die set, thread a piece of steel pipe. Three threads
must extend beyond the face of the die segment.

(1) Types of threaders.
(2) Threading by hand

5e. Assemble threaded pipe and fittings. Completed joint must be water tight.

(1) Assembly procedures
(2) Use of pipe wrenches
(3) Fittings

;I.

41.
amomomilmm.

Atr FORM 770A

of'

113

"
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Course No:- 3ABR55235 Branch Approval:
Day: .15 Date:

PART II

TRODUCTION (45 Minutes)

CHECK PREVIOUS DAY1S SIUDY A3SIGNMEIT:

REVIEW:

ATTUMON:

OVERVIEW: .

MOTIVATION:

3



110DY,(5 Hours)

PR'SliNTATION:

5a. Using shop drawings of a back vont system,

make a list of all of the materials required

to construct tl,c system in the'hooth area.

The list of materials must accurately identify'

all required materials without shortages and

without excess grea r than 10%.

(1) Working drawings

(a) Top view

(b) Side view ,

(c). Igpmetric

(2) Bill -of materials.

(a) Tabulated list
t.

Takeoff itests

.

5b. Using either a handoperated pipe cutter

or hacksaw, cut steel p*pe to a given

length + 1/8 inch.

(1) Measuring steel pipe

4

11



(a) End7to7end

(b) End-to-center

(c) Center7to-center

(2) Methods of cutting steel pipe

.

(a) Hand pipe cutter; one, two, or three
wheel.

(b) Hacksaw ,

(c) Power cutter

5c. Using eiiher a reamer or a suitable file,
.dre.ss a pipe end. All burrs must be

removed and.the inner surface of the piie
mnSt be returned to its orginal diameter.

(1) Methods of reaming

4.4

(a) Rind Teamer

(b) Half round file

.5

116

'0



,

(c) Quarter round file

(d) Rat-tail file

(2) Purpose of reaming-

(a) Reduce friction

(b) Restore the inside pipe diameter

5d. Using a hand Aiock and die set, thread a

piece of steel pipe. Three threads must

extend beyond the face of tht die segmeht.

mo.

(1) Types of threaders
/.

(a) Hand stock and die set

(b) Power threader

A
(c) Geared threader

(d) Adjustable hand threader

(e) Non-adjustable hand threader

t

6,

s,



(2) Threader by-hand

(a) Non-adjustable'1/8 inch to 2 inch

(b) Adjustable 1 inch to 2 inch

(c) Proper thread length

5e. Assemble threaded pipe and fittings. Completed
joint must be water tiEht. a

(1) Assembly procedures

(a) Apply pipe dope tb male threads only

(4)) teave approximately 3 threads

when assembling

(2) Use of pipe wrenches

(3) Fittings

(a) Draihage/recessed

,(b) Tucker.

7

113

^



APPLICATION:

:Have students complete WB 3ABR55235-II-5-P11

Project 1, 21 and WB 3ABR55235-II75-P2
I ---

V

IL

1,

EVAIUATION:

Evaluate by oral, written:,instructions, andbr

,observation of itudent!s performance during

lesson. Thisjnay be accomplished at any time during

lesson for increased effee'eiveness.

SUMMARY:

4

ILINOTIVA TION

t

g

CaCIUSION (1A Minutes)

rUDY ASSFONWONT: Read SG 3ABR55235-II76 and

comp]ote questions at end of chapter.-
,

4

11 9

of
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LESSON PLAN ( Part I, Ommeral) .

:

TC 1 A
INSTRUCTOR. . ). . .

COURSE NUmBEk

3ADR55235
C.OURSE TITLE

Plumbing Specialist ..

BLOCK HUMMER

II
BLOCK TITLE

Building Waste Systems .
-

LESSON.TITLE . -

Rough-in for Urinal Drains (Day 16)
- . LESSON DURATION

- ,
"Th. ASSROOM/DOORATORY ,

6 Hrs
VAIPLEBENTA RV

2 Hrs
TOTAL .

. ,.

8 Hit
POI REFERENCE

PAGE NUMBER .

24
PAGE DATE

2 'July 1975
PARAGRAPH

6
STS/CTS REFERENCE

NUMBER I,

552X5 115
OATE

February 1973, Chg 1, 25 Feb1974
. . SUPERVISOR APPROVAL

SIGNATURE DATE MGHATURE DiTE

,

: ...

i -

,
PRECLASS PR PARATION '

EQUIPMENT LOCATEO
IN L AOORATORY

EQUIP4ENT
FROM SUPPLY

.
5L ASSIFIED MATERIAL GRAPHIC AIDS, ANO

UNCLASSIFIED MATERIAL

*nd Tools
Shop Tools .

Plumber's Furnace

No Hub Clamps
Cast Iron Pipe
Cast Iron Fittings

,
.

'

None

-

,

, -

SG II-6
Ws II-6-P1
Rough-in Specifica-

tions and Drawings
Slides: Progression

i"ci Buildng. Waste
System

e CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS

6a. Given an illustration of three types of urinal,vents, correctly name each tytie...
. ,, . . .

(1) Types aturinalp . -
,

. (2) Flnshing actions , -

(3) Types ci vents .
. ", - -, r r

. . .
6b. Using a working drawing; Make a bill of materials for theiconstructioil of a
urilial vent 'and drain sysrem. The list materials roust accurately identify all
required materials wfthout shortages and 1tut excess greater than 10%;

, (1) Identification of materials
(2) Types of joints ..,

-
. .

(3) Symbols need .

. - . ... ,

.-.

,ATC. FO"..., 770AUG
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LESSON PLAN (P pet I, General) CONTINUATION SHEET.,4

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHIND STEPS(Contmultd)

c. Following the prescribed procedures and working as a member of a team,
nstall a urinal waste and.vent system in the booth area. The drainage tee must be
'thin 1/4 inch Of the center of the existing hole.

(1) Methods of assembly
(2) Safety

4

;"
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Coutse No: 3ABR55235
Day 16

PART II

DITROLUCTION (45 Minutes)

CAM PR:EVIOUS DAY1S STUDY ASSIGNMENT

REVID/:

ATTENTION:

MOTIVATION:

Branch Approved:
Date: 19



4

PRESNITATION:

BODY. (5 Hours)

fla. Given in illustration of three types of

urinal vents, correctly name each type.

(1) TYPe s of urinals

(a) brall-hung

(b) Pedestal

(c) -Trough

(d) Stall

'(2) Flushing actions

(a) Washaown

(b) Siphod-jet

(3) Types of vents

. (a) Dual

,(b) Back



(c) Circuit

(d) 'Individual

6b. Using a working drawing, mage a bill of

materials ior the construction of a urinal
1

vent and dr systeu. The list of materials

;must accura ! y identify all req materials

without shortages and without excejreater
than 10%.

t

(1), Identification of materials

(a) Cast ironlusually used on urinal

drains

(b) Copper

(c) Plastic

\

(d) Galvanized

(2) Types of joints

(a) Caulked,

(b) Flanged

. 41.



(c) Velded

) yawed

(e) Soldered

(3) Symbols used

(a) Caulked

(b) Ilanged,

(p) , Welded'

(0 SCr'ewed

(e) Soldered

1

,

6c. Following the prescribed procedures and working

.team Member of i team, install a urinal ,

waste and vent 'system in the booth area, The -

dx:ainage tee must be within 1/4 inch of the

center of the existing hole.
,

(1) ifethods Of asSembly

6

II



(2) S;:fety

(a) Exercise caution wheh working with

lead

(b) Wear protective devices
.

APPLICATION:

Have students complete WB 3ABR55235-II-5-P1 and P2

in their stwly guides.

EVATITATIT:

Evaluate by oral or written questions, and/or

-observation of student's performance during

lessen. This may be accomplished at any time

during lessor for ircreasect,effectiveness.

SUMMARY:

CONCLUSION (15 Mirdtes)



RI:MOTIVATION:

STUDY ASSIGNMENT:

Read SG 3ABR55235II-7 and answer all questions

at the end of the chapter.

.:\
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f BLOCK TITLE
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_

LESSON TITLE

Rough-in for Shower and Tub Drains (Day 17)
LESSON DURATION
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Rough-in Specifica-
tions

Slides: Bathtub
_

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS

7a. Using the illustrations provided, idertify the components cif a shower and tub
drain system. All eight items must be identified correctly.

(1) Types of bath tubs and construction features .

(2) Types of showers and construction features

7b. Following the prescribed procedures and worldng as a member of a team,
install a shower drain system in the booth area. The shower strainer must be
within 1/4 inch of the center of the existing hag.

,
1

.

(1) Pipe supportsN , ..

(2) Booth design .
..

.
;
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Course No: 3A3R55235
Branch Approval:

Da: 17
Date:

PART II

,IIVIRODUCTION (45 Minutes)

CHECK PREVIOUS DADS SIUDY ASSIGNMENT

REVIEW:

ATTENTION:

540TIVATION:

2

19 Au st 19



BODY (5.Hours 5 Minutes)
0

Plir.Sal TAT :

la. -Using the illustrations provided, identify

the components of a shower and tubdrain

system. All eight,items must be identified

correctly.

4

(1) Types of bath tubs and construction features

.(a) Recessed

Owl

1 Right hand .

2 left hand

(b) COrner

1 Right hand

2 Left.hand

(c) Construction features

1 Minimum size drain 1 1/2"

3

. 1 o



2 Minimum size with ihowey combination 4

1 1/2"

Tub overflow,and drain attachment

Trap is included in rough-in

5 Can use drum or P-trap-installed

'when roughing in drain
1

6 Use plastic, cast iron or copper

on-drain or vent

)(Ise of slip joints

In trap seal

b Inlet of,trap

(2) Types of dhowers and constructionsfeatures

(a). lines

Recessed

, Z Metal caiinet-----

4

1 1



3 Tub and shower combination

4 Gal,g showerS

(b) Construction features

Minimum size drain 2"

2_ Use CI,Ptrap

3 Use CI under concrete

.
donstruct base with lead or copper pan

A Minimum 6" bend on each side

b Not required if &lilt at

ground level.on concrete

Typea of vents

lb. /Following the prescribed procedures and working

as a member of a team, install a shower drain

system in the boothtarea. The shower strainer

must be within 1/4 inch of the center of the ,

*sting hole.

.5

132
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(1) Pipe supports

(a) Vertically-every floor level

(b) Horizontally

1 Every 5 feet on CI
\

2 'Every 10 feet on gilvanized.

. (2) Booth design

(a) Center plumbob in shower drain.opening

(b) Measure from plumbob to 211 combo

.

(c) Deduct from NP" trap

(d) Cut 'and "P" trap and 2" CL_pipe

.) (e) Determine length of riser

to shower drain

14

(0 Cut and install,riser and
shower drain

6
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APPLICATION:

Gomplete Mission I and'II of UB 3A3R55235-II-7-P .

.c.NVALUATION:

,

Evaluate by oral or written questions; and/or

obser,:ation of student,s performance during lesson.

This maybe accomplished-At aay time during lesson

for increased effectiveness.

MAURY:

REMOTIVATION:

4

3

CONCLUSION (10 Minutes) .

IP

STUDY ASSIGNMENT: Read SG 3ADR55235 -II -8 an4 answer

-questions at end of chapter,

134
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PRECLASS PREPARATION ..'
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CLASSIFIED MATERIAL. UNCLASSIFIED MATERIAL:
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Hand Ividts Cast Iron Pipe . None ''-' 'SG II-8,-,
Shop Tools Cast -fro' n Fittings .-.) WB 11-0-P1.. ,

Slides: Watep closet).
, 1

., . Rough-in "- :-,
- .

. ....
--..7A

..

.

r
,_

.

,
r,

-- #, . I
. ).

CRITERION 011IJECTIVErAND TEACHING STEPS
.. , :

8a. Given a, sketch of a single.water closet installation; locate and naictin*e:7'e,
component in the vent and drain systein. All,nine, items must be iaentlfied correctly.,.

.:...
,

(1) Typesof 'coder Closets
(2) Flushing mechanisms _ ,

. --., - ,
,

. -« ....r,....
4. ,-, ,-)-- i.

8b. ,Given,a sketch of a vent 'and drain system fgt. a water closet,-,make A,bilr.,0,
4nateriile- and select the necessary pipe and fittings to COngtrtict 140, E910111:141 the,
booth:area. The list of materials must accurately identify ,a11 requf.red oiaierials-
without shortages and without excess greater than; l'0%.

, )
- - , 4 ,. 4.

(1) Design tif systems . - . , ...-.. .-

(2) Materials for booth
.,

. . . ..

_

-,

i--'- "*;.' .,';; ,(''. '', :. ' r , :'
....4., -. ;,x," ;" .\''''''..,;,,,, , 4 :4 ' 4

,P (- t;A a "1 ' , ;'.
-4 l''' ..' '' , - ,;:

. ,0,,,'. .0 ,



LESSON PLAN (PertI,Toorstii) CONTINUAYION .SNEET ,

CRITERION 'OBJECTIVES AND,TEACHING STEPS (Contin,m0

8c. Working as a member Of a team d followinegiven instructions construct
aiyent and drain system for a water closet. All measurements must be within
4.1-1/4 inch of Overt specCifi Os.

.
_

(1) Use of Worldng drawing.
(2) Booth construction

ATV! FORM 770 A

,
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Course No: 3ABR56235.,
Day: 18

PART II

INTRODUCTICer (4511.friuteS)

'CHECK PREVIOUS DAPS .STUDY ASSIGNMENT

REVIEW:

a

OVERVIEW:

MOTIVATION;

3

1



.
BODt (5 Hours 6 Minutes)

PRESENTATION:

'Given a sketch of a single iwater_closit_ T.

installation, locate and name each casponent

in the vent and drain/system. All nine items

must be identified correctlY.

(1)71ypes of water'Closets

(a)
Floorrmuntedmounte-d on floor

flange

(b) Will-mountedmotnted,with chair,

carrier

(2) Flu.shing mechanisms

(a) Tank

(b) Flushometer

j Piston type

2 Diaphragm type

4

'3S'



8b. .0iven a sketchof a nt and drian

.system for a water cl sety make a

bill of materials and select thi.neCssarY

Tdpe-Old- fittings to-conitruct the system

must accurately identify all rewxpred mate

without shortages and without ertess greater

than 10%.

'(1) Design of systems

. (a) Analpinefor materials

(b) Selecting materials

(2) Materials for booth

-

(a) 4" sanitary tee

1

(b) 4" cast iron pipe

(c) 4" closet bend

(0. 4" clodet flange

(e) Lead and oakum

(f) Clamps



8c. Working as a memberil a team and following

given instructions, construct a vent and

drain system for a water closet. All measurements

---,must -be vithin 114: inch-Of given specifications.

(1) Use of working 'drawing

(a) Locate exact fixture placenent

(b) Center pipe in openings

5

(2) Booth construction

(a) Meisure and cut pipe to desired

length

(b) Assemble pipe'in booth area

APPLICATION:

Cteplete WB 3AB11.55235-I118-P1.

EVALUATION: 1

Evaluate by oral, written questions, and/Or

observation of student's performance during lesson.

This may be accomplished at any time during lesson

for increased effectiveness.
f

140



SUMKART:

REKOTIVATION:

4.

=CUM (10 Minutes)

STUDY ASSIMENT: Reid and ansiter questions in
SG 3ABA5323541-9:
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SG II-9
WB II-9-P1
Shop Drawings
Slidei:, Testing
Water Systems

,

. , CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEps,- ,
9a. Giien the necessary tools and equipment and working as a member of a team,
perform a water leak tetit on a newly constructed waste system. LoCate all leaks.

,

(1) Test equipment
(2) Peocedures for testing .,

9b. Using the/ tools and material provided, repair one of each type leak located.
-

. (1) Repair procedures
(2) Replacement procedures

t

,.
.

.
i .

/
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-Course No: 3ABR55235
Pay: 19

Ve.

.Branch Aliproval
Date

PART II

INTRODUCTION biO Minute's-

CHECK PREVIOUS DAY'S STUDY ASSIGNMENT-

REVIDI:

ATTENTION:'.

MOTIVATION:

44,
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BODY (3 Hours 15 Minutbs)

PRESENTATION:

`Gisen the necessary_tools and_equipment,
and working as a member of a team, perform
a water leak test on a newly constructed waste

system. Locate all leaks.

(1) 'Test equipment

(a) Test plug with wing nut

a

(b) Test plug with ratchet

(c) Caps and plugs

'(d) Other equipment depends on type of test

1 Water test

a Water hose

,b Stand pipe (possibly)

; 2 Air test

a Air pum

- b Gage



.c Liquid.so4.

2 Smoke test

a Air Pump

b Smoke Machine

c Pressure gage

A peppermint test

a Hot water

b- Peppermint

(2) "iki-bc'edures for testing

,
(a) later. test.

1 Most common

2 Easiest to perform

No more than five stories

A_ Dont t -use In' belovr 'freezing

temperatures

4

-



Procedures.'

-a- Plug- ali-openings:-...exc.ePt,

, highest/Tent

b Fill system

c Let stand 12 tO 24. hours

d Ref= gystem

e Must hot drop more than°

.4" in -30 Minutes

(b) Air test

1 an be used in freezing temperature

2 Uniform pressure throughout system

2 Procedures

a Plug au openings

b Pressurize system-5 p.s.i. or
column of mercury on mercury gage

c If pressure-drops in first
15 minutes, there is a leak

5

146



d To locate; leak use Soapy
water in warm weather

_

AA.

e, In freezing weather 'use
linseed. oil.

(c) Smoke test

1 Use on oia or modified mork ,

2 Can be used as a final. test

Procedures ,

a Plug 'all openings

b Light oily,rags in smoke
machine

c Assure all traps have Water

d Force amoke into system

e Maintain-1/2 lb pressure
system

f pring inspector to job
eito to check for leaks

1 1



-

g Laaks loCated by,sigh%
and smell

2

(d). Peppermint teat

,

1 Use on old or modified Work
and as a final test

2 Procediarei

I.

t,.!

Plug all openings except
uain vent

4

b Trapa must be sealed with water

!

c Pour two oz peppermint into
each Vent terminal

d Add five gallons lot water
into each stack terminal

e Close ient terminals

f Bring inspector to check
for leaks'

g Good for five stories

h For each addition41 5 slories
add 1 oz more peppermint



. e*.

- .-Asz-,-:;.,1- _
-;t;

e.,4
s

eI
, . . V'. :..'... : :,j.e . , . .

9b. .Uslhg e 31091s and material pr\ovided,

:One of4aCh ty-Pe. leak loeatekk.
kl,,:.it,;:....;,

.

!, ), - . . . - ..,
:

, . . > 4 -, . ..
e e ,,

ooethe ....

' .. ; - ... :,
(.:op.rirs- : . - i , ,--..

) . - ,, ,,,,.,,
J 13 '):

4,`

(a) baUlked &ants-

I. ,
1 Try recauLdng

2 Ref-do joint

a Melt joint

_

b Pick out irOn

f

Use sission joint to mak
4. final connection

(b) No hub-joinis %. .

I Tighten clauip

2 Recheck joint

a Loosen clamp

4

b Check gasket -for cuts
,

7 1 V3

40.
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4
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(c) Threaded.joints

1 Lut,pipe

Tighten joiit

. .

2. Use tucker fitting to re-connect

1 PiPe encis
1

(2) Replacemant procedures

(a) Cut out damaged pipe

(b) Measure pipe allowing for aissions

or tucker fittings

(c) kepair joint

APPLICATION: ,

Have studenti complete WB 3ABR55235-II-9-Pl.

EVALUATION:

Evaluate by oral, written questions, and/or

observation of student's performance during

, lesson. This may 8e accompashed at any time
during-lesson for increased effectiveness.

130
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RECTIVATION:

CONCLUSION (5 Hinutes)

a

STUDY ASSIGNMENT: Prepare for block test: issue block IIIHstudy guides and have
students read and answer questions on .SG 3ABR55235-III-1 and III-2.

el

a
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Department of Civil Engineering Training SG 3ABR55235-II-1
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas 2 December 1974

BUILDING DRAINS

OBJECTIVE

Upon completing this unit of instruction, you will be able to identify a building
drain system, the methods of cutting cast-iron pipe, the assembly-of the.building
drainage system, and safety precautions during the assenibly proces.

INTRODUCTION

The building drain is that part of the lo#est piping of a drainage system which
receives the discharge of all soil and waste and other drainage pipes inside the walls
of the building and conveys it to the buiLding (house) sewer, beginning five feet outside
of the building wall. Careful planning during layout of the building drain and the
location of fittings for soil and waste lines is necessary. This will insUre that other
parts of the drainage system can be connected to the building drain without rework or
modification.

IDENTIFICATION OF BUILDING DRAIN

The building drain is also referred to as the house drain. It l located below
floors, underground, or suspended from floor joists (see figure 1).

Cast-Iron ion Pipe

I.

I 7
CLEANOUT

V NOTE A. B.C.D.

FUTURE TRAP
DESIGNATB

TEST TEE m VENT TERMINALS

LP

BASEMENT-

A.T...CONCREIT OR BRICK
STACK SUPPORTINIL

.

Figure 1. Building Drain

IDENTIFICATION OF TYPES OF PIPE

Cast-iron soil pipe is one type of piping that can be used for sa.nitary drainage
pipe and stacks in waste disposal systems. The types of joints that are made with
cast-iron soil pipe are bell and spigot using lead and oakum, bell and spigol using a
compression gasket, and no-htib pipe which is connected using a rubber seal and a
stainless steel clamp (see figure 2).

1
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HUB

3/4 TO 1 INCH LEAb

OAKUM

PLAIN OR BEADED SPIGOT

A. LkAD AND OAKUM JOINT .

NO HUB PIPE

B. COMPRESSION JOINT

GA-SKET

PLAIN SPIGOT

GASKET

STAINLESS STEEL___,
SHIELD

NO HUB PIPE

IM3333

4. NO HUB JOINT

STAINLESS STEEL
RETAINING CLAMP

CXC-123

a

Figure 2. Joints Used to Connect,Cast-Iron Soil Pipe and Fittings

*601'

2
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IV

There are two different thicknesses
of cast or iron pipe--service weight and
extra heavy. The selection of the weight
of pipe to be uSed will be determined by
the specific job.

Lengths of cast-iron pipe could
have a hub on both ends. Double hub is
convenient and economical since two short
lengths of pipe can often.be cut from one
double-hub length instead of cutting tliese,:.
from two regular lengths (see figure 3).

510"

1112

SNGLE HUB

DOUBLE HUB
11.4

C-XC-033

Vigure 3. Cast-Iron Soil Pipe
Copper Tubing

Coppertubing has many advantages over cast-iron pipe. It is easier to transport
and ini3tall and is more resistant to corrosion. Copper tubing is classified by its wall
thickness and hardness. ft is available in" four wall thicknesses, type K, L, M, and
DWV. Type K is the heaviest and most durable. Type L has a slightly thinner wall.
Both are available in either hard (cold drawn) or soft (annealed) tubes. Types M and
DWV are available only in hard temper. Types M and DWV are the only types of
copper used in drainage lines and vents.

,

Hard copper tubing cannot be bent without annealing. When a change in direction
is required, a fitting such as an elbow should be used. These joints in the waste
system are soldered.

Plastic Pipe

Plaltic pipe is extremely light weight, and very few tools are necessary for
assembly. It is rust-, rot- and corrosionproof. It can be cut with a tubing or pipe
cutter, eaw, or a knife. Some of the plastic is designed to convey liquids intended
for human consumption.

The pipe comes in three formsrigid, semirigid, and flexible. The frexible
comes in coils like copper tubing, and the-rigid and semirigid come in 10, 15, or 20-
foot lengths. Rigid is the only form of plastic used for drainage lines. This type of
plastic is ABS-DWV (Acrylenitrile Butadiene - styrene) or PVC-DWV (Polyvinyl
chloride). The pipe used for drains and vents can be joined by two methodsscrewed,
or solvent yield.

'BLIAPRINTS AND DRAWINGS

Blueprints

.Blueprints are drawil to scale and contain the informatiop for rio tradesmen
to accomplish their spedific jobs. A complete set contains floor pl n, evation pian,
plot plan, roof plan, and foUndation plan. The architect draws on t plans hcw the
various systems.are to be installed. If he doesn't, it is up to the individual tradesman
to make what is called a working drawing. This is a plan of installation, and will aid

3
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4.

the plumber in figuring the materials required for the job. The three views of working
drawings are top, side, and isometric.

----In-tifder to read blueprints and make a working drawing, a plumber must be able
to recognize symbols and draw them. Conventional-plumbing symbols used on drawings
are represented by figures 4, 5, and 6.

FLANGED SOLDERED SCREWED
BELL AND

SPIGOT WELI1/0

A,IIIv
.

...

.

...

AIL

it

(,......z...

(,
w

........

i
. if

ow)

/
......._____,....)

, it
,L... ,..,

SYMBOL REPRESENTING TYPE OF CONNECTION

ll 0 1 )
Figure 4. Symbols for Types of Connections

Bath, emergency

Bath, foi/

Bath., hubbard

I /

Cabinet, flie hose

Can washer

Clean-out

Figure 5. Symbols for Fixtures
4

ClIC.1111

FHC
PLAN

"ti

FHC
EL
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s.)

PlPE FITTINGS AND VALVES

- . FLANGED KU. .ANO sman WECDED SOLDOED

JOINT

. ELKIVI-SO DEG

EUPOW -45 DEG

arm -TURNED UP

BROW- TURNED DOWN

WOW -LONG RADIUS

SIDE OUTLET ELIO% OUTLET DOM

SIDE CUTLET EULOW,OUTLET UP

BASE ELBOW I

DOUBLE BRANCH WOW

KDUCING WOW

FEDUCEA

ECCENTILIC REDUCER
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Specification Sheets

Specificatioff sheets are prepared which indicate the type and quality of material

to be used in construction. The plumber and other tradesmen will use, the blueprints,

and specifications to layout and plan their part of the project) see figure 7.
;

. SPECIFICATIONS
FOR

PLUMBING
University of Nebraska

- Lincoln, Nebr.

GENERAL CONDITIONS: The general arrangement of the id

plumbing shall be as indicated on, the drawings. Detailed drawings

of the proposed departures due to actual field conditions or other

causes shall be. submitted for approval. The contractor shall care-

fully examine the drawings and shall be responsible 'for the proper

fitting of materials and equipment in each building as indicated,

without substantial alteration.

UTILITIES: Water and drainage piping shall be extended to

points 5 feet outside the building where the pipes shall be capped

or plugged and left ready for future connections by others. Utilities

shall be installed below the frostline. If trenches are closed or

the pipes are otherwise covered before being connected to the

street mains, the location of the end of each plumbing utility shalt

be marked with a stake.

Fifure 7. Specification Sheet (Sample)

Manufacturer's Rough-ln'Specifications
1

Each manufaCturer of fixtures publishes a catalog of rough-in measurements for

their fixtures. These measurements are difficult to indicate on drawings, but they

must be known for proper rough-in and installation of the fixtures. They include

information such as dimensions of the fixture, location and size for rough-in of the

water supply and drain, height of fixture from the floor and its hanger, and other

pertinent information about the fixture, see figure 8.

.6
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Figure 8. Rough-in Specification Sheet for Wall Hung Urinal

Codes

Plumbing systems at Air Force installations are installed and maintained in
accordance with Air Force Manual 85-20 and the National Plumbing Code. Where
there is a conflict betimen the two, AFM 85-20 will take precedence. Local codes
are used throughout the nation to ensure i. plumbing system is installed so it will
function properly.

Bill of Materials

A bill of materials is a tabulated list of requirements for a job showing the name,
description, quantity, stock number, size and sometimes the cost of the different,items.
Figure 9 shows a sample bill of materials. Quantities are taken from the plans or
drawing by listing one item at a time, starting with the smallest size and progressing
t01)444P.gelk

Whe4 special type valves or fittings arefrequired for, a certain job, the-item
should be located in a commercial manual. The manufacturer's number and type should
be shown to insure positive identification.

. ..
A bill of materials in which the cost must be listed will require that each item be

researched in manufacturers' catalogs to obtain the unit cost.
-

A liitsg-so-called "takeoff" items should also be included in the bill of materials.
These are items which are known to be necessary to complete the job but are not
included on the prints, or drawings. They include such items as thread.cutting oil,
joint coMpounds,,and bolts or screws for attaching brackets.

1
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ITEM DESCRIPTION PART NO. QUANTITY SIZE COST

1 Valve, Gate-Brass
with Wedge Disc, 100

Crane 410 or Equal 6
_

3/4" 4.10 each

Pound Pressure

2 Valve, Gate-Brass
with Wedge Disc, 100

Crane 410 or Equal 2 1 1/4" 6.60 each

Pound Pressure
,.

3 Valve, Globe-Brass
with Composition Disc

Crane 1250 or Equal 3 3/4" 3.40 each

150 Pounds Water .

Pressure at 200° F.

4 Coupling, Pipe Re- FSN 4730-277-2774 12 3/4" x II each
. ducer, Galvanized,

125 POund Pressure
1/2"/

, .

Figure 9. Sample Bill of Materials

MEASURING AND MARKING PIPE

Measuring Cast-Iron Pipe

In order to measure cast-iron pipe accurately, it is important to learn how to
locate the centers of the fittings. The center is that point where the lines flowing
through the fitting intersects (figurf4,10).'

LINE FLOW

BRANCH
FLOW

EXIT

LINE FLOW LINE FLOW

EXIT

CENTER OF
FITTING

4"X 2" SANITARY T

EXIT

CENTER OF I CENTER OF
FITTING FITTING

4" - 1/8 BEND 4" - 1/4 BEN'D

Figure 10. Center Measurement for Cast-Iron Fittings

If the center-to-center measurement (center point of orie fitting to center point
of a second fitting) is reqUired to be 36"5then the length of the pipe connecting the
fittings can be determined.

8
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First; measure the distaride from the centerpoint to the bottoqi of the hubs of one
fitting. Also measure distance from the center of the other fittig to the edge of the
spigot.

Secondly, subtract the.sum of the measurement from the original center to
center reeasurement. The result will be the actual pipe length required for a 36"
center-to-center installation.

Thirdly, measure the pipe length from the bottom of the hub to the length obtained
in computations in the second step shown in figure 11.

Figure 11.,Determining Length of Pipe Cut
=

If it is possible to place the two
fittings together, as shown in figUre 12,
the measurement between the center'
marks on the fittings can then be sub-
tracted from the overall measurement of
36 inches to arrive at the length of pipe
required. A fast method,for determin-
ing pipe length is to leta rule do your
figuring. Place the 364inch mark of
the rule on the center mark of the fitting
on the right, as shown in figure 13. The
mark on the rule which falls over the
center mark of the fitting on the left
then indicates the length to cut the pipe.

Each manufacturer of pipe and
fittings supplies a catalog for conven-
ience in ordering. Descriptions include
dimensions of the many fittings manu-
factured by the company.

9

NOTE-SUBTRACT MEASURCMENT
AT' X FROM CENTER TO CENTER

,. MEASUREMENT TO FIND LENGTH
OF THE CUT

Figure 12. Using the Subtraction
Method to Compute Pipe Length
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aft

0

CENTER OF FITTING e. CENTER OF FITTING

36" MARK ON RULER

MEASUREMENT INDICATED HERE
IS USED FOR. PIPE LENGTH

itgure 13. Using a Rule to Compute the Pipe Length

CUTTING CAST IRON

Methods
k ,

11'
.

There are
sever

al methods of cutting cast-iron pipe. The oldest method is to use
a cold chisel and a hammer. Before cutting the pipe, sound it out. _This..is-Asom-
plished by raising the pipe clear of the supports and striking it lit lt zith a hammer.

, A clear bell-like bring indicates that the pipe is not cracked And may sed. If the ,

pipe has a d'ultsonnd, it is cracked 'and should be placed in a scrap bairel o'r a pile
. for sAlvage.

After sounding out the pipe, make A mark entirely around the pipe where the cut
is to be made., When workingi.uside or 'on a 'floor, ute two blocks of wood, pneferab
2 by S inches. ' One blOck.of,wtliti should be placed directly under the line of 'cut as
shown. in figure 14. Thd other block, of wood should be plaCed near; the end of fhe pipe,
and so pbsitioned, to help sUpport thdpipe. :' i , , ,

, .9 , , ,. . ,, ,

When youi are working outside, you can Use a mound of dirt int?tead of the'wood
irblocks.

, When *Miffing 4-inch pipe Use a lrinch
cold chiseKand a 16-mince ballpeen
hammer. When. witting 2-irich cast-iron
ise -a 3/4-Inch cold chisel_and A 16-
ounce ball peen hammer. The taps
should ,be Jight it first to score the pipe
and-graduallic ease.as the pipe is
rotated. Keepthe'chisel in a vertical
Position *hen cutting,' Continue to
rotate the piPe and strike the cold
chisel until the 'pipe breaks and ieparates.

lyigure 14. cutting Cast-Iron Pipe
\ With a Hammer anciChisel

1. 3
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_Wken cutting cast iron With a hammer and chisel, It ie
gloves, and lnng sleeves because small chips of metal may

After the pipe has.been cut,, again sound it out to make
while cutting.

necessiry to wear goggled,
penetrate the skin.

you did not crack it

There areother methods used to cut cast-iron pipe. The pipe can be cut with a
snap cutter, chain cutter, pipe cutter, and a hacksaw and adjustable wrench. Some of
these cutters are illustrated in figures 15, 16, 17, 18, 19.

Figure 15._ Hydzaulic Chain Cutter

11



Figure 16. Sr Cutter

,-'11gure 17a. Pipe Cutter

4r.
trt,

12

1 4.

CROSS SECTION OF
CUTTING WHEELS

SThL CAiT IRON

Figure 17. ,Cutting Wheels
for a Pipe Cutter
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CUTTING WHEELS

PIPE

SCREW HANDLE
-FOR TENSION

ADJUSTMENT

GROOYE'ON
- CUT LINE

WRENCH
USED AS LEVER

MATERIAL
TO EIE RE/IIOVED

Figure 1 8. Chain TiP-e--pipe.Cuttey Figure 1 9. Using rerich to Break
CasI1opPipe

If you hal< to remove only one or twolnches of metaifrom a l ngth of cast-ikon
pipe, use a hacksaw and an adjustable wrench for this operation. 14 you try to cut the
pipe with a hammer and cold chisel, you will probably break the pipe in the wrong
place. To cut one or two inches from the end of a pipe, cut a groove with the hacksaw
around the pipe on the line of cut to a depth equal tO one...half the wall thickness of
the pipe. Now break ayay the section of the pipe to be removed with an adjustable
Wrench used as a lever.

COMPRESSED GAS CONTAINERS

Gas cylinders will be moved safely froth one location to another by handtruck
when possible. Cylinder valves will be closed during movement. Under no circum-
stances will cylinder valves be used for lifting purposes.

. Flammable gas cylinders will be stored with extreme care to prevent fires or
explosions. Acetylene cylinders Will never be stored in,a horizontal position. All
cylinders will be secured by a chain or other effective fastening niethod:- Empty
cylinders will be plainly marked and in location separate and apart from fukl containers.
Cylinders containing different kinds of gases will nqt be stored together. Nonflam-
mable gases will be stored in locations separate from flammable gases. Separation
by a Ifirewall or other approyed firebreak's will be required if the two types of gases
are stored in close proximity to each other. Cylinders stored in the open mill be--
adequately protected froth extreme heat or cold. Except for acetylene, colmpresded
gas cylinders may be loaded on trucks in a horizontal or a vertical position. Acetylene
cylinders will bb loaded only in the vertical position. Cylinders fitted with valves an'd
regulators will be_ loaded so these parts wills not be damaged during transportation.

x,
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FABRICATING CAST-IRON JOINTS

Melting Furnace

The plumber uses a melting furnace for melting lead anci keeping it at the proper
temperature for pouring joints. The melting furnace is an extremely valuable tool, but
very dangerousland must be handled with eZtreme caution to prevent accidents.

The best and most efficient type melting furnace uses liquefieci petroleum gas as a
fuel. llflis furnace consists of a burner and valve assembly which mounts directly on a
portab propane gas lank. The tank is detachable and can be recharged with fuel. A
propaile furnace lights instantly and burns with a high temperature blue flame. rThis
furnace should not be subjected to rough tr.eatment since therf is always the clanger of
an explosion from leakage of gas at the connections and valves. A thorough inspection
for leaks should be made before lighting the furnace. To light the furnace fold or twist
tightly a lighted length'of, 1-3aper under the burner orifice ottAe }burner assembly. See
figure 20. Carefully open the .,fuel regulating valve until the burner lights. If the
valve is opened too much or too rapidly the pressure of the escaping gas ma extinguish
the lighter flame. If this should happen, -close the fuel valye imitedia ly and then
relight the paper before reopening the valve. ,

A safe-worker will always wear asbeatos gloves and shield for otection whed.
lighting a furnace as there is the possibility of receiving burns frorrja puff orrliame or
small exNosion as the fuel ignites.

HANOLE
MELTING POT

J

Jo>

:

I. FLAME

TWISTED PAPER

k,

F,UELWACl/E

tr,
v-PROPANE TANK

,

Figure 20. 1,,ighting a Melting FurnaCe'
1I
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Lead and Oakuin Joints

The oldest method of joining cast-iron soil pipe is made with oakum fiber and
molten lead. This provides a waterproof joint that is strong, flexible, and rootproof.
When molten lead is poured over the oakum in a cast-Ah soil pipe joint, it locks the
joint. The hot metal fills a groove in the,bell end of the pipe. When the lea4 cools, the
joint is held firmly in place by the lead in the groove.

Pouring a Vertical Joint

Joints in vertical piping are usually the easiest to make and will require fewer tools
than joints in horizontal piping. First, inspect the hub and spigot ends of the pipes to be
calked to make sure they, are free from rnoiure1ftheendsare wet, use a dry rag to;
wipe-the mOisture. off. If further drying th ikuired, a blowtorch may be used to heat
the,pipe and fittings. Any moisture in the joint will cause molten lead to spatter when
it is poured and rnay result in serious,burns to the plumber. Place the spigot end of
the pipe into ttie hilly of the other pipe. Align the pipe so that an equal space between
the pipe and the hub is maintained around the circumference of the joint as shown in
figure 21. A joint which is not properly centered is apt to leak on the side that has the
least amount of oakum.

Yarn oakum into theThub witii a yarning iron:as shown in figure 22, and then use a
packing iron and a 16-otrice ball peen hammer to p,ack the oakum tight. Pack the oakum
CY-within 3/4 to 1 inch of the top of-the hub to forr&a solid bed for the lead and to pre-
vent leakage of the joint. After the pipe is placed in service the oakum will absorb
moisture.and expand to form a water- and gastight seal.

LEAD

OAKUM'

s`lEOVAL SPACING
ALL ARO9ND

LEAD
CUT END OF PIPE
CENTERED IN HUB

OAKUM

CUT END OF PIPE
OFF CENTER

IMPROPER JOINT WILL
LEAK AT NARROW POINT

A. RIGHT B. WRONG

Figure ,21. Centering of a Ben and Spigot Joint

CKC -10f

After packing the joint with oakum you are ready to pour the lead. As the lead is
heated certain products of oxidation and other foreign matter may ride to the surface
in the form of slag. This slag muit be removed before the lead can be used to pour a

;Int. This is done I5y skimming the slag from the lead with a ladle. The ladle should
heated before dipping it into the lead to prevent a buildup of the lead on the ladle.

When working in multistory buildings care should be taken not to drop the slag or lead
to the floor levef below where it might injure other workers.



OMCUM

PACK OAKUM HAND TIGHT AND THEN
FINISH TAMPING WITH HAMMER AND
ptACKIWTOOli TG-WI:TH114.1 INCH OF
TOP OF HUB.

1.0

_

Figure 22. Packing Oakum into a Joint

After the slag has been removed, clip a ladle-full of clean molten lead from the
.melting pot and carefully pour the lead into the joint until it rises slightly above the
--rim of-the hub. -See figure 23. The joint should alwaysbe made with one pouring. You
will be able tO estimate the amount of lead needed for a joint afte; youhave poured several.
Figure 24 gives the average amounts of lead and oakum which-are required for cast-
iron soil pipe joints. These amounts should be allowed in addition to the percent of
waste when figuring the material requirements for a jpb.

NUB

POUR LEAD INTO HUB UNTIL IT IS

EVEN WITH TOP OF THE HUR.

LEAD

',ARUM

Figure 23. Pouring Hot Lead into a Joint.
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Piie Size
(inches)

Oakum or Equivalent
(feet)

Lead
(pounds)

2 3 1 1/2
3 4 1/2 2 1/4
4 5 3
5 6 1/2 '3 3/4
6 7 1/2 ." 4 1/2
8 9 1/2 6

10 12 7 1/2_

NOTE: Allow at least 5 percent additional lead and oakum fot waste.

Figure 24. Material Requirements for Lead Joints

After the joint has been poured, allow the lead to cool for,a minute or so. Select
an inside calkifig iron and place it against the inside edge of the lead projecting from .
the-hub, as shownlin figure 25. Strike the calicineiffirrnlywith-an 8-ounce_hall-
peen hammer to calk the lead down upon the oakum. Calk the lead all the way around
on the inside nest. This forces the lead to compress down and expand into "the groove
in the hub. Next, use an outside calking iron and calk the lead next to the hub wall in
the name way the inside was calked. Be careful not to strike the calking iron too.hard
as the pressure may cause the hub to crack. A joint of pipe or a fitting which is
cracked must be replaced in order to have a watertight joint. The real test for a good
job is that the joint is water- and gastight.

Pouring a Horizontal Joint

LEAD

TAMP HARDENED LEAD LIGHTLY
WITH CALKING IRON ALL THE WAY
AROUND TO MAHE AN EVEN JOINT.

Figure 25. Calking b. Lead Joint

To pack and calk a joint on horizontal piping, see that the ;; and fittings are
properly supported and set for the desired Vrade or angle. Pack the hub with oakum
in the same manne il. as it is done to make a vertical joint. An aeditional tool called
the asbestos joint runner must be used while pouring the horizontal joint to direct the
molten lead into the hub .as shown in figure 26.

17
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The joint runner is equipped with a
spring tehsion clamp which holds it in
place-while the joint is being poured.
Push 'the joint runner up against the hub
to form a tight darn for the molten lead.
A piece of oakum can be used to prevent
"leakage where the ends of the runner
come together at the clamp. - Make the
joint witlione pour and have the lead hot
enough to insure a complete run around
the pint, before cooling. continue
pairing the lead until the opening at the
joint runner clamp is full. Allow the
lead to cool and remove the asbestos
joint runner. Use a 11-inch cold chisel
to cut away the excess lead formed by the
pouringpocket. The joint can now be
calk4d ustng the- same-prdcedure as vas
used on the vertical pipe joint. .

Pairing an Upsicie-Down Joint

Sometimes during construction of a
vent stack, it may become necessary to
pour an upside-down joint. Such a joint
is permissible when it is located above
all drainage lines to the stack. Figure
27 illustrates the procedure for pairing

A. PACK JOINT HALF FULL OF OAKUM.

B. CLAMP JPINT RUNNER AROUND
PIPE AO POUR LEAD INTO JOINT.

C. REMOVE JOINT RUNNER WHEN LEAD
HAS COOLED AND CALK JOINS JOINT.

CK -0

an upside-down joint. A clay or-putty ilgure 26. Making a Joint in.funneI is formed ahove the pouring Horizontal Pipingopening in the asbestos joint runner to
force the lead to flow up into.the hub. The funnel must be deep enough to raise the
level of the lead inside the hub to a height sufficient to bring it in contact with the
oal&m. Extreme caution must be exercised when pouring this type joint to prevent
serious burns from splattering or falling lead. The putty or clay funnel must be
absolutely dry and free of all moisture before pairing the lead to prevent blowout of
the hot lead caused bY the formation of
steam. After: the lead has cooled5the
joint runner is removed and the lead is
calked in the same manner as other
lead joints.

Always .keep in mind the dangers
involved when working with and handling
hot lead and heating devices. Take your
time and plan your, moves ahead to avoid
accidents to yourself, your co-workers,
and your equipment:

18

CLAY OR PUTTY
FUNNEL THROUGH
WHICH LEAD IS
POURED

BELL
UPSIDE.DOWN

HEIGHT OF
INSIDE OF JOINT

JOINT RUNNER

1
Figure 27. Pouring an Upside Down Joint
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Positioning and Blocking the.Stack Base and Fittings

The location of the building drain is determined by the location of the main stack
fg9and the location of the house sewer.

The building drain iS located below the floor and may be underground or suspended
from the basement ceiling.. A stack is the vertical piping which directs the sewage'flow from above to the building drain. The number of stacks required and their exact
location,is-determined by the location of the fixtures within the building. The fitting
which serves as a stack base and on which the stack will later be constructed must be
positioned and installed when the building drain is fabric.ated.

41,

Figure 28 shows how a 900 Y branch (sometimes called a combination Y and 1/8
bend) is installed at the base of the stacks. The blocking under the stack base is
necessary to exactly position the fitting under the floor opening to accommodate the
stack and to prevent settling when the weight of,the stack is added. The house drain
is laid to grade and the fall should not exceed 1/4 inch per running foot.

STACK
BASE

/0 77/
BUILDING DRAIN CKIC-0113

SUMMARY

Figure 28. Building Drain

To successfully plan and lay outa plumbing system, you must be able to read and
interpret blueprints and drawings. A working drawing should be made, using informa-
tion from the blueprints, showing the location of all fixtures, pipes,and fittings. The
drawings should contain only the plumbing systems of the building and should be
complete to the extent that it could be used for determining pipe lengths as you figure
material requirements for the job. Accuracy is required in preparing the drawing
and in laying out the variouS phases of the system:-

The design and construction of the building drain is very4mportant sinc% a stoppage
or failure here would make the'entird drainage systft inoperative. The location of
fitting for all waste lines and stacks in the building drain must be determined to insure

19



proper connection with the other parts of the drainage system. Cast-iron soil pipe can
be cut in several ways but the hammer and chisel method is the oldest nsed on the job.

Extreme caution is necessary when using a melting hirdace and pouring hot lead
into cast-iron pipe joints. Be safety minded at all times. Any bodily contact with hot
lead or hot equipment being used will cause serious burns.

QUESTIONS

1. What is the purpose of the building drain ?

2. How much fall per foot should a building drain haVe?

3. What is the purpose of blocking a stack base?

4. What tools would be uSed to cut 2 inches from the end of a length of cast-iron soil
.pipe?

5. What is the result of using heavy hammer blows when calking lead *Ito a cast-iron
joint?

6. How can you determine when molten lead is in the correct temperature range for
pouring?

7. What is the difference between a pipe -Cutter for steel pipe and one for calst iron?

8. Name four methods used to cut cast-iron-soi1-pipe2

9. What does yarning a joint mean?

10. What is meant by calking a joint?

20
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VENTS AND STACKS

OBJECTIVE

SG 3ABR55235-II-2

UpOn completion of this unit'of ,instruction, you will be able to determine the type,
location, and configuration of a vent and stack system, make a sketch of a vent system,
.select material to conStruct a vent system in your booth area, and assemble and grade
a completed system.

t INTRODUCTION

,°A venting system consists of nothing more than a piping system which permits air
or gas to pass through it. Without a venting system, however, fixture drain traps will
lose their seal, water will not flow properly, and sewer gases will buildup pressures
'causing serious health hazards.

TYPES OF STACKS

Stacks

A stack is a vertical main.of a system of soil, NVaste, or vent piping.

Stack Group

A stack group is a term apilied io the location of fixtures in relation to the stack
so that, by means of proper fittings, vents may be reduced to a minimum.

'Mein Stack

Eirery buiiding in which plumbing is inslalled shall have at least one main stack,
-which shall run undiminished ir site and as directly as possible from the building

.1 drain to fresh air above the -roof (see figure 29).

Vent Stack

A vent stack is ayertical pipe which provides circulation of air through the drainage
system. , This piping Should not receive' waste.

Stack Vent

The stack vent is the extension of a soil or waste stack, but-%n the portion of the
-or'epipe which is above the higheit fixture run or branch inlet (see figure 29).

Waste Stack
. .'

A waste stack is the vertical pipe which carries waste fmm any fixture, except
water bloset br urinals (see figure 29).

21.
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WASTE STACK VI34T

...
KITCHEN" SINK it

IjL

MAIN SOIL AND
WASTE STACK VENT

pi

rI_

'I
WASTE STACK

LAVATORY

LAUNDRY TUISS it

vgita4;

Soil.Stack

SOIL
STACK

CLOSET 'BEND STACK
BASE

OCEOSIWILDING DRAIN

Figure 29. Identification of Stadia

.;
A soil stack is the vertieaLpipe which carries soil from water closets, urinals,

and/or similar fixtures (see fitdre 19).

Soil andWaste Stack
.

A soil. and Waite stackis a vertical pipe which receives th; discharge from soil
and waste branches..

Q

e,

Materials

lit*ckiand,wadte pipes may be made of cast iron, steel, brass, plastic, or copper.
Soil stacks are usually made of cast-iron son pipe. The principal objection to the use
ofpopperior soiLand waste pipes is iis high initial cost; otherWise, it has proven very

satisfactory. ;
1/

OPERATION AND CONSTRUCTION OF A VENT SYSTEM'
4.

The layout and construction of the stack in a plumbing system requires as much

knowledge and skill, on the part of -the plUmber as any job he may perform. -Accurate
measurement is absblutely necessary to insure proper positioning of fittings in the

stack for soil branches, waste branches, and vent pipes to the various fixtures. The

-fittings and pipe-must be assembled in perfectalignment as most stacks are concealed
- 'in walls where space is limited.

/2
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Alihough plumbing codes vary, they carefully regulate the size of piping for a
particular type of vent. First, the size of the piping used for a soil or waste stack vent
must be not less thin the diameter of the soil or waste'stack piping. When a main vent
is added to a stacis, it must have a diameter of at Jeast one-half the diameter of the stack
it serves, but in no case can the main vent,be less than 1 1/4 inches ih\diameter.

There are several approved methods for ventilating a plumbing system. The one
which is used will be determined by the design of the building, !the number of fixtures,
and the manner in whichthey are grouped or located. On small single-story plumbing
installations where the fixtures are grouped so that fhe fixture traps attach directly to
the fitiings in the slack, no additional Vrehting is necessary other than the stack vent. In
buildings where the fixtures are located away from the stacks and drainage piping iS
necessary, or in multistory buildings where fixtures are installed in the upper floors,
additional venting will be necessary to insure adequate ventilation of the system.

'Main Vent

The main vent is a vertical vent pipe
which runs parallel to the soil or waste
stack and serves as a terminal for the vent
piping from the individual fixtures, as
illustrated in figure 30. It is an integral
part of the vent system and is constructed
in conjunction with the main stack. The
main vent connects full size at its base into
the the soil or waste stack through the Y
fitting. This connection is made below the
lowest fixture branch. It extends full iize
'through and above the roof, or to a point
of connection with the stack vent above the
highest fixture branch: The fitting for this
connection is referred to as-the main vent
tee and is also shown in figure 30. Inmost
installations, the main vent is located
within a.few feet of the main stack but it
may be offset where speci problems
exist.

Unit Vent

Fixtures which are mounted side by
side or back to back, as shown in figure 31,
are unit vented. A unit vent, sometimes
called a dual vent, is a vent pipe installed
to protect two fixture traps.
Individual or Back Vent

Figlbre 32a and 32b illustrate the
installation of a single fixture when a
"main vent is used. ' Note the drainage
through the waste pipe to the main stack.
Tnevent pipe above the trap is connected
to the main vent. This.metbod,of venting.
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Figure 30,s Stack and Vent Installation
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a fixture is referred to as an individual vent.. ...T4e vent piping must rise vertically at
least 6 inches above the fixture rim before ctianging direction "for connection to the
main vent. The lixture is said to be dry vented as there is 'no drainage flovthrough the
vent piping in the system.

Figure 311 Pair of-Fixtures
Unit Vented

tr*

lin:AIN OVERFLOW UNE

11.

VENT PIPE

.....

r
TRAP

DRAINAGE TEE

FLOOR LINE

I-1
WASTE PIPE_

Figure 32a. 'Single Fixture:',.,
Individually Vented

CK E-017

Figure 32b. Individu4 Vent

Circuit Vent

S.

The circuit vent, illustrated.in figure 33 is the vent from a horizontal 'branch taken
between the first two fixtures and connecting into the main vent. There should be no
more than eight fixtures on one circuit vent.

a
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Figure .33.

/

A. Battery of LavatorieS Figure 34. Water Claiet Battery
Circuit Vented

:Loop Vent I, , "

'd.,
The loop vent is similar to the circuit vent' in figure 34, except

,soil'or waste stack vents.

Loop Vented

' Wet Vent-

Amet vent is,a Vent which-feceiveS
thedischarge from waste otherthp
water closets (figure 35)1Ilustrates
a shower trip,which is#wet-vented

'through the lavatory vette pipe.

Relief yent

that it ties to the

LAVATORY -

WET -

.

VENT

BATH

.1%. relief vent_ (see figdre 36) is ,
ca Installed to prevent excessive pressure

from developing in the diainage system
- That may casifre:siphonage or back-pres-.

sure-to nearby,fixtures. This pressure
'is relieved atcongested points where the
flow-tends to-cievelop-siugSi Causing -

,oyerloacIS on the drainage system because
of the'lack4 peopeicair circulation.' '

CLOSET BE
r

DRUM
TRAP

Figure'35. A Group uf FiXtures
'with a Wet Veut

_

. .

Where:Water_ flowing,in a horizontal pipe is offset to a vektipal, 'there is a- tendency
l'or the water _to accelerge and could sip<hon the fixtures installed,close-to the offset.
A-relief vent dissipates this, neptive,presaure by introducing air and prevents siphon-

\ age "of the fixture. traps in ite path. Whenever the water in itrap is removed, the trap
loses its seal- Trap seal loss_ is usually caused by direct siPhonage-,-,indirect siphon-

. age, evaporatiotior capillary action.- :See figure 31.
% . 4
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Figure 36. patiery of Fixtures with.Relief Vents
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Figure 37. Loss of Water Seal
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Capillary Attraction .

,
-

- The loss of the, water sealld a trap due to capillary ateraction is caused by same
\ foreign object lodged inthe 'trap 'which acts as a idck and carties the water frp6 the

,

trap over the outlet sideand down the drain. Somesordmon objecti which may cause
this trOuble are lint, string, and hair.

...
k.

Direct Siphonage

Direct siphpnage occurs as_the result of a pressure lower than atmospherit Oder
sure on the discharge side of a trap. This condition allOws the atmospheric pressure
oi fhe fixture side of the trap to push the water'seal through the trap and down into the
drainage line. Direct siphonage usually occurs when unventilated traps are used.

Indirect Siphonage ..

Ifr
,

.. ,, ., .
The loss of the water seal in a trail sometimes referred ta as siphonage by

mOinentum, is caused by the discharge of a large volume Of water from a fixture -which
is installed one or more floor levels above the Affected fixtire. The discharge of the 4
water tedds to reduce tIle pressure on the discharge Side o , the trap and thereby break-

, , , .ing the seal.

Evaparation

The loss otviater from a trap by evaporation occurs wheki the fixture is not used
for a conSiderable length of time. The rate of evaporation of he water depends upon
the humidir and temperitur:e of the atmotiphere. A trap 1ocatd in a place where the
temperature is_high ancl theairis dry will tend to lose its Int i-seal by et-reparation .

,more rapidly than ode in a coal and damp romp. It is difficult to stop the evaporation
of:water frolp a. a1tisn1y lised occasioiaUy. the inta11atioaof a deep seal
trap iia partiallolution sinte it las S.4J-inch Sell instead of th 2-inch seak which is-e,

'

found id the common seal trap, ,

- ASSEMBLY AND ALIGNMENT 43"-BUILDING DRAiNS
.

Vents and Stacks

When" assembling the building `drain .lici'vents, the Plumber mu t determine if that
pOrtion of the work can be fabridated and, then set in place, or if it ust be done in_
place. There shodld be sufficient room near the joint for yardng, p cking, and pouring
if the joint is .a.sOmbled in place.

When 'aligning vertical and horizontal piping, a carpenter's level hould be used.
Onyertical piping, this assures that the hubs win be encased within th

27
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The stack must be carried fiat-size-
-. or larger through the roof to form a ir'ent

ternain2-1. Thestack must extend at
least 6 inches above the roof,To make
openings watertight, a roof flairthing

'inusfbe ueed. Th1sisshowniiifiurè
38. All piping, horizontal or vertical,
must-be supported when necessary.

. This is done with hanging straps, pipe
hangers, and clamps.

/ l `I

:(Joining Cast-Iron Soil Pipe
, . ,

The types of joints thatare made with
cast-iron soil pipeare, bell-and-spigot Figure 38.
using lead and oakum or using kcompres-
sion gasket, ,and no-hub pipe IvhiCh s oonnected using a rubber ieal and a stainlesp
steel clamp.

0 .
N Ratker thairworking-wAth molten materials as with the poured calked joint, you may

be required to use allameIess method oi joining soil pipe. Some of these methods are
cold calking, compression-joint, and the no-hub connection.

.. r:- s ,..
COLD-CLKED JOINTS. ';-Vhen Molten lead connot be. used, such as under water #

or where the use of an open flanie is dangerous, joints in cast-iron soil pipe may be

'4
made by cold-calking with lea.dwooLor shredded lead.. Roll the materiaiinto 'peveral .

,

.., strands, approxiniately 1/2 inch in_dianieter ahci.1- and2 feet -long,-and -then foroe it.----
into the bell ofthe joint and balk in place: . ., . a

COMPABSSION JOINT, The compiesifion jointluses hub-and-spigot, pipe as does
the lead-and-oakum jOint. The major differences are the one-piece rubber gasket
and the spigot end of the pipe and fitthig which IS always plain, or without a bead. When
the spigot end gf the pipe or fitting is-lubricated and pushed or drawn into the 'gasket hub,

' the joint is sealed py, displacement and compression-of the rubber gasket. The resultant
joint is leakproof, Tootproof, and pressureproof. It absorbs vibrations' and can be
deflected up toiffve degrees without leakage or failure (see figure 39).

,
Ar I 'z, NO-HUB JOINT. The. no.--hub joint for Cast-iron soil pipe supplements the lead-

and=oaktun and compressiOn-type_ bell-And-spigot joints by-providing another and
more coinpact ar;rangement. This system uses a one 2piece neoprene, gasket and a
tettinless steel shield and retaining clamps. The advantages of this system are that it

rmitg joints to be made against.a ceiling or in any limited-aocess area, and it is
constructed using 2 and 3 inch sizes that will fit into 2 by 4,partitioned walls. Other
artvantages of this type of system are that- installation is fast NO eff ient and few tools '

,are required.

,

Roof Vent Flashing

. ,
FABRICATING NO-HUB. When m'easuring no-h asure the full length

of the pipe (end to end). Spacers inside of the neoprene gaSket where elle fittings or
pipe ends meet, measure 3/32 of an inch;.therefore, when fabricating a system, sub-
tract.3/32- of an inch for each connection. Tightening the stainless steel retaining
clamps is accomplished with a torque. wrench, The aesired degree f tightness is not
less than 48,nor more than 60 inch-pounds of tdrque. Extra hanger are required for
no-hub,systems, see figure 39.
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CNC-115A

-

PIPES ARE POSITIONED. BrSEPARATOR- -CLAMP IS SLID OVER GASKET
4-- RING IN- GASKET T. AND TIEHTENED

NEOpEENE GASKET IS INSERTED
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-.111011.11101111"

COMPLETEDJOINT
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.

Figure 39
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SUMMARY

In planning the layout of the main soil stack, the location and the type of soil fittings
necessary for the waste and vent piping must be determined. Accurate measurement for
cutting soil pipe to assemble the fittings, in proper relation to the fixture locations, is
necessary. A trial assembly of the stack should be made before the joints are poured.

Por ns of the stack which.must be. fabricated before they are installed, due to the lack
of wong spa&, should be noted. A final check for aCcuracy in I measurements
should be made. The vent stack may be constructed and continued h the roof,
providing the roof framing of the structure is in place. Brace the staCk here it passes
through each floor level and at points where the connection of waste pipes Might cause
undue stress on the stack.

QUESTIONS

1. What is the purpose for a venting system?

How is the size of stack determined?

. 3. What is a soil stack?

4. What is a waste stack?

5. What is a vent stadk?

6. What is a main vent?

7. How is a trap seal lost?

8. What is a wet ventS#,

9. What is a circuit yent?

10. What is a unit vent?

REFERENCES/

1. AFM 85-20, Plumbing.
(

2. AFIVII.88-8, \Chapter 4, PluMbing.
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FLOOR DRAINS AND ROOF DRAINS

dBJECTIVE

The objective of this study guide is to familiarize you with waste rough-in for roof,
floor, and shower. drains.

INTRODUCTION
1

Floor and shower drains are used to convey contaminathd wat3ir to the sanitary
sewer, while the roof or area drains convey water to the storm sewer, A drain which
functions improperly may caus a serious problem by causing water damage to the
contents of a building. Floor drains are used extensively in Air Force buildings and I

you, as an Air Force plumber, should know the proper methods of installing these draina
so they will function properly.

PURPOSE AND TYPES OF DRAINS

Floor Drains

Floor drains are usually installed for one of two reasons: first, they may be
installed in the floor of a work area which requires that the floor be washed down
regularly for cleanliness. An example of this would be the kitchen or dishwashing
areas in a dining hall. Second, it may be necessary to install a floor drain as a
precaution against flooring,in certain areas. A floor drain_should be located near,the
urinals in a latrine. Urinals often overflow due tO soil pipe stoppage or a thilanctiOn
in a flushometer.

When floor driins are used in-industrial areas such`aS.bangars, aircraft wash-
downs and vehicle 'washrack areas, drains will be equipped to separate any oil, gas, or
lubricants. It is unlawful for anyone to discharpe any oil, gas, or lubricants in a
public sewer system.

Purpose of Roof Drains

The primary purpose of installing drains on roofs is to remove rain or melting
snow as quickly as possible. This is more important on flat roofs than roofs built with
pitch. If a roOf drain becomes clogged, it would be possible for the roof to overload
with water and collapse, cauSirig damage not only to the building and its contents but a
loss of human life.
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Interior Roof Drains

Interior roof drains;have the pipe
within the buildihg (seeligure 40). .The
pipeline*, like all other.systems, must
be gas-; air-, and-watertight.- The
pipes must be supported at proper
intervals.

A swing joint or an expansion
joint must be used af the roof terminal"
of the drain in case of pipe 'shifting,
pipe contraction or expansioh, and
allowing for settling of the building.
(See figure 41.) In addition, a base
'should be constructed to support the
main vertical pipe.

ROOF FLpHING

-EXPAVSION JOINT

VERTICAL ,LEADER
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Figure 40. Interior Roof Drain

OFFSET THAT MAY ACT
As EXPANSION 1.09?e

CKE-0918Figure 41. Expansion Joint and Expansion Loop
4

4

-Exterior 'Roof Drain-

In the exterior roof drain, the pipe
exposed and secured to the outtide

wall (see figure 42). These drains can
be designed with 4 roof drain-or-a-hang-
ing gutter. The downePout must be
watertight, and can go to a splash plate
or astorm- sewer.

40('
Roof Drain Straiders

There are three basic typeOpf
roof drain strainers: flat surface,
mushroom, and sloped. Flat strainers

,

SUILENNO

COPPER OR ERECT IRON
00YINSPOur

CRE003

Figure 42. Base Fitting Assembly
32 for Outside Roof Leaders



e
are necessary on'a roof that is utilized as a sun deck, parking lot or roof garden.

(See figtire 43.)
.

,

.` 'Mushroom straiiners provide a large elevated area for flat roofs where.leaves and

ottier debris may accumulate. (See figure 44.)

CKE-091g

1

Figure 43.4-Flat Strainer

Sloped strainers and corner
strainers are necessary when the drain
.is.located in:a patched Toof or where
the`drain is Paced at the corner of the
ioof. (See figure 45.)

Size of Roof Drain

The size of the roof drais n ist based
on the amount.of rainfall or snow, and
the size 'of the area to be drained. The
open area of the strainer should be
1 112 to 2 times'the area of the pipe to
which it is connected.

0

Figure 44. Mushroom Strainer

Roof Flashing

RoOf flashing is installed between 6,

the roof drain strainer and piping.° It niakis a seal
Another reason is to gather any 112oisture that might
and the roof. (See figure 46.) '=" -
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Figure 45. SloPed Drain
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Figi.re 46. A Roof Drain

Area Drains

Areas drains are somewhat like floor drains except they are located outside and,- are used to drain such areas as platforms, basement entryways, .driveways, etc. Theyare usually designed with a saddtrap to prevent sand from entering the drain system.(See figure 47.)
,

,

II

[ CKE-091C

ilk Figure 47. Area Drain Sirainer
with Sandtrap

Types of Traps in Drain Systems
,

\Floor drains used with sanitary.sewers are considered'to be plumbing fixtures,and like fixeures, must have a-trap. The P-trap is the most common type used-forthese floor drains. Drains are deSigned, with common seal P-traps as shown in fignre48. and also with deep seal P-traps as shown in figure 49. The common seal trap`haSa water seal of 2 inches while the deep seallas a 4-inch water seal. The CO111111%1 sealtrap should be vented while the deep seal trap is Used ),I1 situations where the trapalinot be vented. The deep seal trap (not often used) may also be in floor drains. If, offers greater resistance to siphonage,- due to the' larger volume of water it Oontains,,it ls also ideal if there is a possibility of trap seal loss due to enaporation.

Figure 50 illustrates al3,-trap type of floor drain. assembly -which has a Cleanout
plug concealed under the strainet plate?, This type of trap is used in concrete floors
when it is impossible to make other provisions for bleani4the waste line and trap.

Another type Of floor drain is the sump or cesspool type shown in:figure 51. This,
drain is designed with a bell trap instead of a P-trap. Notice that the bell is attached
to the strainer plate. The position of thebelLover the outlet piPe forms the trap. The
sump catches a large percentage of the silt and dirt that.drains into it with.the water.
The strainer plate with thy bell, can be removed to clean the sump and trap.
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Figure 48. k P-Trap with a
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Figure 49. A P-Trap with a Deep Seal t.
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Fikiire 5. A Drain with a Cleanout Plug Figure 51, A Sump Type Floorprairi,

METHODS OF INSTALLING FLOOR AND RO051511AINS

Floor, shower,and roof drains have their own_patficular method of installation:
There are certain methods that must be followed for these units to function propprly.

Floor Drains -
,

,The sniallest diameter of pipe used fbr waste lines isniic`h serve floor drains is
2 inches: 'the wa4P pipe should be installed with' a fall of 1/4 inch to the foot. Waste
pipes)with a diameter of 3 inches or larger, may haVe a fall of only 1/8 inch to the
foot. All traps and pipes which are to be embeddedin soil ot 'concrete shouldbe con-
structed from cast-iron pipe and fittings. All 1)01114nd-spigot joints should be '4

4. 4
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-.ceded and thet threaded joints must be tightened to make a watertight and gastight seal.
When a concrete floor is to be installed, the rough-in pipes and thtraps must be
firmly. secured and anchored in place to prevent shifting or mqvement as the ciancrete
.is poured. , <

All floors must have a slope to direct water into tt* drain if a floor drain is to be
installed. The blueprints for the job should be studied very-carefully to determine the
proper level for installing the drain opening. A must be flush with the low point in the
elope when the-floor is poired.

Whenever a floor drain is to be
installed in the upper floor of a multi-
story building, the floor must be t
absoltteiy waterproof to prevent daMage
to the ceilitige in, the lower rooms. This
can fie insured by installing a lead or
copper pan beneath the..noncrete tb dirent
any seepage thr-ough the (floor into the
drain Figure 52 shows a typical inStal-
lation of this type: Sometimes it is
permissible for the.lead pan to extend on
3 or 4 feet from the drain, rather than
cdver the entire floor,; as is required Sri
shower rooms, The specification sheet
for the job,should indicate the size of the'
pan requireda

Roof Drains

When installing roof drainsare. .

.1nust be taken to position theni at/the
lowest roof level so_ that water til4
readily drain into them. Cut on the
opening for the drain and construct any
brackets or hangers which are/necessary

, to hold the dkain in a rigid poSition.,
(Sesfiguie 53.)

embedded'
necessary

e concrete'
line, as

v

11 be soldered during .the installation.
r necessary to insure that the job is

In case-the drain 1s,to,4?
in Ai_concrete roof, it will b
to install the drain before t
is poured. Alljoints in th
well as in the icuppers
pound should4be used whe
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53. Bracket or Hanger
4

Bituminous Corn-
waterproof.

Gutter and gutter MI ets should be properly designed to carry off the water. When
the outlets are inadequat , the inter will either back up behind the flashing and leak
into the building or spill, ver the sides of the gutter And cause staining of the exterio
walls. The guttor shonld haire the proper pitch to.run off the water and should be
designed with a minimurn depth. Deep and flat gutters may fill with snow and ice and.
the thrust of the freezing water may cause breaks and leaks.
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Le.alieTs or downspouts can be rectangular or round tubing. Round is better.because
it, offers less resistance to flow because of friction loss. Rectangular leaders need to
.be larger than round 4aders.

When interior drains are used, some provision should be ,made for an overflow.
I# an overflow is not provided, angroutlet stoppage will cause an_overflow of water

-into the building.
* .

MAINTENANCE OF FLOOR AND ROOF DRAINS -

Flodrand roof drains must be maintained to function'properly. The location and
contents running through these,drains will have a determining factor on the typ,e mainte-
nance required.

3 Floor Drains

The maintenance of floofdrains will mainly consist of Cleaning the strainer and
trap of floor sweepings andiother foreign objects which are carelessly swept ancrwashed;
into the drains. The only qevention,for this is to keep the area being served by- the
floor drain clean, and above all, do not sweep.debris into the drains. _Floor drains
which are seldom used will lose their trap seal through evapbration. This will result

in foul odors entering the building through this drain. The best prevention for this is
to use the drains More regularly. If this is not practical, the traps w1 4 have to be
refilled with water-at regillar intervals to overcome this condition.

Roof Drains
I t

Maintenance of roof drains will consist uf keeping the gutters free of leaves; . twigs,
and other debris. Special attention should be given to the strainer since these same
leaves*and twigs seem to wash to this point of the system: When this happens, the
roof drain will eventually become- completely clogged and inoperative. In cold climates,
roof drains will often become clOgged with ice and snow. When this occurs, a blow--
torch can be used to melt the ice and snow but all safetrprecautions must be observed,
since there is alvrks the possibility of seriously burning yourself or causing the-build-

\ ing to catch fire.

SUMMARY

Floor drains are installed for convenience in cleaning.an area or for.proteCtioh
against flooding. A common seal P-4..rap is used when the trap can be vented and a
deep seal P-trap is used when the trap cannot 6, vented or is seldom used. Cast-iron
pipe and fittings are used when installing drainage pipe under.concrete floors. Vitri-

, fied clay pipe may be used to drain areas outside the building. The smallest diameter
of pipe which maybe used for a floor drain is 2 inches. A fall of 1/4 inch to the foot
run is desirable. When tVe'pipe diameter is larger than 3 inches, the fall may be
reduced to 1/8 incli per foot but this should be avoided in drains which znust carry a
high\dirt. or silt content in the liquids.

. Roof drains are used to drain water from roofs caused by rain or melting snow,
ice and hail. These drains are constructed at the lowebt portion of the roof so that
water may drain into them. The drain pipes fsor roof drains may be installed in
partitions or ih exterior Walls. Roof drains should be well sealed to prevent water
seeping into the-building.

\)
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QUE3TIONS

r. What is the purpose of a floor drain?

2. What size.waste pipe ip used to rough-in a floor drain?
. .

3. WhatJs the purpose of the lead pan which is used on. some floor drain installations ?

4. What is the'clifference in'the design'bra Corarnon deal P-frap'and a deep aeal
P-trap?

--: r _ (---- ..

5. Why mustthe slope of the floor be considered,32,46 installing a ,goor drain?
-.. ...

6. Why is a deep seal P.trap used iti floor drains which receive oniy odcasional use?
_. .. ,

7. What kind of pipe should be used when installing a drain beneath concrete ?....-, I

P. What is,the purpose*. Of a roof drain?

9. What methods are used to drain roofs ?

10. When must a floor drain fitting with a spepage flange be used?
I.

REARENCES

AFM 85-20, Plumbing

2. National Plumbing Code



WASTE ROUGH-IN FOR LAVATORIES

OBJECTIVE

3ABR5523541-4

The objective of this study guide is to assist you in identifying the methods of
installing waste lines for lavatories.

INTRODUCTION

'When installing small plumbing jobs, you may not have blueprints available, or the
blueprints may not show the routing of the piping for the drainage system. If this
occurs, the plumber needs to develop a working drawing. To design the waste line-for
a lavatory system requires good planning to ensure proper' operation

LAVATORY DRAINAGE SYSTEMS

Lavatories are used as depositories for much objectionable waste matter, there-
fore, the drain may become clogged frequently. The minimum diameter of pipe which
may be used as a waste for this fixture is 1 1/4 inches, but it has been found that
1 1/2 to 2 inches works more satisfittorily.

The locatio of waste pipe ustd for lavatories must be determined before the stack
is installed. This will ensure the proper relation of waste inlet fittings in the stack to
the proposed location.of the lavatories. Some of the more common types of drainage
systems for lavatories will be discussed in this study guide.

In most one-story plumbing installations, the lavatory will drain through a waste
pipe into the soil or waste stack. In installations where the lavatory waste trap is to
connect directly into the stack with a short nipple, no additipnal vent is necessary.

In multistory buildings, where lavatories are located on each floor, they should
not be drained through a single stack unless each lavatory is individually vented.

NOTE: Vents for lavatories will be discussed in the nett study guide. If the
drains fOr the lavatbries were connected to the same stack, without
the proper venting, the velocity of the drainage flow from the upper
lavatory'could siphon the trap of the lower lavatory allowing sewer
gaslo enter the building. Also, a stoppage below the lower lavatory
wolild cause an overflow at the lower trap from the drainage of the
lavatory above (see figure 54).
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Figure 54. Nonaccetitable Drain

Lavatories may be installed in .

batteries, side-by-side, back-to-back,
or individually.

Change in direction of the waste line
should be made in the same manner as

. a change of direction in the soil pipe.
It is unwise ta use,fittings of short
radius on horizontal, or vertical to
horizontal lines. These must be made
with long sweep fittings. Fittings such
as a "Y" and 45-degree drainage ell are
used to accomplish a turn of this kind.

Figure 55. A Recessed Drainage Fitting

When a drainage system requires threaded piping, recessed/drainage fittings are

used. 'A drainage:fitting is recessed to allow the inside of the pipe and fitting to butt

together to form a smooth inner surface at the jOinr(see figure 55). These fittings are
.also tapped so-that the turn is slightly less than 90 degrees to allow the pipe to have a

pitch of 1/4 inch to the foot. ,

When roughing-in a lavatory drain, you should refer to the working drawing as you
-thake the installation. The materials that can be used are copper, brass, plastic;
galvanized, cast-iron pipe and fittings of any other materials authorized by codes.

The rough-in height for lavatories will vary because of the different shapes that
the manufacturers produce, therefore, it is necessary to refer to the manufacturetis
rough-in specifications for the drain opening height.
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A large amount of failure in-the waste pipe system can be attributed to the
unwarranted use of fittings. There are many plumbers who build an installation pice-
meal and do not hesitate to use an extra fitting to help them out of difficulty. Stoppage
of the waste lines under these circumstances are common and it is always a reflection
,on the plumber who installed the system. Fitti,ngs are intended to make changes in
direction, turns and offsets but, their use must be planned carefully so that the waste
can flow freely. Sanitary tees are most commonly used in.stacks to allow the takeoff
of soil and waste branches, 4cause they offer little retistance to flow.

SUMMARY

Lavatories usually drain through a waste pipe into a soil or walte stack. Changes

in direction should be made with long sweep fittings. Short turns and the use of
improper fittings could cause stoppage in the line, therefore drainage fittings nould
be used. The rough-in height for lavatory drains wilk vary. Because of this fact,
refer to ttie manufacturer's rough-in specifications to be sure the rough-in height is

correct.

1. What is the minimum size crrain for a lavatory ?

2. When is a vent not required for a lavatory?

3. What is the purpcae of using long sweep fittings for lavatory drains ?

4, What tipe of materials can be used-on lavatory drains?

5. What causes a variation in rough-in height?

6. Where doet, a livatory drain to?

7. What is the degree of pitch on a threaded drainage fitting?.
Co

8. Other than specifications; what controls the selection of matetrials that can be
used for a lavatary'drain?

9. Wat could,cause a loss of trap seal?

10. How may lavatory fixhires be installed?

4
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INSTALLATION OF BACK VENTS

OBJECTIVE

SG 3ABR55235-II-5

The objective of this study guide is to assist you in identifying the construction
features and application of vent systems for lavatories.

II4TRODUCTION

The size of vents and the method of instillation are imp.ortant to assure proper
operation of the drainage system of the lavatory. The diameter of vent piping, as
well as the length, depends on thq number of fixtures and the types of fixtures served.

LAVATORY VENTING

When a single lavatory is installed in a remote section of a building an individual
vent may be constructed to accommodate that lavatory. The lavatory trap is connected
directly to the vertical waste and vent as shown in figure 56. The vertical waste pipe
may discharge directly into the building drain or a soil or wastepipe or it may change
direction below the floor and run horizontally to discharge into the building drain.

VENT

.

SINGLE LAVATORY

BRANCH WASTE PIPE yo..

Figtire 56. Lavatory, Individual Vent )2.

4,

VENT PIPE WALL

LAVATORY

I

I

I /
t

I

I ;

WASTE PIPE

LAVATORY\
I I

I I

i I I I

I ' I

1 I /

'Figure 57. Pair of. LiVatories Unit
Vented

Unit Vent

Two lavatories may be installed, either side-by-side or back-to-back, as shown
in figure 57. This,type of installation is called a unit or dual vent if one vent pipe
serves the two traps.
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ar Individual or Back Vent

Whenever a lavatory is located
near the stack, as in most small single
story residenced, the lavatory may be
bacisvented as shown in figure...58.

*In multistory buildings, 'where
lavatories are located on each floor and
drained through aasingle stack, it is
necessary to use the main vent to
individually vent each lavatory as shown
in figure 59.

Figure 60 illustrates a wet vent
system of venting and draining a lavator
Notice that the velocity of the drainage
flow from the sink of the upper
floor has siphoned the trap at the lower
lavatory. Note, also, that a stoppage
below the lower lavatory would cause an
of the sink above. Wet venting is not
avoided at alltimes (see figure 60).

OVERFLOli LINE

Figure 59. Lavatory Individually Vented
(Dry venting method)

y.

Figure 582

LAVATORY
CONNECTION

Lavatory Back Vent

overflow at the lower trap from the drainage
acceptable for lavatories and should be

Figure 60. Nonacceptable Vent and Drain
(Wet venting method)

There are times when drainage and vent systems are constructed of pipe requiring
threaded joints. Threaded fittings are usually of two general types, recessed fittings
(Durham System), and pressure fittings.
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PITCHED UP I/4" PER FT

RECESSE
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RECESSED FITTING PRESSURE FITTING

Figure 61A. Recessed Fitting Figure 613. Pressure Fitting

RECESSED FITTINGS. When the threads are tapped into the fittings they are
tapped deep into the shoulder of the fitting. The reason for recessing the threads is to
bring the walls of the pipe and fittings flush with each other to avoid the projecting pipe
.shoulder, which could form a place for accumulation of string, lint and other foreign
objects in the waste line that could result in line stoppage. Recessed fittings should be
used on all drainage lines where threaded joints are used. A second feature of drainage
fittings, which is not found in other types of fittings, is that all 90-degree drainage
fittings are tapped to incline the branch pipe 1/4 inch per foot, figure 61A. This permits

'the drain2ge water to flow by gravity.

PRESSURE FITTINGS. The pressure fitting is a standard fitting used on water
piping.. These dVfer from drainage fittings and the distinction should be carefully noted.
Pressgre fittings can be used in a dry vent portion of the system but cannot be used
in the drainage system, see figure 61B.

iDENTIFYING, MEASURING, CUTTING, AND.REAMING PROCEDURE

The pipe used to construct waste and vent lines for a lavatory is cast-iron, plastic,
galvanized steel, or copper:

Measuring Steel .Pipe

There are several different methods of measuring steel pipe. Among these are
end-to-end measurements, end-to-center measurements and center-to-center measure-
ments as indicated in figure 62. End-toend measurement is measuring from one end
of pipe to the other end including the threads. End-to-center measurements are used
when a pipe has a fitting screwed on one end only. Center-to-center measurement is
from the center Of the outlet on one end, along the pipe to the center of the outlet on
the other end. You must alWays remember the length of the thread on the pipe and the
center measurement of the fittings to be used must be considered when deterinining the
length to cut a pipe.
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END TO END MEASURE

END TO CENTER MEASURE

1.--CENTER TO CENTER MEASURE--I

Figure 62. Determining Pipe Measurements.>

Cutting Steel Pipe by Hand

After the pipe has been measured
and marked it should be inserted into a

.pipe vise where it is held for the cutting
operation. Figure 63 shows a piece of
pipe in a vise ready to be cut with a pipe
cutter. To cut pipe with a, pipe cuttei,
open the jaws of the cutter by turning the
handle counterclockwise. Then place
the pipe Cutter around the pipe at the
mark where the cut is to be made. One
revolution must be made around the pipe
to make_a complete cutting mark before
turniniithe handle clockwise_again to cut
the pipe, if not the cutter will make, spiral
marks7around the pipe instead of marking
one complete circle. Figure 64 shows a
pipe.dutter ready to make.the,first turn
on the pipe to be cut.

.4
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Figure 63. Pipe Vise

PIPE CUTTER

CUTTING
WHEEL

GUIDE ROLLERS

PIPE

Figure 64. Cutting a fe with
a Pipe Cutter
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After at least one complete turn has been made, the handle of the pipe cutter can

be turned one-fourth turn to take another "bite" on the pipe. These steps can be repeated
Until the pipe has been cut off. Figure 65 shows a cutaway of a piece of pipe and the
result when using a pipe cutter. "A" shows how the cutter causes a burr to form within
the pipe, and "B" shows a cross section of the burr after the pipe has been cut off. This
burr must be removed before the pipe is installed, since it hinders the flew of liquids
and gases in a pipe.

Figure 65. The Result of Cutting
Pipe with a Pipe Cutter

PIPE VISE

,PIPE

REAMER

Figure 66. Pipe Reamer. .

Even with the flush surface obtained with drainage fittings, more trouble is
experienced from the lodgement of solid matter than with soil-pipe fittings. For this
reason, special care should be taken in cutting the steel pipe to remove all burrs by
reaming. The b r 's removed from the end of the pipe with a pipe reamer as shown
in figure 66. ihis operation is accomplished by inserting the pipe reamer into the pipe
while the pipe is still clamped in the vise. The handle on the reamer is.rotated clock-
wise in short even strokes until the burr on the inside of pipe has been completely
removed. Caution should be taken not to overream the pipe. Ream the pipe before
threading the pipe.

PIPE-THREADING PROCEDURES

After a piece of pipe has tieen properly cut and/named, it can be threaded by hand
or with power tools.

Threading Steel Pipe by Hind

A stock and die set of the nonadjustable ratchet type may be used to cut threads on
pipe by hand. The nonadjustable ratchet dies, shown in figure 67, can be used to cut
threads on Ripe from 1/8 inch to 2 inches in diameter by changing to the correct size
diehead.
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COMPLETE STOCK AND DIE SET

RATCHET SECTION

Figure 67. Nonadjustable Pipe Dies mnd Stock

DIE HEAD

TC-011)

-

Before threading a pipe, inspect the dies to see that they are sharp and free from
nicks and wear. Next, insert the pipe into the vise, place the roiind guide end of the
pipe 'die stock on the pipe as shown in figure 68, and push the pipe dies against' the
pipe with the heel of the hand. Exert considerable pressure with the heel ci the hand
against the pipe. Caution, gloves must be worn during threading procedures to preve,nt
injury to your hands. Exert considerable pressure with the heel of the hand against
the pipe die stock and take three or four short clockwise strokes, with the handle ci the
die stock, to start the thread-cutting operation. After the dies have started, continue
with clockwise strokes on the handle, as -shown in figure 69, with an even and stady
pressure until approximately two threads project beyond the die segments.

PIPE VISE PIPE

STOCK AND DIE SET

Figure 68. Placing Die StOck oh Pipe
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PIPE VISE
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STOCK AND DIE SET

Figure 69. Threading Pipe with
a _Ratchet Die
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NOTE: To cut clean thredds for watertight and airtight joints, the pipe
threading dies must be oiled after each two or three strokes 'with a good grade
of lard or sulphtir pipe thread cutting oil. The oil prevents overheating and
chipping of the dies and marring of the threads.

When the proper number of threadwe cut on the piize,"reverse the ratchet on the
die stock for counterclockwise operation and make several short motions backward and
forward with the handles of the stock to loosen the burrs which are inside the dies. Con-
tinue to turn the handle of the stock counterclockwise until the dies are free of the
threads. '

CAUTION: Many plumbers have a habit of spinning the pipe die stock rapidly
'to speed the removal of the dies from the pipe. While this may not be

injurious,to the pipe thread, extreme care must be exercised when spinning
the stock to prevent it from striking the legs of the vise' or causing an injury'
to the plumber. .

4-.

Cutting and Threading Pipe with Power Equipment

Power tools are also available but will normally be k4sed only when large piping
systems need to be fabricated. A more detailed discussion on the use of power tools

.
1

-

)
c

'will be given in a later lesson-- "Steel Pipe Assembly."

Threading Chromium-Plated Pipe
,

To prevent scratching or marring chromium-platedpipe during threading ----.

procedures, special care must be takenlopreyent marring pipe with tooth marks from
holding tools, such as vises or chucks. Figure 'TO shows two types of clamps which may
be used to prevent marring. ..

'
,

Iron pipe COUplin9 sawed
in half

6 orElls sheet lead lining

-.
Leadled

split
couplmg
camp

Brass

.P'Pe

..

Lead Itning
Vke Iron ^
P. block

Vice
Jaw Light annealed

Bench brass pipe

Figure 70. Clips Used to Hold Brass or Copper
Pip in a Vise or Chuck. y

THREADED FITTINGS USED IN LAVATORY DRAINAGE SYSTEMS

When fabricating a loop or circtiit with threaded riipe and 'fittings, the final conneg-
tion cannot be made with a regular threaded fitting. Pipe unions are designed for a
connection of this type but plumbing codes will not permit a union to be used in concealed
drain or vent piping.



A special sleeve coupling known as
a "Tucker" fitting, illustrated in figure
71, is recommended to make the final
connection in a loop of pipe. This special
fitting is designed with a female thread on
one end, for screwing on threaded pipe,
and a bell on the other end for slipping
over the other pipe so a leaded,joint can
be made-. The bell is extra deep to allow
the pipe to drop down far enough so the
other end of the pipe can be screwed into
a fitting.

All horizontal vent pipes should be
installed with a fall of 1/4 inch to the foot
so that moisture can drain by gravity flow
into the stack or waste line. Screw-type
drainage fittings should be used, rather
than regular fittings, because these fittings
are recessed, as illustrated in figure 72,
and are tapped with a pitah of 1/4 inch to
the foot.

Figure 71, Tucker Connection

CO: Y ft/14 WO. /W1 /704,M,

Figure 72. A Recessed, Fitt'ing

ASSEMBLIN.G PROCEDURES FOR LAVATORY DRAINS ANID VENTS

When roughing An a lavatory, you spould refer to the working drawing as you make
the installation. The individual fixtu're vent pipe can be installed with'galvanized,
-copper, 'or plastic pipe and fittings. Drainage-type fittings, which have a sweeping
effect, should be used, rather than regular fittings. A drainage-type fitting will offer
less resistance to the flow of ,liquid or movement of air at points where the direction
of the pipe changes.

There are several reasons for using pipe joint compounds. They may be used as ai
lubricant, a sealing agent, a cortosive protective agent, or as an antiseize compound.
The antiseize compound is used in case the joints must later be disassembled. Before
making a threaded pipe joint, the male threads should be coated with a pipe joint compound..
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Figure 73 illustrates the application of pipe compound to a pipe. Pipe dope is not
intended to make up for poorthreads or workmanship.

EXCESS DOPE
MAY BLOCK ,
DISC OFF
VALVE SEAT

2 THREAD
CLEAN

MODtRATE
AMOUNT

LOOSE CHIPS OF DOPE

WRONG RIGHT

Figure 73. Applying Pipe Compound to a Pipe

Making up Joints

A hrecaution to observe when making pipe jointsIS the crossing'of threads.
the proper pipe wrench to screw fittings on the pipe until the desired tightness is
obtained. Caution should be used not to overtiihten fittings.

SUMMARY,

Use

Lavatories usually drain through a Waste line into the soil waste stack and are -

vented into the vent stack. Lavatory waste and vent pipes must have a fall of 1/4-itch
per foot. All trap connections which exte911 through a wall must be of sufficien1 length
for connectingthe trap after the finished wall is iwiftalled. A backing board for hanging
the lavatoryhould be installed betweer; the studs at the time the rough-in pipes ire
installed.

Cutting, reaming, and threading pipe are cortmonfterations performed daily by
plumbers. These operations may be accomplished either by hand or with power tools.

Pim may be cut either by the use of a standard pipe cutter or a hapksaw. Cutting
pipe with a pipe cutter is the preferred method. CuttIng with a pipe cutter will cause
burr to form on the inside of the pipe. This burr -mist be removed, ,since it hinclers the

/flow of liquids and causes stoppages. The time to remove itit iminediately after the
pipe_is cut. A pipe reper is used to remoire the burr.

After the pipe is reamed, it may be threaded by the use of various types of threaders.
Threading may be accomplished with either hand tools or power tools. Plenty of cutting
oil Should be used during the threading operation to keep the die segments cool and pre-

. vent them from chipping.

QUESTIONS .

, els

1. Where wOUld,a, "Tucker" fitting-be used in a circuit vent or back vent?

2. Wpat fall is given vent or waste lines when they are installed?

3. What two methods may be used to cut pipe? Which is pre rred?

4. Why is it necessary to rearn.pipe before it is threaded?
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5. How is pipe rearned?

8. What equip:bent is used to cut threads on pipe?

,7. Why is cutting oil used auring a thread-cutting operation?

8. How do-you know-when the proper thread length has been reached?

9. Why is a lead sleeve used to hold brass, copper, or chromiu'ra pipe in a vise?

10. How tight shouleta fi ng be screwed on a thread?

REFERENCES

1. AFM 85-20, Plumbing

'2. TO 40P-1-121, Plumbingtnd yipefitting
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IJOUGH-IN FOR URINAL DRAINS

OBJECTIn

The objective of this, study guide is to assist you in identifying methods, proce-
dures, and Materials used in constructing waste lines and vents for urinals.'

/NTItODUCTION

The Air Force plumber will probably have more `service calls to remove stoppages
from urinal soil piping than on any other single fixtur-e. _These stoppages are caused
by cigarette butts, chewing gum and other trash which is thrown into the urinals by
thoughtless users. Proper installation of the urinal and-its vent will greatly decrease

, the danger of stoppages. 'This sUbject will be covered under the following main topics:

UORINAL VENTING AND DRAINAGE METHODS

The installation-of vents and waste pipes for urinals is similar to that for other
fixtures. Be sure to procure a blueprint or wérking drawingfor locating the urinal and the

rough-in measurements for the urinal to be installed. Remember that some urinals
are designed with built-in traps while others are not.

The waste and vent lines for urinals are very similar in design and construction
as those for lavatories. The type of urinal to be installed will determinethe design
of-the waste and vent systplits. There are four.asic typewof urinals. They are the
trough, the stall; the *all hung, and the pedestal. ,

Urinals, will have either a washdown or siphon-jet flushing action. The washdown

type will usually have an external trap while the siphon-jet has an integraI trap built
into the fixture. Figure 74, page 56, shows a cross section of both types of urinals.
In the washdown type, the bowl does not carry a body of mater to dilute the urine which
remains in.the bowl unless it is flushed after each use. Urine that is not always
washed out of the bowl gives off an offensive odor. This condition is overcome in the
sipbon-jet type urinal. A large body of water in the bowl immediately dilutes the urine

as it enters the bowl.
4.

^
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WASHDOWN FLUSHING SIPHON-JET FLUSHING

WASHOOWN TYPE

'WATER

SIPHON-JET TYPE

Figure 74. Types of Wall Hung Urinals

Two-inch soil pipe and drainage tee is Ide minimum size permitted-for draining
an individual urinal. Due to the high acid content of urine, the drain system should
be fabricated from either copper, plastic or cast-iron pipe and fittings. Galvanized
steel, cast iron, copper or rigid plastic pipe and fittings may be used to construct the
urinal vent system.

The rough-in plumbing for a battery of wall hung urinals, which have a washdown
flushing action, should be installed as shown in figure 75. Each trap is individually
vented into a circuit vent. The circuit vent in turn is vented either through the roof
or to a main vent.

The rough-in plumbing for a battery of urinals which have a siphon-jet flushing
action should be installed so that the urinals will be dual, vented as shown in figure 76.
The short run of horizontal soil pipe from the fitting on the vertical waste pipe to the
fixture trap will enable the siphon-jet flushing action of the urinal to operate niore
efficiently.

MAIN VENT
CIRC UIT

VENT

Figure 75. Dual/Unit Venting of
Siphon-jet Urinals
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Whed.a single urinal is to be
installed, as hi a restroom, the proce-
dure depends upon the type of urinal.
If a wa:shdown type urinal is installed,,
it should be individlially vented and the
fixture may be connected directly into a
fitting on a vertical soil pipe.

When a siphon-jet urinal is instaged,
a short run of horizontal soil pipe should
be placed between the fitting on the ,
vertical soil pipe and the fixture, as
shown in figure 77. The siphon flush-
ing action will be more efficient in
operation when the fixture trap does not
discharge directly into a vertical soil .

pipe.

Some plumbing codes will permit
venting of as many as eight Urinals into
one circuit vent. Individual or dual
venting into a circuit vent is the practice
reommended for wall-hung urinals. .

-This practice could prevent many stop-,
pages in the soil piping.

Circuit venting of 'Pedestal type
urinals, like the one shown in figure
78, is permitted when the urinals
discharge directly into a horizontal soil
pipe.

LOCATION AND ASSEMBLY OF URINAL
DRAINS AND VENTS

.40

Figure 77. Vent and Drain for Single
Siphon-Jet Urinal

The plumber, should consult the
blueprint or working drawing to deter- Figure 78. Pedestal Type Urinal
mine where to locate the urinal before
roughing-in'actil and vent lines. The plumber will also need to consult the manufac-
turer's rough7in specifications for the exact instaIlaticingitasurement:s.

Figure 79 shOits-a-raanufacturer's ro j1ghwdn specification sheet for an integral
trap wall hung urinal. Notice the 11Th must be positioned exactly.as indicated by the
rough-in specifications to insure that lip bf the urinal will be at the proper height.
There is no fle7dbility in the measurement since the urinal has an integral trap.
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For urinals having external traps,
some variation in measurement is -
permissible due to the length of the tail-
piece or the type of trap to be used.

Cast-iron soil pipe can be used for
fabricating the soil line to a urinal. The
pipe and fittings are installed before the
vent lines. The joints are ,calked with
oakum and lead to make a gastight and
-watertight seal. All soil lines are
installed with a fall of 1/4 inch to the
foot:

The vent lines may be fabricated
from galvanized pipe and draihage type
fittings.- All horizontal vent and drainage Specification Sheet for a Wall Hung Urinallines should be installed with a fall of
1/4 inch to the foot so that moisture can
.draiii by gravity flow into a stack or soil pipe. Drainage fittings are used rather than
straight fittings because the inlets of the.drainage fittings are tapped with a pitch 01/4
inch to the foot. This 1/4 inch fall will automatically give the horizontal lines the
required drainage pitch, also because they are recessed.the drainage line offers little
resistance to flow.,

Figure 79. Manufacturer's Rough-in

Piping matt be properly supported to prevent fracture of the piping due to con-
traction, expansion, and vibration. Piping will be supported it different intervals;
this spacing depends on the construction of the piping, its use, and whether it is
installed vertically or horizontally.

All pipes or nipples, which are installed to accomniodate the urinal traps should
be of sufficiennagth to allow connection of the trap after the finished wall is installed.

SUMMARY

Cast-iron pipe and fittings can be used for constructing the soil piping for urinals.
Galvanized pipe may be used for venting.. Urinals should be individually vented when
possible to lessen the possibility of stoppages in the soil lines. Batteries of wash-
dwn type wall urinals should be individually vented into a circuit while Siphon-jet
urinals should be dual-vented to the circuit. All soil and vent piping is installed with
a faU of 1/4 inch to the foot to insure proper drainage. All trap connections which
extend through a wall must be of sufficient length for connecting the trap after the
finished wall is installed. A backing board for wall hung type urinals should be installed

into the building framework at the time the rough-in piping is installed.

QUESTIONS

1. Why are cast-iron pipe and fittings recommended for urinal drainage lines over
gaIvanized,pipe and fittings ?

2. Why ig the siphon-jet urinal considered to be more sanitary than awashdown
type?

5
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3. What is the minimum size soil pipe used to drain a urinal?

4. How is the opening for a urinal drain located?
. .

5. When installing spil.pipelor- a urinal, what is the required fall per foot?

6. Name two types of flushing actions far urinals.

7. Name four types of urinals.

8. What type of venting system should a series of siphon-jet urinals have ?

9. what is the maximum number of fixtures on,one circuit vent?

10. What type of pipe can be Used for a urinal vent ?

REFERENCES

1. AFM.35-20, Plumbing

i. National Plumbing Code Handbook, Vincent T. Manas
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ROUGH-lN FOR SHOWERS AND TUB 6RAINS

OBJECTIVE

SG 3ABR55235-11-7

... -
, .

The objective of this study guide is to assist you in identifying procedures and
Materials used in shower and tub drain rough-ins.

INTRODUCTION

The installation of wrste branches for draining bathtubs and showers is very
similar to installing-the waste branches for other fixtures. Quality workmanship is
necessary to insure proper operation of the drains with a minimum'of maintenance.
The trap is included in the rough-in_plumbing, for a tub or shower and the type of trap
used Will partially determine the design of the vent pipieg.

SHOWER AND TUB DRAIN CONSTRUCTION .

Dpn't guess or redesign engineering plans. Follow the manufacturer's rough-in
opecifications when insti'lling fixtures.. These specifications contain exact measure-
ments for piping for the fixture to'be installed.

For the sake of familiarity, the following illustrations, figures 80, 81, 82, and
83 show four shower installations.

Waste lines are nornially located below the floor of the shower and discharge into
Stacks.

,
When a single shower stall is to be installed, the rough-in waste pipe should be a

minimum of 2 inches in diameter. 4:shower room, with a .gang of shower heads such
as those used in the Air Force buildings where personnel are quartered, will require
a waste pipe of three or four inches in diameter. This will handle the high volume of
flow during peak periods of use.

-
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Figure 80. Recessed Shower
(Single Drain)

ft

-

Figure 82. cabinet Shower
(Single Drain)

r r

..,1

Figure 81. Gang Shower

figure 83. q4b and Shower .

Combination (Single Drain)

sr



The most important requirement in a shower installation is the absolute water-_
proofing of the walls and floors. Walls a.re less of a problem than floors since they a.re
subject only to the splashing of water. Careful installatiod of tile or other impervious
material with waterproof cement, generally suffices to provide a waterproof wall
installakion.

In the installation of the flajr, it is necessary to provide a waterproof subbase .
under tha, shower floor. Water standing on the floor can gradually seep through it and
cause leaks. Figure 84 shows the installation of one type of shower drain. This drain
is constructed with a lead pan under the
shower floor to guard against water
seepage. When installing a shower
drain of this type, the general outline of
the shower stall should be roughed if to
provide a solid base of subflooring or
plywood on which the lead shower pan
will rest. This wood flooring is abso-
lutely necessary since the lead pan is
soft and pliable. If it is not supported
properly, it will sag under the weight
of the tile or other shower floor material,
thereby causing a leak.5

<-

UPPER,
FLANGE,

MOISTURE MAN
OM PAN

. _The lead pan is construct by using
a solid sheet of lead app ately six - . ......11--........- r4......

to eight inches larger than the size of*
the shower floor and bending up the edges Elmo PAN

at right angles to the desired height. .A .41 IV

k
hole is cut in the location of the shoWer

CAUUCED JOR4T ,41...C-4:11-1A
CONCRETE

drain.and the shower pan is lowered
w)into place. It should rest firmly on the
seepage flange of the shower drain.
Coat the inside of the shower pan with
asphaltum. Paint the pprtion of the
-lead shower pan under the top of the,flange
with pipe-joint compound and place a thin layer of putty on it. Place the upper flange 2
on top of the lower flange and screw them together ,forming a watertight joint betweeif
the shower waste and the shower pan. Screw the strainer portion of the shower drain=.
down into the flanges to the desired height of tiling. The installation is completed by
laying cernent in the shower pan and finishing the floor.

.5 EPA E
RANGE

Figure 84. A Shower Drain Shovting
Lead Pan

Shower drain traps seldom cause trouble. . They normally have relatively
clear water flowing through them. The only major problem is the removing of hair
which is usually caught by thestrainer.

. Shower drain and floor drain systems are very similar in design and construc-
tion. Floor and wail preparation is the same. The floor drain and trap are the only
items that may differ.

- Another-fixture requiring a floor dram is the bathtub. The bathtub, having a
shower in combination with it, becomes the shower base and requireS no vecial floor
preparation. The tub drain and Prap connections may differ somewhat.
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As was ointed out earlier in tflis text, the vr-.2-..e 7:-.7.gh-in must comply with the
manufactu 's rough-in specification for the '.:Isza.:1ed. Me fol.:owing
illustration depicts good reason for following 5 ; S-specially w'nere bathtubs
are used in conibylation with showers.

Notice that one bathtub has the drain or..1:::e side (figure-65), while the
other has the drain on the right-hand/side (figure 83).

$.1

%.

CICA-0611

Figtire 86. Recessed Type Bathtub
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Figure 86. Corner-Type Bathtub

Waste lines5for bathtubs are
normally located below the floor level.
In-small residential bathrooms, the
waste lines and fixtures are placed td
insure use of common:pipes and vents
(see figure 87). The rough-in pluinbing .

dotes not include the tub overflow and
drain as shown in figure 87. Rather,
it is attached to the tub when it is set
(in*alled). The drum.trap or P-trap
would be installed with the rough-in as
shown in figure 87. Thp minimum size
waste pipe for a bathtub is 1 1/2-inches.
It, is not necessary to increase the pipe
size if a shower head is installed over
the tub.

214
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PURPOSE AND TYPES OF DfiAINAGE TRAPS

There are two types of traps used for bathtub and shower installations. They are
the P-trap and the drum trap. The R-trap is khown in figure 88. A drum trap is shown
in figure 89. When the P-trap is used, the Waste pipe must be vented on the outlet side
of the trap. The vent should be positioned as close to the trap as practical. An
acceptable vent is shown in figure 90,.

OUTLET

P-TRAP

CLEANOUT PLUG

Figure 88. Bathtub P-Trap

,

,

0

INLET

k

OUTLET

Figee 89. Drum Trap

WAS/E_BRANCH

v.

a

1

..j
Figure 90. Venting a P-Trap for a Bath

Cast-iron pipe and fittings are used when piping is run under a concrete flOor.

,

4--,,

If the trap cannot be vented, or is wet-vented through andher fixture, the drum '
trap should be use& The drum trap holds a larger yolume of water than does the P-
trap. Because of this, it is used where siphonage may be problem. Figure 91 0ows
a drum trap wet-vented through the lavatory drain.

A drum trap must be installed even with the floor. It is constructed in a manner
which allows quick cleaning.
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Care must be taken when roughing-in the drain system. Allow for prOper place:-
ment of the drum trap, the tub overflow and drain (Sbmetimes called the "waste and
overflow"), as well as the drain 'system. If specifications are not followed carefully,
much of the original work will have to be reaccomplishecl to set the bathtub.

Both the pipe and fittings of the
waste system may be constructed with
cast-iron, copper, plastic, and galva-
nized s eel. Changes in pipe sizes are
made "th,reducing fittings. However,
the piè between the trap and point of
disch ge cannot be reduced. Slip joints
are permitted only in the trap seal or the
inlet side of the trap. "Tucker" or hub .

drgna(e fittings are used for unions
with dry vents. Recessed fittings should
be used with screwed connections.

. Waste pipe.s.from bathtubs usually
discharge into the stack. In small
residences, where thebath fixtures are
grouped in a small room, the waste
pipe mayr:ititharge into the closet bend
as illust in figure 92. .The fixture
trhps may then be back-vented into the
stack vent.

All Vaste.and horizontal vent lines
for showers and tubs should be instAlad
with a fall of 1/4 inch to the foot. Waste
lines 3,inches in diameter or larger
which serve sDower may be installed
witlia: patch of 1/8 inch to the foot.

PIPE SUPPORT NIETHODS

The horizontal waste lines must be
supported. They are supported by the
building framework or by use of metal
hangers. Metal hangers should be made
of the same metal that the pines are
made of. This reduces the possibility of
corrosion. Special note should be made
of the drum trap. It is heavy and
requires hanOrs'close to it. When installing.
proper ctrop of the waste system.

SUMMARY

Figure 91. Drum Trap Wet-Vented
through Lavatory Waste-Piping r

STACK

iso2%.

CLOSET RENO

CLOSET

WASTIE PIPE

Figure 92. Discharging Bathtub and
Shower Waste into Closet Bend

hangers, be careful to maintain the

Installation of bathtubs should be in accordance with manufacturer's specifications.
Tubs are identified by the loeation of the drain ands tyle. Showers have four classifi-
cations; ,recessed, metal cabinet, gang, and tub/shower combinations. A prime
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problem inthe coristruction of Showers in maintairiing a moistureproof seal in,the fijors
an'd wa1ls., Drainage traps used for bathtubs and showers are P-traps and drum traps.
The trap is installed as part of the rough-in plumbing. Drum traps are used when dry
venting is not practical. The P-trap i.preferred when venting and space permit. All
horizontal waste pipes require support. A hanger is *required near the drtm trap and
hangers niust maintain a proper drop (slope) within the waste system.

QUESTIONS

1. What are the four basic types of showers?

2. What is the minimum size .pipe used to drain a bathtub? .

3. ,---kwhich side of the trap is the vent line connected?

4. What is the minimum size pipe used to drain an individual shower,stall?

5. When would a drum trap be used?

6. When iS a slip joint permitted?

7. Where is a tucker fitting used?

6! What type 4.fitting can be used ih the bathtub drain?

.9. .0f what material can the waste ,branch be constructed?

10. Why should the drum trap be supported?

REFERENCE'S .

AFM 85420, Plumbing
4
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.SG 3ABR55235-II-8

ROUGH-IN FOR *ATER,CLOSET DRAINS

OBJECTIVE

The purpOse of this study guide iS to assist you in identifying the methods, proce-
. dures, and materials used in roughing in water closet vent and drain systems.

..

INTRODUCTION

There are many different kindt of water closets. Some are better than others.
Regardless of type of water closet, the rough-in must be accomplished in accordance

. with tile manufacturer's rough-in specifications. The drain and_ vent system must
always comply with the plumbing codes. on-

TYPES OF WATER CLOSETS
s.

Water closets are available in a variety of colors and designs. They are ail
designed to fulfill the' same fiinction. Figures 93 and 94 illustrate two types of water
closets. Vent and drain systems will vary depending on where the water closets are
located and the number installed.

Figure 93, Floor-Mounted Water Closet

Drain Systems

-

Figure 94. Wall-Mounted Water Closet

DRAIN'AND VENT. SYSTEM INiTALLATION

Copper and plastic can bd used in construction of drainage systems. A complete
selection of copper and plastic fittingsofare available for use with soil piping. The use

r'
65. ,
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of these materials eliminate the need for heavy tools -and equipment required for
thradedpipe or cast-iron,assembly.

noor-mounted water closets are installed on a flanged collar which attached to a

closet bend. Closet bends are availIble in low and high neck designs and with right,

left, top or heel tappings (see figure 95).

Closet bends are used to connectthe water closet to the drain system.

11

. RIGH NEtx-SIDE TAP

HIGH NECK:HEEL TAP

STRAIGHT CONNECTION
OUTSIDE CALK'

LOW NECK-HUB TYPE

LOW NECK-THREADED

LOW NECK-OUTSIDE CALK

Figure 95. Types of Closet Bends

Wall-mounted water closets require a special fitting and mOunting brebket. The

bracket is called a chair carrier and supports both the water closet and the fitting

within the walls. Figure 96 and 97 illustrates two types.of chair carriers and fittings.

60
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ELONGATED WATERWAY INLET

ALLOWS evEBTICAL ADJUSTMENT

. Figure 96.. Chair Carrier (Vertical)

UNIVERSAL ADJUSTABLE FIX1URE SOLTS: WITH BEARING WIS.

WHIRS, AND CHROME PIATED FACE NUTS

GRAPHITED ASBESTOS PACIUNG.

CORWIN RESISTANT

ADJUSVAllg,COUPLING

AVAILABLE WITH COHNECTIONS

rciot emu SOIL PIPE oi

THREADED PIPE

MOLTS III T.' SLOTS TO ATTACH

CARRIER FACE PLATE

RECESSED CONTROU.IDANALISIS LEAD
mAICES WATERTIGHT CC401kCTION

FACE PLATE INLET

GRAPHITE ASIESTOS

40SET GASKET

-^0
A JUSIABLE LOCK TYPE PACKING NUJ

AOHJSTABLE

CANTILEVER FOOT SUPPORT

WITH ATTACHING BOLTS

Figure 97. Chair Catrieri (Horizontal)

The flanged cellar used in conjunction with t he. floor-mounted water closet can bte
referred to as a flanged collar, closet bend collar, floor flange, or closet flange. The
flange provides ,the means for seeding the water closet to ihe floor and thern means for a

. gas- and watertight seal between the water closa and closet bend. See figure 98.
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THREADED

Vent iystems

FOR CALKING
OVER 4- PIPE

FOR CALKING
INTO HUB

Figure 98. Closet Bend Collars

Some plumbing systems are laid out so that the closet bend will discharge
directly inta_pe soil stack. If installed in this manner, no additional venting is
neceshry. See figure 99.

-a'

MAIN STACK VENT

1-r

.7.11

CLOSET BEND
104.4* 4" SANITMN TEE

COMMNATION
AND 1/8 BEND

4" CAST-IRON PIPE

Figure 99.. Single Water Closet Installation
68
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Whenever a battery of water closets are to diScharge into a horizontal soil pipe,
they may be veiited as shown in figure 100 or figure 101.

The maximum amount of fixtures alloWed in one battery.is eight.
. ,

af - 103

Figure 100. Eittery of Fixtures Figure 101. Circuit Vent for liatter.y
Individually Vented In A Circuit of Water Closets

Wall-mounted wier closets may also be installed in''batteries. Codes specify the
rjytioer of water closets that may be installed on any single drain system.

,

Regardless of the number of water closets installed, the system must be vented to
function properly-. Pipe sizing arid vent design is regulated by plumbing vides in
accordance with the number of fixtures to be-vented.

SUMMART

The location ,c)f the water closets in a structure, as a rule, viill govern the location
of the soii stack. No additional venting is required when the Closet bend discharges
directly into a soil stack. A closet flange is attached to the closet bend so the floor-
mounted water closet may be secured in place. A chair carrier isused to support both
the wall-mounted water closet and fitting connecting the watei closet to the dtzin system.

Codes regulate the number "of water olosets connected in batteries as well as pipe
-sizing for both drain and vent systems..

QUESTIONS

1. What is the basic difference between the water closets mentioned in the text?

2. How many water closets can bft installed In a battery?

' 3. What iS the fitting called that is used to gonnect the floor-mountedowater closet to
the closet bend?

69
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4. What is the purpose of a chair carrier?

5. What determines the type of vent and drain system used on watei\closets?

6. :What ire some of-the advantages of using copper and plastic?

7. When is,it not necessary to install additional vents fr water closets
-t

8. List two types of chair carriers.

9. Wha1 determines the size drain to be installed for a wat r closet?

10. Why must the water .closet be vented?

REFERENCES

1. AFM 85-20, Plumbing
.r

2. AFR 127-101, Ground Accident Prevention Handbook

.3. Natimal Plumbing Code

9
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TESTING DRAINAGE SYSTEMS

SG 3ABR552357H-9

OBJECTIVE ..

The objective of this study guide is to help you learn the proeedwes for testing a
plumbing drain and vent system and the methods forlocating and repairing leaks in the
system.

iNTRODUCTION

Waste and vent systeme are usually installed in walls, ceilings, under floors, or
buried in a tcench or in the ground; therefore( they must be tested to see if they leak

.before the carpenter conceals 'them or before backfilling the trench.

TESTING SOIL'PIPE ASSEMBLIES

All new plumbing work and such portions of existing systems as May be affected
n.ew tvork or any changes-will be inspected to insure that all the connections are

water-, air-, or gastight. k

There are four methods c:)f testing waste systems: water, air, peppermint, and
moke.

Water Test

The water test will be applied to the drainage system either ,in its entirety or in
sectione. If applied to the entire'system, all openings in the piping will be tightly
closed, deept for the highest opening, and theastern filled with water to the point of
overflow. If the system is tested in sections each opening shad ii4lfghtly plugga
except the highest opening in the section under test, and, each section Should be filled
with water. But no seetion should be tested with lees than a`10-foot head of water.

Figure 102 illustrates a test plug which is expanded to seal the pipe by tightening
viingnut. Figure 103 illustrates a test plug which is expanded by a ratchet device.

WING NUT

RUBBER SPREADER

PIPE

Figure 102. Test Plug
71
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RUBBER
SPREADER

RATCHET
TEST PLUG

RATCHET

....STACK 11014
//mu ofilVAV, 'W:MMIG

=MAW" 10>
TEST TEEOAKUO

LEAD

Figure 103. Test Plug with Ratchet
Handle
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After ill the openings have been plugged, fill the 'system through the highest point
with water and allow it to stand for 12 to 24 hours. This allows time for the oakum in
the joints to swell and form a watertight seal. After the soaking period, refill the
system with water for. the testing period. The system must hold this water for 30
minutes without dróPping more than 4 inches.

. .

In testing a section of the system not having the roof vent installed, install a
vertical terhporary vent:10-feet long to Perform the test.

When testing a multistor)r building system, the maximum amount of height that can
be tested at a time is fiie stories. The water pressures caused by a greater height
might force the test plugi out of the test tee or separ4\e the joints.

In those parts of the country where temperatures normally drop below 320F, no
water test should be performed during the months of freezing weather. Even if the
tests are completed before the temperature goes below freezing and then the,
temperature drops, there is a Possibility of the oakum being saturated with water and
the pipe cracking at the hub. e,

Air Test .

Some job specifications require the
system to be air tested. To perform the
air test, Plug all.outlets inchxling the vent

,..,t,hrough the roof. Attach an air coral
pressor testing apparatus, as illustrated .

.in figure 104, to any suitable opening
and.after checking to see that all openings
are sealed off, force air into the system

-tuitiI there-is-a-uniform gauge-pressure-of
5 pounds per square inch (psi) or suifi-
cient to balance column of mercury
10 inches, in heiglt. The priessure should
hold steady, without adding any additictial
air for a period of at least 15 minutes.

If the pressure sirops, apply soapy
water to the suspected leaking area.. A
leak can be detected by bubbles where the
solution is applied. .

MERCURYe COLUMN GAGE

AIR PUMP

*Of'
PIPE

UNDER. TEST IRL0

Figure 104. The Air Test

One advantage-of the air test over the water test is that the air test gives a uniform
pressure over theentire system,'whereas in the water test the greatest pressure is at
the lowest point. Another advntageis that the air test can be performed when freez-
ing weather prevents the use of soqter.

An air test is domewhat more rigid than a water test, as it is more difficult to
find the leaks unless soap and water are used at the joints, or some odor is injected
into the pumped air.
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Smoke Test

The water or airiest is normally used in testing newwork. Old work which has
been repaired or modified is usually tested with smoke. To perform the smoke test,
close all the openings and force smoke into the system with a smoke machine see
figure 105. using 1/2 pound of pressure.

When testing an old system, be sure that all of the fixture traps are sealed with
water to prevent smoke from escaping into the building.

The inspector who is to check for
leaks should not enter the area where the
smoke machine is operating. This is to
prevent his becoming accustomed to the
odor of smoke so he can locate the leaks
easier.

Peppermint Test

To make'. a peppermint test, make
certain all traps are filled with water.
Pour 2 ounces of oil of peppermint down
each vent pipe that -extends through the
roof. If the building is over five stories
high, add an,additional ounce of pepper,.7
mint for each five stories to be tested.
After pouring the peppermint, add 5
gallons of boilingwater and close the vent 4*- Figure 105. The Smoke Test
to prevent the peppermint odor from

'PLACE OILY WASTE IN
MACHINE AND IGNITE

PIPE
AIR PUMP UNDER TEST

__escaping. --
t1

As with the smoke test, the inspector should remain away from the area until the
test is prepared so that he can locate the leaks.

REPAIRING LEAKS

If a leak is found in the system 134 using one of the tests outlined, usually it is
from a faulty lead jobit. To repair, recalk the lead with an inside iron and then an
outside calking iron as w,hen making the original joint. Most leaks can be repaired by
this recalking process. If the leak persists, remove all lead and oakum and
reaccomplish the joint.

Use a pick-out iron, as shown in figure 106. to remove the lead and oakum.
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Figure 106. Pick-Out Iron

CAUTION: Be wire to lower, the water.in the system below the joint before
attempting to make the repair.' Do not.apply heat to melt the lead in the
joint because the moisture in the oakum may cause the lead to pop out and
injure you.

After rsmoving the lead and oakuni. from the joint, dry it out by appLying heat
before attempting to.replace the oakum and lead. Never attempt to repair a fitting
by welding-or brazingreplace it.

A special-Joint is available for
replacing a joint Tin_ a run without replac-
ingthe whole run. 'This Joint, shown in
figure 107;IS called'an insertabie
(Sissori) joint..

The spigot end of the insertable joint.
is calked and leaded into the beg end of
a length pf pipe that has-been Shortened.
Notice that the hub on the insertable
joint is eitra deep.. This depth allows
the last section. of pipe to.be lowered SPIdOT

into the deep hub and then be raised into.
place. Tbe procedure for replacing a
section_apipsisshoin-in_figurs 108.

EXTRA DEEP HUB

Figure 107. Insertable (SisSon) Joint

When leaks are detected in concealed.threaded waste and Vent pipe joints, it is ,

usually necessaxy to remove and reinstall the piping. Never attempt,to Stop a leak in a
threaded connection by tightening the pipe. You may stop the leak at that joint but you
may loosen another connection and cause a leak there. The only way to correctly repair
a leaking joint is to cut the pipe and install a tbcker fitting. Also, do noetry to Stop a
leak by smearing or painting the outside of the joint 'with a resin compound or paint.
This may stop the leak temporarily but it will leak again later.
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1

REMOVE
FAULTY
FITTING
AND
PIPE

POSITION AND
CALK NEW
FITTING

INSERT
PIPE

,POSITION
;

JOINT AND
CALK

RAISE
PIPE

Figure 108. Replacing Pipe by Using an Insertable Joint

The final joint is Made with a tucker connectic4 A tucker connection is sirailar
to the insertable joint except that the spigot-end has threads so that one end can be a
screwed joint and the other end, a calked joint. Never use pipe unions to repair leaks
in- waste or vent piping because they will vibrate locise.

During the test, inspect and install- or repiace all bracing or hangers that may
have"been removed to perform the test.

UfvfakR

A plumbing system should be tested in sections before they are cpficealed so that
repairs can be made eaSily. There are four methods of testing: water, air) smoke,
and pepperMint. To makathese tests; all opettings must be sealed. Special test
plugs are mantrfactured for this use.

Recalk a leaking lead joint. If it cannot be repaired 133T recalking, remove the
lead and oakum and reaccomplish the joint.

Be sure there is no water in the joint when pouring hot lead as it will pop out and
burn nearby personnel.

0 r

To eliminate removing the coraplete piping system, install an insertable joint Or
alubker connectibn When replacing-a Section.

N
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QUESTIONS

1: What are four methods used in testing waste phunbing,systems?

2.. Why is a smoke or peppermint test used for the final testing of a waste system
rather than a water test

3. Ho are.leaks located when the air test is used?

4. What advantages does the air or peppermint test liave oyer,a water. test for
waste system?

5. What determines thetyp'e and number of tests which must be made?

6. What-is ihe purpose bf the soaking period when making a tett?

4.

-

7. What precautions should be taken when pouring molten lead into a joint after a,
water test has been made?

8. When is it necessary to use a Tucker cbnnection or an insertable joint to repair
leaks?

9. Hoviare leaks located when using a smoke or peppermint test?
s

10. What precautions should be observed when removing a calked joint from a system
.for repair ?

REFERENCES

1. Aym 88-8, Chapter 4, Plumbing

AFM 85.:20, Plumbing
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, I.

Department:of-Civil Engineering Training
Sheppard AF34,1,Texas

BUILDING DRAINS

G,

WB 3ABR55235-11-1-PA
1 November 1974

OBJECTIVES

-.When you have completed this workbook you will be able to:

1. Identify the materi;.l used for a building drain.

2. Draw a building,drain Using symbols.
4.0110'

3. M4ke a complete bill of. materials for a building drain.

4. Measure and mark cast-iron pipe.

EQUIPMENT BASIS OF ISSUE

SG 3ABR55235-II-1 1/student
WB 3ABR5523541-1-P1 1/student
Cast-iron Pipe , 1/student
Boctth area 1/student
Toolboxes 1/student

PROCEDURE

Mission 1

Ileferring to the training display pointed ait by the instructor, identify the, material used for the building drain.

4.

5.

6.

7:
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4.

Mission 2
,

.USing the drawing that applies for your booth area and the pr9per symbols, draw
,

WATER CLOSET

.

-

LAVATORY

,

URINAL SHOWER

,

C> CD
.

CZ,

Figure 1. Booth Area Room 37

2
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SHOWER URINAL.

,

LAVATORY WATER

,

CLOSET

0 0 /::::) C) .4//
40
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. Figure 2. Booth Area Rooms St and 37'
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Mission3

From the system .draivn in Mission2, mike a comple,te bill asmaterial.

Mission4

1. Cast-iron pipe is measured fromThe

to the end.

2. Fittings are meaiured from the back of the

of the*

to the

, or from,the centerline to the end..

3. Using a measuring tape" or rule, measure and 'mark a pipe TAW:instructions given
by the instructor.

235
4
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WB 3ABR55235-H-1-P2

CUTITIC AND FABRICATING FOUR-INCH CAST-IRON PIPE
D

-- OBJECTIVES

-Wherryou-haxe-completed-this-workbookyou_viillbe_Ablit_tol__

1. Cut cast-iron pipe using a haminer and chisel.

2. Cut cast-iron pipe using a snap cutter.

3. Cut cast-iron pipe using a hacksaw and an adjustable wrench.

4. Handle compressed gas containers safely.

5. Assemble and operate plumber's furnace.

6. Assemble and pour a horizontal joint.

7. Construci a building drain.

EQUIPMENT

SG 3ABR55235-II-1
W B 3ABR55235-11-1-P2
Plumbir's Tool Kit
Plumber's Furnace
Safety Equipment
Training Display
Compressed Gas Cylinder

PROCEDURES

Mission 1

1. The oldest method of cutting cast-iron pipe is a

.and a

BASE OF ESUE

1/student-
1/student
1/2 students
1/2 students
1/student
1/class
1/6 students

2: When working outside, a mound of is used to support
the pipe.

3. Using a hamer'and chisel and the piece of cast-iron pipe from project 4, cut
the pipe on the mark.

5
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Misiion 2

1. What safety measure must be taken When cutting cast-iron pipe using-a snap.

cutter?

.
=

2.

3.

1.

2.

3.

4.

1.

2:

./"\

I

Which direction must the adjustment screw be turned when fastening the chain on

a snap cutter?
gib

Cut cast-iron pipe using a snap Cutter.

,Mission 3

When would a hacksaw and adjustable jaw wrench be used to cut cast iron?

How is the pipe secured using the above method to cut cast-iron pipe?
4

How deep should the pipe be 'scared with a hacksaw?

CUt cast-iron pipe using a hacksaw and adjustable jaw wrench.

'Mission 4

Which eas cannot be transported in a horizontal.position?

What are some of the hazards pertaining.to gas cylinders?

.237
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3. 'What are mime. of the safety hazards that are used when storing gases ?.

Mission 5

1-. What safety precautions must be inacticed when lighting a Plumber's furnace?

. What is the name oi the item used to hold lead when it is being melted?

3. Assemble and operate the plumber's furnace.

. Mission 6

1. What tool is used to stuff oakum in a bell-and-spigot joint?

2. What 'tool is used td pack the oakum tight 'in the jell?

4

. How 'Mich leid should be in the joint?

4. What tool is necessary to pour a horizontakjoint?

j 5. Assertible and pour a horizontal joint.

a
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Mission 7

I. How many 4 X 2 combo's will be in your booth area?

2. How many 4" combo's"will be Used in your booth aim?

3. How many jointslwill have to be made in ycui lxilding.drain?

4. Assemble your building drain usinkthe working drawing for your booth area.

tut'

:
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WB 3ABit55235-11-2-P1

COMPONENTS OF BUILDING DRAINS AND VENT SYSTEMS

oBJEcrarg

This project will aid you in learning to identify the major components of drain,
'vent, and stack systems:

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES '7 BASIS OF ISSUE

WB 3ABR55235-II-2 -P1 1/student
Pencil 1/student

Mission 1

Identify the numbered portions of the drainage system illustrated below.

110

OCC.4113

11.

, Figure 3. Drainage System

1. 7:

2. 8.

3.. 9.

4. 10.
'

5. 11.

6. 12.

9
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Mission 2 .

Identify the:components. c( the vent.and.drainage system in figure. 4 by *acing the
correct letter bY its name in the blanks below.

%t

00110 MTC;
0 I

Figure 4. Vent and Drainage System

1.. 'Secondary (optional) stack

e-.%

.2.7Combination-wye-and4/8th4end-------

3. Closet flange

4. Soil stack

5. P-trap

6. Tapped vent tee

7. Roof ,flashing

10



WE 3ABR55235-II-2-P2

FABRICATING VEN'TS AND STACKS

OBJECTIVE

ThIa Priileit will give ycs.i practial eXileiience fabrkating 4-ents and stacks.

STANDARD OF PERFORMANCE

All completed work must comply with the standards in AFM 85-20.

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

SG 3ABR55235-II-2
WB 3ABR55235-1I-242
Toolkit
Shop tools
Pipe and Fittings

BASIS OF ISSUE

"1/student
1/student
1/2 students
1/2 students

Mission 1

TYPICAL PLUMBING VENT SYSTEM

1. Using figure 5, make a sketch of a typical plumbing vent systenc

2. Name the major component parts of a typical plumbing vent system.

Figure 5. Plumbing Nient System

,242,



Mission 2

1. The him different methods ci calkthg a joint are

and

2. The calked-method must be used if the joint to bd calked is under
water or heating devices cannot be used.

3. Which method of joining cast-iron soil pipe depends on the displacement of the

rubber gasket for a leakproof joint?

4. No-hub joints use a one-piece ana a

shield and retaining clamps. These clamps'are fastened by using

an pound wrench. The desired degres af tightness

is not less than nor more than inch-pounds. Space

inside of the gasket where the fittings or pipe ends' meet measure inch;

therefore, when fabricating a system with no-hub, ycxi must this
meastfrement for each connection.

Mission p

. Select the drawing below for the building drain in the classrOom and prepare a
-War

c72//

g- ra 11.1

111111111111111111111

MIN MI I
IN SIM NI

RAI'S 35 a 37

12
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. Malni a list of materials for a main vent stack,in the booth area.

a.

b.

C.

e.
JO%

3. Select the required pipe and fittings to construct a mgn vent stack in the boo.th
area.

13

94 4
-;
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,

Thfs workbook is...designed to' give you practical experience using i'spiriNeveleo.
,
giadeavvent ancl,stiik system. , .

.- , . ..,,,

,-.. c''''''s '
,

,.?- STORARD OPTRForMANCE 1" '
( , .

4 . ...,,

4. %AV COnipleted yicirk mast cdinply with the standards in AFA 85-20,
'

? '. , MENT AND. AUPPLIEE*
S

E.)AsIs cst ISSUE
, .. .

_Toolkit . - . 7J 1/2 students
Special Toole, 1/2 students
Shop- Tools .-1 1/2 students
Pipe and t4ts:1mi,

si
,

GRA.DINGPIPE ,

a

- . Mission 1
,

9,RADE A VENT AND STACK . ,"'' ,, 4

1.. Place i level on One' side of the installed-yenbst,ck., 5- ..-

2: Position the ipe so that thebubble is in the Center of .the marking on.the level.

2. Block the p in 'position. -,..
or

,

A n

,

v ..., .
.

-4. Place the level in a position itoroximitely1/4 around the-pipe.`i i
5. Repeat stei Z.(

Repeat step 3.

7. Check'the firit alignment and realign if necessary.

8*. Check the.second 'alignment and realign if necessaiy. '

9. Repeat steps 7 and 8'until tile pipe is aligned. vertically.

a

A'

1

-



WB 3ABR563541-2-P4

ATTACHING PIPE TO BUILDING STRUCTURE

OBJECTIVE

The -workbook will aid you in learning where add how to attach pipe to a building
strhcture.

STANDARD OF PERFORMANCE

All work must coMply with the standards in AFM 8540.

EQUIPMENT ANDSUPPLIES BASIS OF ISSUE

SG 3ABR55235-II-2 I/student
WB 3ABR55,285-II-2-P4 1/student
Too lkit 1/2 students

.
Pipe and Fittings
Nails

Mission 1

PROCEDURES

1. Using the list of building materials below, fill in the blaks with the type of
material that can be used to hang plpe.

a. -Cast.iron

b: Steel

c. Plastic -

d: Copper

2. How often should the following types Td pipeibe supported.

a. Horizontal

(1) Cast ii:on
cit

(2) .Lead.

. Vertical

(1) C'ast iroti

(2) Lead

17
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3. 'What material shculd be used to onstruct a stack base?

Misstion 2

1. Select two joints of 4" cas.t-iron pipe.

2.. Connect the two sectiOns.

Note: This is a temporary connection and doesn't have to be watertight.

3. Use hanger materiaLand hang the pipe to a building structure.

4. What direction should the water be flowing in this pipe?

5.. How much drop shculd there be in these two sections of pipe?

9

18



WB 3A.BR55235414,P1

FLOO,R. AND Rapp DRAINS

OBJECTIVE

This workbook will give you practical experience making a bill of materials and
identifying the components of a roof and floor drain.

STANDARD OF PERFORMANCE

All work must comply with the standards in AFM 85-20.

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES BASIS OF,ISSUE

SG 3ABR5523541-3 1/student
WB 3ABR55235-II-3-P1 1/student

Mission 1

FLOOR DRAIN

Make so. Bill of materials for the installation of the rod drain illustrated in
figure 6.

19



40 CAST IRON
PIPE REST

Figure 6. Floor Drain

oV7

./"""\

20 2.19
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c2/
Mission 2

Using figure 7, make a bill ot materials necessary for the installation of sfloor
drain.

48"

PLUMB BOB EXTENDED
THROUGH HOLE

LAVATORY
VENT

SOLE
PLATE

Figure 7. Floor Drain

21

25 b
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WASTE ROUGH-IN FoR LAVATORIES

WB 3ABR55235-II-4-P1

OBJECTIVE

This project will give you practical experience

_ 1. making a list of materia- ls for the rough-in of a lavatory. 1

2. identifying the major components of the rough-in materials for a lavatory.

3. install the vent pipe for a lavatory.

STANDARD OF PERFORMANCE
1

All work must comply with the standards in AFM 85-20.
1

EQUIPMENT BASIS OF ISSUE
t

SG 3ABR55235-H-4 -1/ student
WB 3ABR55235-H-4-P1 1/student
Rciigh-in Specifications 1/2 students

Mission 1

Using the rough-in specificition, in figure 8, answer tlie following questions!
1-, k1. What is the size of the lavatory?4,

2. How many inches out from the wall is it to the center of the faucets?

...

t

_ 3. How many inches is it from the.finished floor to the center of the drain uaing a
f

' pop-up waste ;? ,

4. How many inches is it from the lip of thle fixture to the finished floor?.

23

I 4

'

,
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ROUGHING-IN DIMENSIONS

44

P.O.p.LUG WASTE OUTLET

314

16"

1

. SUPPLIES

$ftuipottiftwEATsTE

ikao.rueiNe

17

FINISHED

Meg

Figure 8

24
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5. Make a list cf the Materials required for the rough-in of the lavatory Waste pipingin your booth. Use figure 9.

Note: 'The rough-in of the ;tent piiing will be accomplished in the next unit ofins trudtion

Figure 9. Lavatory Waste Piping

Note:

1. Use calked joints in the horizontal Wilding drain pipipric.'s

2. Use no-hub connections in the vertical, soil, waste, and vent piping.

CKE - 102

25
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WB 3ABR55235-II-5-P1

INSTALLATION OF BACK VENTS

OBJECTIVE

-This project will give you Practical experience identifying the construction features
of vent sYstems, making a list -of matelials required to construct a vent system, and
constructing a vent system.

STANDARD OF PERFORMANCE

All completed work must comply with the standards outlined in AFM 85-20.

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES BASIS OF ISSUE

SG 3ABR5523541-5 1/student
WB 3ABA55235-11-5-P1 1/student
Plumber's TOolkit 1/2 students
Shop and Special Tools 1/2 students
Plumber's Furnace 1/2 students
Safety Equipment 1/student

, Mission 1

Use either figure 10 or 11 and sketch the draknage and vent system for the
lavatory to be installed in your booth area.

27
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Figure 10. Room 37 Individual back vent
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Figure 11. Rooms 35 and 37 Individual back vent
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Mission 2

1. Make a bill of materials for the construction of the lavatory vent. .

a,

b.

C.

d. ,--__

e.

f.

g

h.

i,

i

2. List the tools that will be used to construct the vent.

a.

, b.

C.

d.
. ,

e.

f.

g.

Mission 3

.

e

s

1. Use the material list from mission 2 and procure the required material from
simply.

Note: Yot. won't be able to get a pipe in the lengths requireeso you will have to
measure, cut, and thread the pipe to your specifications.

2." Measure the length of one section of pipe.
1

.,

-

30

;

1

f.

,

It
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3. Cut the pipe using a snap cutter.

Note: Have another group of students measure and cut pipe for another section of
the vent. Make sure that each group of students gets to measure and cut a section
ci Pt*.

4. Use the cut pipe and necessary fitting and assemble the vent system in the booth
area. 1



OBJECTIVE

WB 3ABR55235-I1-6-P1

INSTALLATION OF VRINAL WASTE AND VENTING

4' This project will give yoU practical experience idedifying the types of uri
venting systems, *making a bill of material for a urinal venting systeiry and co
a urinal vent system.

STANDARD OF 'PERFORMANCE.

AU completed work must gomply with the standard in AFM 85-20.

EQUIPMENT AND SUP.PLIEg ,,

ructing

t. ,

BASIS OF ISSU .
J SG 3ABR55235-VI-6 .

1/student 1

WB 3ABR55235-1V-6-P1 1/student
Plumber's Toolkit 1/2 studenta

Shop and Special Tools 1/2 stddents
1 P umber's Furnace .. 1/2 students

-
Mission 1

PROCEDURES

1. Examine the 4lowing three types of urinal veg\..

name of each type of vent in the blank spaces,

a.

41,

33

141;:.

roc, -

b.

259-



GALVANIZED VENT

TAPPED =SANITARY TEE

CAST IRON SOIL PIPE

, Mission 2

Make a working drawing and bill of materials for the urinil drain and vent eye
to be vuilt in your booth area.

a.

b. I
C.

d.

f.

3:1

r-4

,

-



A

'

Mission 3

List the tools that you'will need to install the urinal drain and vent.
_

a.

b.

.f.

h.

a

, -

Mission 4

Using the rough-in spec,atious below, answer the following questio5.

a. What is the height for the rough-in of thedraiti?

lr. What lathe 'height from the-floor 'to the lip 'of the urinal?

. What IS ihe widthuf the Urinal?

d. Whit is the distance between the upper and lower boltholes ?

,

35
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3

/
Manufacturer's Rough-in Specification Sheet for Wall Hun Urinal

Mission 5

1. Procure the materials listed in mission 2.

2. ProcUre the tools listed in mission 3.--

,Obtain the floor height 4 the waste
system outlet ("A" in figire 12)
from the manufacturer's-rough-in
specifications or your instructor.
Mark the smdding as shown in .
figure 12..

.b

v. I S Su Pet.T TO
tat.vt

3/4 SPUD I

2.1. S. TAP

2

CKA -077

,4. Using a level and rule, determine
the floor height of the urinal waste
oPening. (From bottom cl hub,
under the floor, to top of level, give
center of drainage tee opening.)

. Using meaEurement found in step 3.,
measure, mark, and cut cast-iron
pipe.

Assemble tapped tee and soil pipe.
S. .

7. Detetrinine the Tequired height .of.the
vent stackpipe. .

,

8. Measure, mark,. and cut the pipe for
the vent stack.

18. Assemble tae vent stack to the tapped
tee and recheck all measurements.

0 PLATE

STUDDING

SOLE PLA
LEVEL\

ri-07 4 A

Figure 12. Measuring anti Marking
Roagh-in Urinal Waste Outlet

36
I
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10. iPoiton the assenihly in pride anSekalign the taiped tee.

11. Tighten no-laib

12. Have the instructor check your work.

.13. Clean all tools and return tools and materials.to storage.

37
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ROUGH-IN PIPING FOR SHOWERS

OBACTIVE 41,,

WB 3ABR55235-II-7-P1

This project will give You practical experience identifying the carstructica
features of-shower and tub drains and installing a tub drain.

STANDARD OF PERFORMANCE

All complded work niliet comply with the standards in AFM 85-20.
Ir.

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES BASIS OF ISSUE

SG 3ABR55235-II-7 1/student .

WB 3ABR55235-H-7-P1 1/student
Plumber's Toolkit 1/2 students
Shop and Special Toolii 1/2-studentS

:
Mission 1

1. opel SG 3ABR552354-7 -t-o the figure illustrating a typical shower drain.

2. Identify and explain the purpose of each compment part of the shower drain.

Part

a.

b.

C.

d:

e. A

f.

g.

h.

_ 39

Purpose

264
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't Mission 2

1. Extend a plumb bob through the floor drain opening as shown in figure 13.

2. Determine the horizontal distance between the waste stack opening anii the floor
drain opening..

3. Determine the horizontal span of the trap .2S shown by "A" in figure 13. Record
this measurement

TOP VIEW OF DRAIN

LAVATORY VENT

CPCE -084A

Figure 13
8

4. Subtract measurement found in step 2 from measueement found in step 3 and

record their difference.
shoulder of the no-hub gaskets.

. Subtract for the

5.. ilsing measurement found in step 4, measure, mark and cut a 2" cast-iron soil
pipe.

6. Join the. P-trip and 2" cast-iron soil pipe that was cut in step 5.

T. Place assembly in position and block or support it at the proper grade.

8. Determine the length of pipe needed to connect the trap to the floor drain as shown
by "B" in figure 13.

9. Using measurement found in step 8, measure, mark, and cut this drain pipe.

40
A



10. Insta4 the 2" Ivaste pipe between the trap and floor drain opening as shown by
"C" in figure 13.

11. Install the floor drain assembly.

. Note: The Iloor drain-will connect to the waste pipe by an inside calked Joint.

I

41

2 6 6
eg.



WB 3ABR55235-11-8-P1

INSTALLING WASTE ROUGH-DT-FOR WATER CLOSETS

OBJECTIk -

This project will give you practical experience locating and identifying the
components of a vent and. drain system for a water closet installation, making a bill of

mateffatrfor, and constructing a vent and drain system for a water closet.-
----_____.

STANDARD OF PERFORMANCE

The completed-vent and drain system for the water closet must comply with the

-standards in AFM 85-20.

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

SG 3ABR5523541-8
WB 3ABR55235-11-8-P1
Plumberls Toolklt
Shop ana Special Tools

BASIS OF ISSUE

1/student
1/student
1/2 students
1/2 students

4

Missiaa 1

1. Name each lettered component in the vent and draiti.system illustrated in figure 14.

(.0=_,A,.... 1,11

AAI E
B lrIlisow

Am .isio r

ill% t((orw I
*:

Figure 14. Vent and Drain System for a ilater Closet

43
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Mission 2

Make a working drawing and bill of materials for the installation of drainage
system for the-water closet installation in your booth area.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9:

10.

Mission 3

1. Procure the materials listed in mission 2.

2. Construct the drainage system for the water closet in your booth area.

44 w. 2CS
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TESTING BUILIANG WASTE SYSTEMS

OBJECTIVE

This project will give you practical experience testing and repairing leaks in a newly
constructed waste system.

WB 3A8R55235-11-9-P1

STANDARD OF PERFORMANCE

All completed work znust comply with the standards in AFM 85-20.

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES BASIS OF ISSUE

SG 3ABR552357-11---9---- 1/stUdent
WB 3ABR55235-11-9-P1 Ilstudent-.
Plumbek's Toolkit 1/2 students
Shop and Special Tools 1/2 students
Rough-in Specifications 1/2 students
Shop Drawings 1/2 students

Mission 1

Name the equipment needed to perform a water test on a waste syitem.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

45
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Mission 2 ,

I.. List the steps (in correct sequence) that must be performed when testing a waste
syStem with water.

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

f.

g.

2. Name the tool that is used to remove5 lead from'a hub.

3. Draw a sketch of an inSertable joint (Siss611):

4. Explairi one method of repairing al.ealiing calked joint.
,

V
et -411/41'

0.)
s?

"
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5. Name the tools needed to repair any leaks that you mai thick while testing the
. system with water.

,41

g.

h.
, -

6. Name other types of testing methods used oir a drainage system.
.

a.

b.

C.

d.
._

Mission 3

TESTING A DRAINAGE SYSTEM WITH WATER

1. Plug all openings excepct
,

2. Fill system to a point of overflow.

3. The system will be tested with no less than
head of water.

toot

4. Allow water to stand in system for to .

5. After the rsoaking neriod-is over, water must remain at a constant lever flr, .

minutes.

<-'72
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6. .What tools will you need to reseal a'poured joint?
A

7. Name the tool used to remove lead from a hub.

8. Draw a sketch of an insertable joint (SiAson)-.
4

. State the method Of repairing a leaking calked joint.

41.

48

k
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LESSON PLAN ( Port 1, Gomel)

T 2 g7.5
INSTRUCTOR _

.. masE NisMEER

3ABR55235
COURSE TITLE

Plumbing Specialist
BLOCK- TITLE

,

Exterior and Interior Water Supply Systems
.

20)

... OCK NUtAfILR ..
III

,LtSSON T I rLc

Exterior-Water Supply (Day
LESSON DURATION

CLAsSitooNAARGAAToory

3 Hrs
COMPLEMENTANY

0
TOTAL

1
3 Hrs

POI REFERENCE
PAGE NUMBER

30
PAGE DATE

2 July 1975
PARAGRAPH

%.

STS/CTS REFERENCE
sumeER

552X5 eN,
_

DATE
3

15 February 1973, Ch 1, 25 Feb
SUPERVISOR APPROVAL

SIGNATURE DATE SIGNATURE DATE
,-

'

. .

...- .

PRECLASS PREPARATION

FOUtPmENT LOCATED
IN L APORATORY

EQUIPMENT 021'
FROM SUPPLY CLASSIFIE MATERIALD GRAPHIC AIDS AND

UNCL AS IED MATERIAL

Shop Tools
Sample Board of

Plumbing Hardware
.
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4" Cast Iron
,

,

..

None

.
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SG Dttl . *
WB III-1-
Map: Water 1st.

System
Slides: Exterior
Water System

, OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS

la. Given a drawing or map an exterior water supply system, locate and name the
major components. All six components mustibe named correctly.

(1) Water distribution system ..
- .

(2) Valves listings and appurtenances .

, ,

lb. ,psing given information, list the steps neeeilsary to assemble cement asbestos--
pipe using a rolling ringzind-nanged pipe and fittings. All the steps must be in

..correct sequent e. ..
........ .

. .

(1) Assembly of cement asbesios pipe using rolling ring ,
(2) flanged joints .

lc. Working as a member of a,team, cut cast iron pipe 'to a giveniength + 1/8 inch
with a chain cutter.

\Material used and methods of cutting
2 Types of joints
3 Use of chain cutters

. .

AUG 7,2
770
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..Qourst.No: 3ABR55235
DAY: 20

Brandi Approval: .

bate: 22 &gust:1976

PART.II

INTR0'7DUCTIOW (45 Minues)

CHECK PREVIOUS.DAYS STUDY ASSIGNMENT

ATTENTION:

-

.15
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- .

. I .

BODY (2 Hrs 10 Minutes)

PREPENTATION:

la. Given a drawing or-map of an exterior water

--supply- -system, -Locate and -name- the major-1-

- coniponents All six conponents must :be .namet

correctly.

(1) Water distribution system

.

(a) Liid out in loops .with no dead ends

(b): Witer can flow in mae thai ). one direction.

1 Allem' for Attire -expansion 'cf the syttem

(d) \Major ccimponens of system

_

gburei

2 tjuinps_

Treawnti,plant

r
Water-storage-

.1 lDjstribution piping

275
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6 !ire hydrants

7 Control valves

(e) Maps and records

1 Valve locatidn

2 Hydrant Iodation

:3 Maintenance recori

Source

Wells

a Rivers

3 Reservoirs

. 4 Lakes

(g) statirs.

\s

.)

#:-



:44.24

1 Pimps witer from source to plant

Pumps Lta storage tank

_ -

3' Typos ?f puns

a Centrifigul

Diaphram

r

(h) ,Tivitmet plant
_

v".

-Chlorinitionkillt -bad-feria .

_

2 Floridation-Teeth, protection

\

-
- 3 Demineralization-remove minerals

A. -.Filtering-remove suspended solids

-(1) - Water,atCrage

Types of taxks

'Elevated

4

Jo.*



b Ground tank

2 Constructed of

a Steel

b Concrete

.-

Purpose

Predsurize system

NickAp_44pplY.

Q

"A.

A, Located tetween plant and distribution

s!Fstem

.01 'Distribution piping

> .

.1; Tree

,' . I

2- -LOOP'

3 Feeder ma*s
. . .



a Supply distribution mains

.b Supply-storage-tanks -

4.-SerVite lihei4raM Main-io'buildin

5 Fire hydrants

Provides fire prqtection

b Isolation valve

-;--e Flow test

d TreiSure test.

(2) Valves listings and appurtenantes

Identification of valves

1, Shape of valve

Markingsion botr

(b) Gate valve

1

A

'4



I PositivtAut off

2 Large valves

a' Cast Iroh'bodk

b Bronze or monel seats

3 Small valves,

Bronze body

b Bronze seat- . .

.0- I
GlObe.valves

1- Throttle flow

2 Large valves

Body

b Bronze seat-

A

1 Small Nal.ves

8 ". r

2so

SI



Bronze body *:

V s

h Bminze seat
4.*

'(d) Cheek valves

,e

1 Assurels flow in.one direction only

2 Large valves

C.I. Body-,

b Bronze or monel seat.

.

.3. Small valves

Bronze body

b -Bronze'''seat

(e) Altitude valves

KeePs'consZint level in storage tanks

2S1

- "



Mechanical,type

a Operates by float
-

Easiest to- maintain

3. Electrical type

Electral in tank

b Water ieve1ccinpletes circuit

to operate pumps aud valves

(0 Pressure reducing valve

C.I. Body usually

Diaphram

3 Spring 0

Tensior adju.stment (explain)-,

(g) Sizing of mains

A

1.
4 \

Usually done by engineer



ma,

2 Factors to consider

a Family housing

b Dormitories

Civilian employees

d Sise oLospital

,.(h) --(-1.!ypom of systems

,

Potable-
.

2 Non Potable

lb. Using given information, list the steps necessarY
to.assemble cement asbestos pipe using a rolling ,
ring and flanged pipe and fittihgs. All the steps
must be in correct sequence.

(1) Assembly of cement asbestos pipe using
\rdlling ring

' Pipe and couging must be from same e.

1

z
e

-7.-



F,1

0

-

(h). 'Cut pipe to length (methods used)

.4A) sd:

Handsaw

r

=

*
2 Snap cutters

<>?

3 Roller chain

4 tiammer & chisel

-47.* E>

5 Concrete Saw

(c) Prepare end of pipe (tapering tool)

-td) LulTication

1 Coupling

.4

-13± -' INN

3 TRolling ring

(e) Align pipe and coupling.

4

Position pipe jadk-

-"Irt

1,2

A,

r4 ct,o

-0

-

ci

-

4,

c$



t, (g) Jack pipe until firmly seated ,

.4

(2) Flanged joints

(a) Types of flangedconnectiond (nust-be matched)
16

iT Screwed

2 Welded-

3 Slip one (uses:TUbber ring)
, 1

, I

I

' I

'I

a (b) Cut-pipe ...to desired\ length,-

Steel

a Hacksaw

b Pipe tutter

2 Cat' ifan

Es Hacksaw

4-Roller chain cutter

methods used)-

13

c,

Cc

P..



ft

9_ Hydraulic snap cutter

(c) Assembly prO4dures

1 Screwed

Thread pipe

4)
b Pope pipe.threads,

g, Screw flange on pipe

,

Align bolt holes in flanges

e Insert.tow bottodbolts

401

f Insert gasket between flanges

g Insert remaining bolts and
tighten evenly

/ Welded (Procedures same as screwed
.

except flange is welded to,pipe ends)

2 Slip on.type

> 4

14

2S6-,



Slip flanges onto pipe nds

(one must,have hub)

b Slip rubber ring n o,spigot end,

of pipe,

c Align pipe ends and bolt hbles

Insert bolts and tighten-even1r/,-

1

ic, Working as a member of a team, cut east ink

Pipe.to a given length + 1/8 inch with.a chain

cutter.

j

:(1)' katerial Used:an'eMet*s.--of cutting

4:

0

J la) Cast iron-jacketed and.lined

Chain cutter

2, Hacksaw (power or hand).

-

Cuttinetorch

.t

(b) Cement asbestos. ft, L

1 Hammer and chisel

a
s

so. .

tR?

A

i

:0

D

'V



2 ahain cutter

3 Hand saw

'(c) Plastic

1 Pipe cutter

./

2 Hand saw ;

(d) Gilvanized and steel

1 Pipe cutter

2 Hack saw

3 Cutting torch

(e) Concrete

1 Concrete saw.

.Hammer and chisel

(2) 'Types of joii,t

AO.

1.6

2'638

'



(a) alked_

(b) G1 ed

fc) Welded

(d) Threaded

(e) Sleeved couplings

(3) Use of chain cutters

I I%

(a)- Inispect cutters

(b) Place on mark

(c) Adjust spring tension

,(d) Use chain tongs to hold pip se'cure

.(e) Rotate back & forth

APPLICATION:

Have students complete Workbock 3ABR55235 -111 -1 -P1

1 7 (2 ,cj



EVALUATION:

Evaluate by oral, iiritten questions, and/or observation

. of student's performapce during lesson. This may be
accomplished at any time duihg lesson,for increased,
ffectiveness.

SUMMARY:

REMOTIVATION: -

SIUDY ASSIGNMENT:

1-

I.

CONCLUSION (5 Min).

18

290
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LESSON PLAN ( Nit 1,-Goseed) ,

. ,
OAT INSTRUCTOR,

CONNIVE RUMEN .

SABR55235
COURSE TITLE ,
Plumbinct SpeCiallat

BLOCK NUMBER

III
SLOCK Taut
Exterior and Interior Water Supply System ,

Lisse471714 .

Steel Pipe Assembly (Day 20) .

. LISSOM DURATION .

, CLASSROWLAsonATORY ,

3 Hrs
.CONneldENTARY

0 :
I TOTAL

3 Hrs
PO( REFERENCE

PAGE NUMBER

-81

PAGE DATE

2 July 1975
I PARAGRAPH ..

2 .
- -

STS/CTS REFERENCE'
NukusER

552X5
DATE

_15 February 1973, Chg 1, 25 Feb 1974o -
I SUPERVISOR APPROVAL

so:MATURE DATE SIGNATURE
1

DATE

.,

. .
.

- .
.

PRECLASS PREPARATION

EQUIPMENT LOCATED
IN LABOSKTORY

EQUIPMENT
FROM SUPPLY CLASSIFIED MATERIAL RAPNIC AIDS AND

UNCLASSIFIED MATERIAL

Elhop Tools
Power Threader

,

.

_

Galvanized Steel
Pipe

Galvanized Fittings

None
.

-

.

SG III-2
WB III-2-P1
Film: FI.,C 3/150
Choosing the Right
Valve

=mum 01JECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS

2a. Using a power threacrer cut, ream, and thread steel pipe. rinished work
must be within + 1/8=inch at giv en measurements. - ,

. (1') Holding devices ,

(2) Cutting
(3) Reaming . .

.

(4) Threading ..
.

, )

M. Using given instructions, assemble a piece of threaded steel pipe and a 90
degree elbow. The finished connection must' be within + 1/8 inch, et specificaticas-
measureilfrom end tO center.

(1) Use of pipe wrenches
(2) Procedures for pipe assembly

ATC FWIM/ 770AUG 71



Course No: 3ABR53235 Branch Approved:

Day: 20 Atte:

PARTlI

INTRODUCTICH (45 Miuutes)

CHECK PREYIOUS DAIS STUDY ASSIGNMENT
vot

ATIENTION:

OVERVUN:-

MOTIVATION:

4.

2

292



BODY (2 Hrs. 10 Minutes)

PRESENTATION:

2a. Using a power threader, cut, ream and thread

steel pipe. Finished work must be within + 1/8

inch of given measurements.

NOTE: Show film: "Choosing the right valve."

(1) Holding devices

(a) Bench vise

(b) Chain vise

(c) Strap vise .

(d) Lead jaws

(e) Power sleeves

(f) Portable vises

(2) Cutting

(a). Hand operated

3

I.

c;252/1



(b) Hacksaw

1. 32 T.P.I. -Thin Metal

1 18-24 T.P.I. Thick Metal

(c) Power cutter

(3) Reaming

(a) Restores inside diameter of pipe

(b) Tools'used

1, File

Round -(rat tail)

Half round

g Quarter round

2 Pipe reamer

4



a Desired tool

b Doi-1ft over ream

(4) Threading

(a) TYPes

Receding die Head

a Power threaders

Fixed die

Gear threader

Fewer driven vise stand

(b) Procedures for using power threader

Pre-operational check

A

A Check power cord and ground

5

63



L. Check oil in sump

Select die head required

Set die head

Operation

Insert pipe in machine

b Close rear chuck

g Close front Chuck

si Die head should be closed

A Turn switch to forward,"ON"

Oil Should be flowing,to die

segments (important)

L Usi firm presdure to start threading# .

k When thread is cut open die

,

6

26



i Back off carriage

Raise die head

8top motor

LOOM Chucks and renove pipe

2 Post operational check.
11.

A After all threads are cut clean

die head

b Remove chip tray aid clean

g'When'oil in smnp bacon:eta

contaminated, dhange it

sl Always 'clieck-oii. level

21,. Using given instructions, asseable a piece of

,threaded steel pipe and-a 90 degree elbow.

finidhed connection must be within + 1/8 indh, o

: specifications measured frau end to center.



-

(1) Use Of Tdpe wrendhes

-

(a) Select proper size wrench

,(b) Apply wench to pipe

lc) Adjust wrench to fit pipe

(d) Pipe should be all_the way in the jaws

(e) Use back up wrench when required

(2) Procedure.for pipe assembly-

,(a) Check threads on pipe and fitting

(1

(b) Apply pipe dope to pipe.end

44

(c) Start pipe on fitting by rotating

.clockwise

ao

(d) Tighten with pipe wrenches (do not

over tighten)

rAPPLICATION:

Hive students accoiplish workbook 30R55235-III-2-P1

"4.

Atr



EVALUATION:

Evaluate by orgl, written-questions, and/6F

observation of student's performance during

lesson. This may be accomplished at any time

duringlessen for increased effectiviness.
'

CONCLUSION (5 Minutes)"

SUMARY:

REMOTIVATIONi

STUDY/ASSIGNMENT:

/7

mlo

2)

.zt

A

v

0.2 7

(16

'



IFFATir LESSON PLAN ( Port I, Gorttei) .

INSTRUCTOR
.

COURSE NUMBER. .

3ABR55235 .

COURSE TITLE
sPlumb' . : S. cialist

ILOCK NUMBER

III
, .ilLocx TITLE

Exterior and Interior Water .. stem
LESSON TITLE .

1 z IK ation ci Buil., ._ Service Lines Da 21
LESSON DURATION ,

CLAsSROGM/LABGBATore

6 Hrs
COMPLIMENTARY

. 2 Hrs
TOTAL-

8 Hrs
, POI REFERENCE

PAGE NUMBER

3
PAGt DATE PARAGRAPH

,2 Jul 1975 3
STS/CTS REFERENCE

NUTEER _ ,- .

552X5
DATE

15 Februar 1973 C :. 1 25 Feb 197.
. SUPERVISOR APPROVAL .

SIGNATURE .. DATE SIGNATURE DATE
.

.

-
_

.

. . .

-
4.

PRECLASS PREPARATION ,

EQUIPMENT LOCATED
IN LABORATORY

EQUIPMENT
FROM SUPPLY

,
CLASSIFIED MATERIAL GRAPHIC AIDS AND

UNCLASsIFIED MATERIAL

!Tapping Machin
i: and Tools
' ater Main Trainer
, s op Tools

None

.

None

,

SG 111-3
WB III-3-P1
Film:. CE -10
Slides: iuilding

Service Lines
,

CRITERION 011JECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPi

3a. Given a sketch of a typical building service line, locate, name and give the
purpose of each major component All six components must be identified correctly?.

.
.

(1) Nomenclature, purpose and location of components
(2) Factors governiig pipe sizing

3b. Make a drawing of a building service line and label each component. Retain this
information as it will be used later. ,

,

(1) Types .;of joints .

J2), Symbols of valves, fittirgs

Alt FO" 770AGO 72

300



LESSON PLAN (Port I, Giflotal) CONTINUATION SHEET

CRITERION OISJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS (Csalinues)

3c. 'Using a drawing of a building service line, make a list of the materials
needed to construct a service line. The bill of materials must accurately identify
all the materials without.shortage and without excess greater than 10%.

(1) Bill of tiaterials
(2) Take off items

3d. Using the self-tapping machine and the procedures outlined in training film
CE-10, tap.a pressurized water main and install a corporation stop. Completed
work must withstand line pressure without leaking.

(1) Identification and operation of tapping machine
(2) Tapping pressurized and nonpressurized water mains
(3) Safety hazards

doe OP- *. a.m..



.411.

Course No; 3ABR55235
Branch Approval:Pay: 21

Date:

PART II

INTRODUCTION (45 MinUtes)-

CHECK PREVIOUS DAYS STUDY ACSIONKENT

ATTENTION:

OVERVIEW:

MOTIVATION:

3

302

`*,



. BODY (5hrs ey 10 min)

FRESENTATION:

3a. Given a sketch of a typical building service

line, locate, name, and give.the purpose of

each major component. All six components

must be identified correctly.

(1) Nomenclature purpose and loCation of

components

.

(a) Cooperation stop (Cock)

1. Used as a tap into the water main

2 (Generally:instilled with a tapping

maChine

Can be Used with a saddle_

(b) Goose neck

os

Used-to prevent breakage and

damage to cooperation stop (cock)

(c) Swing joint

Used to.protect the cooperation lock.

4
4

;



2 Consist of two elbows and nipple

(d) Exparision'loop

1 UAtd to protect cooperation stok

2 Is a loop of soft drawn copper

(e,) Pipe used as building service

Copper tubing .(Type K)

,'a Lesa joints using soft drawn

b Withstands corrosion

2 Galvanized pipe.

& 21' lengths

b Joint screwed together

3 Plistic pipe (PUC) (ABS)

a 211 lengths
t.

304



b Joints welded

(f) Curb stop

1 Used as an outside shut off

2 Located inside ihe property line

in a curb box

2 Made of bronze or brass

(g) Meter'stop

1, Two "stops are generally used:

./

lley are gate valve design

e

2 Made of copper oibrass

' (2) Factors governing pipe-sizing

-
(a) Number of people occupying the dwelling

'

(b) Type of eguipmeat in tht building
S



3b. Make a drawing of a building service line and

label each component. Retain this information

as it wdll be used later.

,

(1) Types of joints

(a) Soldered

(b) Mechanical

(c) Screwed

(d) Weldeejoints

(2) Symbols for valves and fittings

(a) Gate valve

(b) Stop & waite

(c) Elbow-

(d) Sadered'joint

(e) Welded joint

fr

7

306



(f) Screwed :joint

(g) Flanged

3c. Using a drawing.of a building'service line,

make a list of the materials needed to construct

a service line. The bill of materials must .

accurately identify all the required materials

without shortages and without excess greater than

10%.

(1) Bill of materials-all-materials needed

to install the service line. .

(2) Take off items-items meted-Va.-install:the-____

service that is not on the Bill of Materials,

example (pipe dope)

3d. 133ing the self-tapping machine and,the procedures

autained in training film CE,-10, tap a pressurised

' water main and install.a corporation dtop.

Completed work must withstand line pressure without

leaking.
4

r:6

(1)s Identification and -operationof tapping maChine

(a) Identification and-operation of

tapping machine

^

1 Saddlegasket

307 -



I.

2 Saddle

3 Chamber gasket

4 Tie down chain

5 liain body

6 Flop valve

7 By pass valve

8 Feed yoke

9 Boaring bar

10 Ratchet handle

=lb

11 Combination drill and top

41Ir

la Adapter

(b) Operation of taping machine

308



1 Maximum water pressui.e that tap
be made is 90 PSI

-

2 Largest tap made under Oessure is
1" inch

(2) Tapping pressurized and nonpressurized watr
mains

(a). Pressurized method is used on existing'
mains

(b) Non-pressurized methods used on new
main (bring installed).

(3). Safety .hazardS

(a) Never tap main.over 90 PSI

4.

14

(b) Useeaution when removing boring bar

(c) 0bserve all safety precautions

APPLICATION: ),

Complete 1118 3ABR55235-III-3-P1

10

309

0



EVAWATION:

Evaluate by oral, written questions, and/or observation
of student's perforthance during lesson. This may be -

aCComplished at any time during lesson for increased
effectiveness.

CONCLUSION (5 Minutes)
&MARY:

''

REMOTIVATION:

SIUDY ASSIGINENT:

Read SG 3ABR55235.!tII74 anti answer questions' at
the end of chapter.

s.
'



LESSON PLAN ( Port I. Gowe)

TCE 22A 5
INSTRUCTOR k . -

COURSE NumBER

3ABR55235
COURSE TITLE . -

Plubbing Specials- t
BLOCK NUMBER

In .

BLOCK TITLE
Exterior and Interior Water Supply System

LES-SON TI7LE .

Building Distribution System (Days 22 and 23)
LESSON DURATION

,

CLAssmooN/LAsonATONY

12 Hrs I

CONFLENENTANY

4 Hrs
TOTAL

16 firs
POI REFEREMCE

PAGE NUMBER J PAGE DATE

2 July'1975
I PARAGRAPH.

4
. STS/CTS REFERENCE

NUMBER

552X5
I orn
15 February 1973. Chg 1, 25 Feb 19'74

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL

SIGNATURE DATE SIGNATURE DATE

I

v

-

PRECLASS PR PARATION

EQUIPMENT LOCATED
IN LABORATORY

EQUIPMENT
FROM SUPPLY LASSIFCIED MA TERI A L GRAPHIC AIDS AND

UNCLASSIFIED MATERIAL

Hand Tools
Shop Tools

Galvanized Pipe
Gilvanized Fittings

None

.

SG III:r4
WB III-4-P1
Blueprints and

Drawings ,.

.
CRITERION OWECTIVES ANO TEAONNG STEPS

4a. Using blueprints or. drawings, locate and name three major components of
a typical -building cold water distribution system. The three components must be
named correctly. .

,

'(1) Definition
.

(2) Coinponents
. , ..

4b. Using given instructions, make a sketch ci the cold water distribution system
in the booth area. Sketch must be complete enough to be used to construct the
system. , . .

. , ,

(1) Location of fixtures
(2) Size of lines

.

. .
, .

..

ra Fof".4.. ritsAUG ta

,. 31



r LESSON.PLA/4 (Pet I, Wows° CONTINUATION SHEET

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS (Cmtinwii).

4c. Following,the procedures provided, construct a cold water distribution system in
the booth areas An measurements must be within + 1/4 inch of specifications.

(1) Use of tools
(2) Methods of asseznbly

,

.s

mole!

,

teGPOo IOU r/9-111116/141



Course No: 3ABR55235 Bran& Approval:
Days: 22 & 21 Date:1, 22 4ugust 1975'

PART II

INIRODUCTION (45 Mi flutes)

CHECK' PREVIOUS DAYS- SIUDY ASSIGNMENT

REVIEW:

ATTENTION:

°)

OWRVIZW:

MOTIVATION:'

at-

4

dIC

4

3

31 3

a



PRESENTATION:

(5 hrs and 10 min)

4a4 Using blueprints of drawing*, locate the name

three malor components of a typical building

cold water distribution System. The three

components Must be named correctly.

(1) Zifinition

64 Building distribUtion sYstem- are

pipfs which convoys water from the

building serTice to the plumbing

fixtures and other water outlets.

(b). Building distribution Maim-that part

. of the water diitribution system

Which supplies water to the branth . -

lines
,

(t) Branches-horisontals off distribution main.

(d) 'Risers-Vertical off branches

(e) Air chaMber- shock absorber for water

0

' (2) Components

31 4

4

.11

,

,



-Globe

Gate

3 Check

4 Pressure regulating

-

5 Flush valves

6 Faucets_

(b) Fit

Tees

2 Ells 90°

2 Ells 45°

6

A.

0

Tees, reducing

RedUcers

6 BushiniS

_

5
,

315

00"

16/

A

6

a

,



7 Unions

8 Dielectric fittings

9 Couplings

(c) Materials.

1 Cast iron

rt

2 Copper

2 'PlAstit

4 Galvanized

.

$tainless Zteel

,t

a
4b. Using given instrUctioni* make a.sketch of

the 'cold water distribution system in the

f, booth-area. Sketch must be complete enough

to be/nsed.to-construct,the system.

(1) . Location of fixctures

e,

C-

6 4k.

e-%

.



(a) Water closet_

(b) Urinals

-

(c) °Lavatory

(d) Shower

(e) Hot water heater

(2) Size of all lines ;---

(a) Figure the mér of fixture to be
serval by co water

(b) Figure the 'number of fixtures to

be sei-ved by hot water.

:(c) Sis distribution lines :according to'

APPLICATION:

Accomplish ak using MB 3ABR55235-III-4-.P1

to number of fixtures to be served.'

7

""*"2

'
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Course No: 30R55235

4 PART II

INTRODUCTION (45 Minutes)

'CHECK PREVIOUS-DAYS STUDY ASSIGMENT

REVIEW:

.11

OVERVIEW:

MOTIVATION:

N.

9

I.



BODY (5 Hr 5 min)

PRESTNTATTON:

.4c. Following the procedures provided,,construct

a cold water distribution system in the booth

area. All measuremerits must be within + 1/4 inch-
.;

of specifications.

(1) Use of tooli

Jr.

(a) Select proper tools

(b)(Use 4or right job

(c. ) Inspect)all selectei tools tor damage

; Me thods of% assenibiy

(a) Inspect each fitting

(b) Start at the stop a4d wastb

(c) Xistall proper fittings only

(d) In-siect, all completed work

10

32o 1

a.

tS



t
APPLICATkON: Compaete.WB 3ABR55235III-4:P1

DAIUATION: Evaluate by oral, written questions,"

and/or Observation of student's performance during

lesson. This may be accomplished at any time during

lesson for increased effectiveness.

SUMMARY:

CONCIESION (10 :;in)

4

REMOTIVATION:

SIUDY-ASSIGMENT; SG 3ABR55235-111-5
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. LESSON PLAN ( Pert I, Gomel)
INSTRUCTOR .

.=

COURSE NUMBER

3aR55235
-COURSE TITLES

Plumbing Specialist .

BLOCK NURSER

M 4
BLOCK TITLE

Exterior and Interior Water Supply Eflotem
LESSON TITLE

Capper Tubing Assenibly (Days 24 and 25)
LESSON DURATION ,

Ci. AS S R 00N/LA SO II ATO NY

12 Hrs
CONPLE1reNTAKY

4 Hrs
TOTAL ,

16 Hrs
POI REFERENCE

PAGE NUMBER

35
PAGE DATE -

2 July 1975"
PARAGRAPH

STS/CTS REFERENCE
NURSER

552X5
1 DATE

L15 Februarx 1973 Chg I. 25 Feb 1974
SUPERVISOR APPROVAL

SIGNATURE CATE SIGNATURE OAT*

.

_
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PRECLASS PREPARATION
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FROM SUPPLY

Copper Tubing
Copper Fittings
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,

eLASSIFIEO MATERIAL

None
,
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SG Mr5
WB III-5-P1 thru

P5
Film: TF 14082
Befrig. and
Repair Tube
Connections

Hand Tools
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,
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..

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACNINO STEPS

5a. Using a Working drawing; Make a lid Of the materials required to construct a
hd-water distribution system in the booth area. The list must accuratelq.identify
all of the required materials without shortages and without excess greater":than 10%.

(1) Symbol identifying pipe and fittings .
,

(2) , Bill of materials '
5b. -Following the procedures provided, measure, cut, ream, bqnd, and flare
copper tubing. End-to-Center measurements must be within + 1./4 inch ci specifica-,
tions. and the flare mutt completely fill the flare nut without binding. .

21
Measuring techniques.
Cutting ,

Reamilg
(4) Ben ng

.

'' (5)
.

,_ -- .

,

2
/70AUO 7
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LESSON PLAN (Port I, Gemmed) CONTINUATION SHEET

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS (Continued)
5c; Using the instructions and Materials provided, make a.sweliged connection incopper tubing. Completed swedge must be straight with the tubing and be the depthand diameter of the swedging tool.

(1) Swedging Focechres
(2) Preparation of joint

5d. Using given instructions and an acetilene or propane torch, solder a swedgedconnection. Solder must be visible (in the joint) completely around the tubing.
(1) Soldering proceclures
(2) Useof torch

5e Using given iretructions make a ferruled connection in' coppr tubing. Thefinished connection must withstand base water pressure without leaking.
(1) Use
(2) Assembly procedures -

ATC

3
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PRESENTA.TION:

BODY (5 Hrs 15 (inutes)

5a. Using a working drawing, nakt a list.of the

materials required to construct *hot utter -

distribution 'system in the booth area. Tne

list must accUrately
identify all of the

required materials without shortagessand without

excess greater than 10%.

<1.) Canponents

- (a) Mains

(b) Branches

(c) Risers.

) 'Bill of Hate'rials

(i) Definition

(b) Use working awing to assist
,.

5b. FolloWing thejprooedure

cut, rem, 1en4, and

,End-to-centersu
+ 1/4 inch of specif

must canpletely fillt

' binding.

;

provided, measure,

copper tubing.

ts nust be within

ons and the flare

flare'nut without

4

P.,

;



(1) 'Measuying techniques

(a) End 'to end,

(b) End to center

(c) Center to center

(21 Cutting

(a) Hacksaw 32 TPI-

(b) TubTng cutter

11,

.NOTE: Do not over tighten

(3) Reaming

(a) 'Removes burr 'apd resiores inside
diameter of 'tubing'

A

CO, Tools that can be used

1 Rat tail file

i round file

Is)



,

3 Reaming blade

Bending

(a) Wird drawn must -be annealed

(13) -spring bender

(c) Mechanical bender

i Bends angles 180°'and under.

4.1 (5) Flaring'

.,(a) ( Plug type' flaring tool

11
Flare cone'

r

(c) Makes a codtpression joint'
2

.

"N.

.=4,T

5cr. ,Using the kistrAthtions and materials provided, 3 7pake,,artedged.conneetion in copper. tubing.

,'ComSeieUswedgediust be straight with the

.-tubi4g:and,be.,the depth and diameter orthe

ivedpietool.
,-1.' e. , 4,.,:: . , ,-.., ,.

.0.

; r

0.



(1) Swedging procedures

- (a) If hara drawn, tubing must be annetied'

(b) Tool must be rotated after being struck

(2) Preparation of joint

(a) Cleaninale and female endt

.(b).-.--ApPly flux
,

''(c) Solder

5d. Using A'ven instimetions and an acetylene or

propime.torch, solder a sWedged connection.

Solder must be visible (in the joint) completely

arouha the tubing.

. (1) Soldering procedures I

(a) Solder melts at 3600

(b) Fred flowstat 4150
,

(2) Use of torch.

-v



;72

,

5e-, -Using _given 4.nstructions, make:kfsrruled
connection in copper tutting. The finished
connection must withstand base water pressure
without lealang.

(1) Use

a
(a) Quick to assemble-

(b) Compression joint

(2) Assembly ,procethges

APPLICATION:

nsve students accompliShW 3ABR5I235-III-5-P3

EVALUATION:

Evaluate by oral, written questions And/dicir

observation of student's performance _during
lesson. This may be,accanplishea at any time
during lesson for increased effectiveness.

SMEARY:

CONCLUSION (10 Min)

8
84,)9

,

4
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PRECLASS PR
.

PARATION t

EQUIPMENT LOCATED
IN LAVORATOPY

EQUIPMENT
FROM SUPPLY CLASSIFIED MATERIAL GRAPHIC AIDS AND

UNCLASSIFIED MATERIAL

Hand Tools
Shop Tools

-.

.

Galvanized Pipe
Galvanized Fittings

-
--....

None

, .

SG /31-6
WB 131-6-P1
Reigh-in

tions
Engineers
Slides:

Rough-4n
t

Specifica-

Drawings
Watertupply

for Lava
jailid

TEACHING STEPS ---CRITERION-OILIECTIVES-AND -

-6a. Using a 'number's sketch
'the materials required

and manufacturer's rough-in
and determine the procedures_necessary_t!

The bill of material must
without shortages and without excess

cation's, make a
.,-t

accurately ideitify
greater than 10%

.
i

.

fixtures in the booth
'required. The

must eliminate the
installed correctly.

water supply for both
all of the gequired materials

(1) Fixtures
(2) Materials

6b. Using given instructions,
area, installinit air chambers
water supply must be
possibilities of water

(1) Rough-in measurements
(2) Safety

area fixtures.

.... -

1

rough in the water supply for the
and electrical insulating fittiiigs as

ready for tlie fixture. The air chambers
Tiampier and the insulating fitting must be

,

A FORM 770
AUO Ta
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Ami:TIoth
00

OVPR :

MOTIVATION:

4

.o.
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BODY-(5 Hrs 15 Min)
/

PRESEN TAT/ON:

6a. Using'a,plumber's sketch and manufacturer's

rough-in specifications, make a .list of the

materials required and determine, the produres

necessary to install the water aupply for both

area fiktives. The bill of material must-

accurately identify all of the required materials

without shortages and without excess greater

than 10%.

(1) Fixtures

(a) Shower

(b) Urinal

(c) Lavatory

Oa Water closet

(e) Hot Water Heater

, (2) Material

(a) Pipe

,(b) Fittings

3 :3 3



(c) wave&

NOTE: Paplain each

4.":" ^

c

6b. Using .given instructiells, rough in the miter .

supPly for the fixtures in the booth area,

installing air chambervand,electrical insulating

fittings as,required. The water supplyust

be ready for_the fixture. The air chambers

must eliminitte the possibilities of water

-hammer and the-insulating fittinimust be

installed correctly. e

o

(1) Rough-ins neasurements

(a) Take all measurements fran finished wall

,(b) End ito End

(c) End to center .4

(d) Center to,center

W .SeetY

(a) Use caution *Ile operating power threader

(b) Always pull on pipe.wrenches

334



(c) Wear glovei whenchecking threadA

Pipe

APPLICATION:''

Complete WB 3ABR55235-III4-P1 and make a material

list for installing booth fixtures:
,

EVALUATION:

Evaluate by oral, written questions, and/or mbservation

---, --of studentts-perfonnange during.leison. This muY be

accomplished at any time during lesson for increased

effectiveness.

-SU)114ARY:-

CONCIUSION 5 -Mira

6

ft.

REMOTIVATION:

.

STUDTASSIONMENT: .Read 5G-3ABR552'35-III-1 s.id answer

the questions at the end of the text.

5,
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CLASSIFIED MATERIAL

None

ORAMD JUDI AND
UNCLAssmaD MATIERIM.

SG11I-7
WB III4-P1
Rough-in Specifica-

tions
Slides: Water

Heaters

GRIMM OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS ).

a. Using the diagram provided, locate and name the major components of gas and
electric water heaters. The eight componenth of the gas btirner and nine component
of the water heater must be named corr dip

(1) Types af heaters
(2) Construction features

lb. Install and light a gas water heater. The piping must not leak and the air,gas
mixture must be adjusted to produce a blue flame with a yellow tip.

(I) Burner assembly
(2) Lighting proceckires

ATC -Zorn 770

'-'taO
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PRESENTATION:

C.

BODY ,(3 Hrs and 5 Min)

7a. Using the diagram prv'vided, locate,and name the

majorcomponents of gai and electric water heaters.
'The oght components of the gas burnerAind the nine

components of the water heater mmst be-named

. cortectlY.

(1) .Types of heaters

(a) Gas heaers

(b) Electric heaters'

(2) Censtruction Features

(A) Gas fired

Sheet steel casing

0

it

a Heat seal insulation

gh

Cold Water'drop tube'

4 Heat,deflector

3`)s



5, Flue

6 Instant action'tepperatUre control'

r-

Safety gas control valie

2 Draft divertor

2, Drain cock

12 Fast recovery cycla

IL Relief valve

'(b) glectric heater

1 Sheet 'Steel casig

aReat-see.1-insu3stion-----

- Cqld water drop tube

1. Quite operation

Clean operation

4 .



-

kelief valire

1111,10
pper ,thermostt!te

LoWer thermoState

9 Drain cock

19. Upper heating clement,

II Lower heating

4

7b. Install and light a gas water heater. The piping"

40_ must not leak and the kir-gas mixture must be -

adjusted to produce a blue flame with a yellow

tip.

0.1_._BUrner_Assemlily.

'(a) Main gas contfol valve

(b). Thermostate adjusting valve

(c) Airshutter

(i) Main burnIr

k

str

ea.

3,

d

4

I.



(e) Thermocouple
,

.(f)

?i)

°

(g) Combination Safety Valve

"

1

Procedures,

Fill heater with water -

,(b) .Turn indicator knob to pilot pifsition

(C) Light mato

,(d) impress iddicator knob

(s) Apply matchto pilot light tip

\\-
=

(f), Hold indicatdr knob down Sor on minu

(g)' Release indicator knob

ro*

) Turn Judicator to on'position

'341



C

(i)' Check flame for proper height and color
f

1.

Flame shoUld be a soft blue with the tii

. of flame light.yellow.:
.

APPLICATION:

Complete WB 3ABRS5235-3-7P1.

EVALUATION :
,

Evaluate by oral, yritten questions, and/or observation

of student's performance during leqson. Thignmay be

iccomplished at any time during lesson for increased

effectiveneis.

C.

, SUMMARY:

MOTIVATION:

. 0000.**NKvo

CCNCLUSION (10 14inutes

.4t.

-e
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pepartment of Civil Engineering Training
Sheppard Air Force Base, TeXas

EXTERYOR WATER SUPPLY

OBJECTIVE

SG 3ABR55235-III-1
2 December 1974

--
The purpose of this study guide is to aid you in learning the

configuration and principles'of operation of water distribution systems.

INTRODUCTION

4
.The society we live in today thrives on the availability of all

things to the members' immediate demand. _Iridividuaa water barrels are'.
out and masS distribution systems are in.

Water distrifttion sYsteMs mai, be simple%or complex. Engineer
drawings become.guides and maps'for the-plumber. Many systems may be
included in the same drawings. Correct'interpretation of .such maps
eliminates errors in determining materials required, systems construction,
and design configuration. .

;
%

WATER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM COMPONENTS

Carefully planned water distribution systems resemble a grid. A
network of large piping divides the consumer-area intobareas. Each
subarea is served by a network of smaller piping. Such systems are often
referred to as belt or loop systems. There are no dead ends and water canflow to any point in this system froM two or more directions. Further,additions to the system will not dilute its functional capability. -Figure 1 illustrates a simple water distribution system.-

STORAGE TANK

PUMP

Components

Components in water systems vary depending on the water souráe, its
location in relationship to the user, and water characteristics.

WATER TREATMENT PLANT

ONTROL VALVES

WATER taistRteuTioN, SYSTEM ,

04O-o2o

Figure 1. Water Distribution System

316



Pumps

4 4

Pumps may be required at Air Force installations to pump water from
lakes, reservoirs, or rivers to a water treatment plant.° After-treatment
additional pumping forces water into the mains and storage facilities. In
distribution' systems booster pumps may be used to increase water pressure.
Emergency pumps are used in case of water supply breakdown or to satisfy
firefighting requirements. When pumps are installed in a main or,service
line, they should be connected to the piping'by unions or flanges. This 4
allows for easy removal of the pumps from the system during maintenance
or when the pump needs to be replaced.

Treatment Plants

Absolutely pure water is never found in nature. For military use,
water must be free of disease-producing organisms, poisons, and excessive
amounts of mineral or organic matter. All water.treatment plants do not
contain the same equipment. They are designed according to the amount and
type of minerals and organic matter the water contains. So no two plants
%gill be the same. But they will have the same discharge of water whenever
possible.

: Storage Tanks
A

The normal water demand in a community or military installation varies
considerably between night and day and for different days of the week.
During low demand periods, treated water is stored in storage tanks,
treated water from the storage tank is fed back into the system whenthe
demands exceed the capacity of the supply source or treatment plant.
Storage tanks also provide an emergency water source should a failure
occur in the system or for firefighting. Storage tanks may be at ground
level or higher than the portion of the system they serve. Reservoirs
or storage, tanks higher than the distribution system maintain the desired
pressure in the system.

Valves

Valves are used in the water distribution system, to control the flow
-of water. The different types of valves include gate valves, pressure
reducing valves, check valves, curb service valves, globe valves, and fire
hydrants.

Breaks and leaks can be caused by freezing, ground movement, collision,
fire, excessive water pressure, and explosion. Gate valves placed at
strategic points in the system must be closed, thereby isolating the
damaged area. Service to the undamaged portion of the system will continue
without being interrupted.

Globe valves are used in the distribution system on small lines or'
service lines. They restrict the flow and cannot be used where flow
restriction is not needed.

Check valves wilLprevent reversal of water flow due to loss of
pressure. Check valves will also isolate certalm se,:tions of the distri-
bution system.

Pressure-reducing valves throttle the floW in pipes to reduce the
pressure on the discharge side and keep it constant. They are used for

2
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1

feeding water from a high-pressure to a low-pressure system. -If great,
variations ih flow rates are expected, different sizes of pressure
reducing valves will be installed in batteries.

'Curb service valves control water distribution to individual
buildings or dwellings. These will be used as the need for water to the
buildings is determined.

Fire hydrants will be placed in all areas where there is a need fcr
fire protection. Prdper operation and use of hydrants is espential to
water distribution economy and safety. All fire hydrants should have
a gate valve serving as a positive shutoff in. case of damage to the
hydrant.

Piping

Mains and piping a're composed of feeder mains, distribution mains,
branch or lateral lines, and service lines. The feeder mains are large
pipe and supply distribution mains and storage tanks.

Distribution mains are the pipelines whichmake up the distribution
1 system and include any lateral or branch lines,from which service lines

take their supply.
I

3
rk)

Service lines transport the water from the distribution mains to the
various buildings and facilities.

The lateral lines will make the distribution system more effective
andefficient by forming a closed loop system.

With the exception of the fire hydrants and some storage tanks,
the water distribution system is underground. It is more practical to
bury a large portion of the distribution system to protect it from damage ,

from weather and collision.

Maps and Records

An important prerequisite for any good operating distribution system
is a good set of maps and redords. The maps should show the location and
size of all valves, pipes, and other components. The records should be
an accurate account of all repair and maintenance performed on the system.
The maps and records must be updated each time a repair or maintenance
function,is performed. Out of date records are worthless.

FACTORS GOVERNING WATER MAIN CONSTRUCTION

Quantity Needed

The amount of water needed by an air base will depend on several
factors. The effective population, which is all the residents living in
the dormitories or in government housing, must be furnished domestic water.

At the beginning of each workday the civilians that work on the base
start arriving. These nonresidents help make up the authorized population
of the base. Water must be furnished so each may do his job properly.

Some bases have large hospitals. Hospitals,use*large amounts of water.
Bathing of patients, mopping floors, kitchen uses, and hospital laundries
are some of the uses.

3
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The amount of water used by a base will vary both day and.nightand
summer and winter. If a large fire occurs and the firetrucks have to
pump water all night, then the base could run low on water supply. This
would be called an unusual peak demand.

Firefightin9 has to be taken ilito account when the base is first-built
so enough water ill be on hand if needed. If the base grows, more water
towers areneeded

Quality Needed itt

There are two types of water consumed op a military base. They are
domestid and industrial.

D011ESTIC WATER.- Every base must have water that is clear, have an
acceptable taste, and be free of bacteria. When water meets these require-
ments; it is called POTABLE water.

Even thOugh water is potable, there are some things that make it
undesirable-for. domestic uses. These are odors and hardness. Odors come
from sour gases in the water or froM minerals such as sulphur.

Some,water-forms a white scale on the walls of water glasses, piPes,
and anything'where the water can evaporate. This white scale signals
the hardness of water. When water contains too much hardness, the water
hust be.softened. This is accomplished in the water treatment plant.

Industrial Uses
a

Do you remember seeing water trickling down a large cooling tower:i'
This is industrial water. There are tao common uses for industrial water
on an Air Forge installation. Water to furnish Air Force operating equip-

_meni and heated water for sanitation purposes.

,Hospitals need pure water for mixing medicines, so they use distilled
water. Airplanes use pure water to squirt in the engines for more p"ower.
The water they use goesthrough a dehineralizer which removes minerals
from the water.

Boilers that heat large amounts of water for laundries use specially
treated,water to prevent a white scale from covering the insides of the
boilers.

METHODS OF ASSEMBLING PIPE JOINTS,

Lead Caulked Joints

Leak caulking is used on cast-iron water pipe. The pipe is available
in a variety of sizes, lengths, wall thickness, and hub depths. Cast-iron
water piping should not be confused with cast-iron soil pipe.

Lead caulking is the most common method of assembling bell-and-spigot
type joints. The spigot end of the pipe is inserted in the bell or hub
of the receiving pipe. Oakum is firmly packed into the area between the
hub and spigot end of the pipe with a spigot tool. The amount of oakum
is firmly packed into the area between the hub and the spigot end of the
pipe with a special tool. The amount of oakum applied varies with the
size and depth of the hub. The remaininglhub depth is filled with molten

4
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lead. The lead is tamped and dressed with specially designed tools. These
tools are similar to the tools used to fabricate soil pipe.

Sulfur Joints

Sulfur joints are assembled and poured in the same' manner as lead-
caulked joints. The oakum is applied and the sulfur is heated to a liquid
state and poured into the joint. No tamping is required once the sulfur
cools.

Sleeved Coupling

A sleeved coupling resembles a
can with both ends removed. The
cylinder is internally grooved to
accommodate rubber 0-rings as the
pipe is forced into the sleeve.
Figure 2 shows pipe ends and sleeve
assembled.

The, sleeve coupling is also
used to assemble cement asbestos
pipe joints. The pipe may be adapt-
able to cast-iron piping by a lead-

.

caulked joint.

Screwed Joints Figure 2. Sleeve Coupling

A,screwed joint is used to as'semble steel pipe. It requires an
internally- threaded fitting to be mated with a matched externally threaded
pipe. A pipe compound is applied to the external threads to lubricate the
threads, aid in forming a seal between the thread surfaces, and to provide
aq antiseize for easier disassembly. Normally you do not use screwed
joints on large pipe.

Flange

The flange jolnt, as shown in figure 3, has proven its general utility
and satisfactory performance. It is used in the installation of pumps,
chillers, heat exchangers, and othef -

equipment. The flange itself is
melded separately from the pipe. The
flange iS attached to ehe pipe-by a'
screwed connectiOn or by welding. A
gasket is used between the flanges to
'form a seal, then,bolted securely
together to form a water- or gas-
tight connection.

vp.

Plastic

FEANGES

GASKET MATERIALPlastic pipe can and is often
used for service lines. Some of its
advantages are that it is easily
connected to copper tubing or pipe,
it is lightweight, withstands
corrosion, low cost, and easy to work with and use. Plastic tubing or
pipe is available in sizes from, 1/4 to 8 inches in diameter.

Figure 3: Flange Fittings

5
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Connecting Pipe to Pumps

A variety of pumps are used throughout filumbing systems. Three common
methods. of connecting pipes to pumps.are threaded connections, flanged, connections, ,
and mechanical coupling.

011.ppmps requiring threaded connections, there is a short nipple
screwed into the pump. One side of a Union is screwed on the nipple while
the other si.,Ae of the union-is screwed on the pji.pe. The comrection isi
compler-:d by joining the two halves of the union.

SUMMARY

War.er distribution systems are constructed in loops so that water-may
reach any point from at least two directions. Valves in the system are
used to isolate portions of the system, control waterfloVI, or reduce
pressure at strategic points.

Aside from the distributionsystem itself, the inclusion of other
units, such as storage tanks, pumps, and treatment plants; depends on the
water source, location relative to user, user demand, and water chafacter-
istics.

Steel, cast-iron, or steel and cement asbestos pi e are used for water
main construction.

,Threaded or screwed joints, lead-caulked joints, sleeved joints, and
flanged joints are ffiethods of assembling water main pipinft joint. .

Plumbing systems are laid out on maps and each unit identified,by a
symbol. Maps are used by both conStruction and maintenance crews as
references.

QUESTIONS

.1. What is meant by a loop water distribution system?

2. Whit is the function of the gate valve on'h water system?

3. Name ,the components of a water distribution system.

4. Why is it important to have maps of a water distribution system?

5. Name the types of pipe used in a water system.

6. When installing a pump, what important item must you remember?

7. What iS the function of a check valve?

8.. Wifat is the purpose of the curb service valve?

9. Name the two types of water needed on a military installation.

10. What does the term "Quantity and'Qua4.ity" mean when speaking of water
demands?



REFEREINES

1. -AFM 85-13, Maintenance and Operation of Water Plants and Systems.

2. ,AFM 85-20, Plumbing.
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STEEL PIPE ASSEMBLY

OBJECTIVE

SG 3ABR55235-III-2

The,purpose of this.study guide is to introduce the procedures
used in preparing and assembling steel pipe. -'

INTRODUCTION:

Steel piping is often us d for building service and distribution -

systems. Installing the syst m requires corKect measuring, cutting, and '
.threading techniques to make the system watertight.

PIPE CUTTING, REAMING, AND THREADING'TOOLS

Pipe is not always'the length required for system fabrication. It
must be cut to the desired length and threaded. There are several tools
available to the plumber to accomplish each operation. For discussion.
purposes, this study guide will identify the tools as either hand-operated
or power-operated.

.Holding Devices

Pipe must be Acutely supported if cutting is to be aCcurate.
Special holding devices have been developed.to hold pipe. The devices,
called pipe vises, areravailable in
a variety of sizes and designs.
141ses may be hand-operated. Larger
vises may also be power-operated.
The vise jaws are tightened on the
pipe, holding it in place. Vises
may be permanently installed or may
be mounted on a platform with legs
making it a "portable" tool.
Figures 4, 5, and 6 show some of UPPER JAW

the vises available for the plumber's
use. When holding sofe metal pipe,
spch as brass or copper, a lead
sleeve is placed over the jaws of
he vise to protect the pipe from
being scratched or marred b'y the
vise jaws.

HANDLE

UPPER BODY

LOWER JAW
/ LOCKING

LOWER BODY LEVER

Figure 4. Bench Vise

9



Figure 5. Chain Vise Figure 6. Strap'Vise
1

Pipe Cutters, Hand-Operated

Figure 7 il strates-a hand-operated-pipe cutter. Pipe cutters are
available in sever1 sizes and designs. Some are designed to cut pipe
wheee a complete re olution around the pipe cannot be made The pipe
cutter in figure 7 iequires a full revolution around the pip for cutting.
To use the pipe cutter, place the
cutter wheel on thwpoint where
the pipe is to be cut and tighten
rollers snugly against the pipe.
Rotate the pipe cutter around thy.,
pipe. _Tighten the cutter 1/4 turn
after each revolution around-the
pipe.

;

SuppOrt,the pipd endfbeing cut
and maintain a hold on the cutter

,
as the cut nears completion. Injury
may result from the falling pipe and
cutter. The cutter may also be
damaged.

Hacksaw

A hacksaw, similar to the one
illustrated in figure 8, may be used
to Lit pipe. Its use produces a
rough end cut withconsiderably less
accuracy than the pipe cutter.

A variety of blades are avail-
able for cutting purposes. A hard

CLITTING WHEEL HAN E

Figure 7. 'Pipe Cutter

Figure 8. Hacksaw

-10
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tempered blade is best for clutting hollow shapes and lightweight metals,
such as tubing, tin, or copper.

The wall thickness and type of pipe being cut not only affects 'the
type of blade'selected, but also the number of teetirper inch on phe
blade. In general, best results are obtained by usingfa fine blade (32

3oz

teeth per inch) .on thin-walled tubing. A qoarse bl
inchriis used for 'thicker walled piping. 4.

The blade should be installed in the ftame wi

e (18-24 teeth per

theeteeth pothtin
away from the hand/a. Cutting is theR accOmplishe by applying slight
pregsure on the forward stroke. Pressuke must be released on the return
stroke to prevent teeth%damage. Excessive pressure used to cut metals
faster will only damage the blade And require earlir replacement.. Thin-

-walled materials may be ripped or deformed.

Goggles should always be worn when cutting pipe above or at shOulder
level.

Reamers

Piping systems are designed
to offer minimum resistance to .

flowkng through4thems. Ohe-
item of resistance occurs when a
burr isLleft in a cut pipe,
figUre 9.

Burrs should be removed by
filing them off with a ra.ttail
file, as shown in figure 11, or with
job, as shown in figure 10 (Reamer).
,threading pipe.

CUTTING WHEEL

Figure 10.

Files

Figure 9. Burr Resulting
from Cutter'

a tool specially designed for the
Reaming is jaccomplished before

Pipe Reamers

*The outside surlace of a pipe is oftah marred through normal handling.
If nicks and burrs are near the send of the pipe, they must be removed
before the pipe is threaded. A variety of files shown in figure 11 may,
be used for this purpose;

I
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e^
riling is accomplished in the

same manner as cutting with a Mack-
saw . Slight preasure is appfied
on the forward stroke only. Occa-
-sienar-cleaning With a file brush,,
sometimes called a file card, is'
required to, clear- clogged teeth.

A handle should' always be us.ed
with the file to reduce possib/;e

I injury to the. user. ' , t. 1

"

ThreadirigeT115g

4%;11111.11111111111
smG1.1 Clif FLAT FILE

.31111111111111111111111111- DOUBLE CUT% FLAT FILE

,

ROUND DOPILE CUT BAT. TAIL

cör* ";':.RIA.....1.1pAR FILE

'Figur-111. Files
,.

As, P to ck and die set of the- ntnadjustable tkpe may.- be -used to 'thread
_

pipe by hand..., A set, pf dies,._as illustrated in figure 12,, are used with, the seie diettocic. Larger die'sets require larger diestoeks. .

.. ;
, An' eldjuitable die_ en_d sttstkset eliminat,es ttle need for ,hinging dieswhen threading different eiie,pibe.

._ - .

The ^die, as shOi:in ligtike.-,1.14,is a tool: with Matting' edges. Thealigned onk the pipe. The first'threads are shelaow and'inompletAs th die -is 'turned-on the piPei,,the thieeds becoMe .deeper and more.
completelyformed (figure 14).

. Or,4A

- .

' -
, .

iigure 12. 'Die and Stock Set
. T Figure 13. Die

The areas between the cutting segment permit shavings to-lae expelled
, good grade cutting oil is applied .fter' each reVolution. Thistools, ,cleansand lubricates the tutting threads. Die Segments should be keptclean and properly set before' threading. in order to pr,event -damage to thedie segments ,and the pipt threads.

.

'

SIZE OF PIPE NUMBER OF THREADS TOTAL LENGTH OF
0

. PER:INCH -THREADS (

1/4 - 3/8 18 5/8"
1/ 2 '- a/ , 14, 13/16"1 -
2 1/2

,11-1 2
fa'

1"
1 '9/16"

iigure 14. yipe and_Thread .Sizes

, 12

"flt
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It is considered dneafe'to quickly spin the die off the threaded
pipe. Dam'age-to both die and threads'on the pipe may result. Personal
_!ikiury May also result if the die comes off'the threaded pipe sooner
than expected.

Pipe Threads

,Standard pipe threads are used for all pipes and fittings. Threatis
are identified by number per inch. Eight peaks,or threads in an inch
indicates that there are eight threads per inch. The number of threads
per inch is determined by pipe size. The chart in figure 11 lists'the
threads per inch for each pipe size. The normal length cf the threaded
portionlof the pipe is also listed. However,*a general rule is to thread
enough pipe to expose at least two full thread rei.rolutions beyond the.die.

Power Threading Tooli

To be able to cut, ream, and thread pipe with power tools is a great
*time-saver. It can be dangerous, if the-operation is not performed properly.

There are many types of threading machines. The most common are the
power,bench threader, power-driven vise stand, and the geared type threader.

Power-Driven Bench Threader

Figure 15-illustrates a power-Oriven bench threAder. Most plumbing
shops are equipped with this type threader. Two-inch pipe is the largest
pipe this machine will handle.

'.)

Figure 15. Power-Diven Bench Threader

13
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Pipe is inserted and secured in a rotating'chuck. An individual
cutter, reamer, and threader can be applied yithout stopping the machine.

An oil pumP and jet directs oil on the cutting Surface at all times.
Metal chips and files are washed off the pipe and coilected in a reservoir.
Routine cleaning is afl that is required to maintain the machine in working
order.

Gear-Txpe Threader

A geared-type threader is usedto cut pipe larger than 2". The pipe
is held securely by a portable chain vise. The threader is tpstalled on
the pipe end and the proper size cutting segments installed. IThe cutter
housing is secured to the pipe by means of setscrews.

Power to turn the cutting segments may be supplied by the portable
power threader (as shown in figure 16) or by a vehicle equipped with a
power takeoff. A drive shaft connects the geared threader to the power
source. The_geared type threader may also be worked by hand with a
special wrench and adapter.

Figure 16. Portable Power Threader

Power-Driven Vise Stand

A power vise stand (illustrated in figure 17) is a .common
Aechine used in plumbing shops and on the.job. Simply speaking, it is a,'
rotating vise.

Once the pipe is installed in the vise, cutting, reaming, and
threading, pipe can be accomplished. Rotating power is provided through
reduction gears connected to an electric motor. Bars extending on each
side, provide a rest for the handles of pipe cutters, threaders, and
reamers.

1
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A4s,

_

.%

Figure 17.

TP-056

_

%

Power-Driltpn Pape Threading Machine

The portable vise stand wilt only,handle pipe up to 2" in diameter. \----
Laroer pipe must,be threaded by the geared type threader shown in
figure 17. However, the portable ppwer vise may be the power source.

\\

,NOTE: ,Cutting, reaming, and tfireading pipe viith power, , \:N

Vlacianery can becoms a.commonoperation. It can become \
ch a routine operation thata pluMber can "do it blind4

fblded" so to speak. Such cohoepts have caused serious
injuries to the Machine operator4 \Arms'have been broken
by rotating handles. Feet have,been fractured by\falling.
pipe. Serious injuries have been sustained when an opera-
tor has been draWn into the machineS. This has been
caused when clathes become Caught in the movin4rmabhine
parts.

MEAbUREMENT

41-There are three methods of measuring pipe fOr cutting and threading;
eld-to-end measurements,',centerrto-center measurements, and end-to-center
m6asurements (see figure 18). These Methods must be understood if'
pipe is.bo be cut,to the.correct'lengths.

1

End-to-End Measurement.-

End=l_ o-end measurement is-the measdkeMent from one end of a piece
of pipe to the other end. It is the, full.length of thelpipe including
the'thread.

. A I, 4

Center-to-Center Measurement

Center-to-center measureMent is used only when a,length of pipe
has a bend fitting SCtewed on both ends. The center-tdTcenter measurement

15
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is the measurement from the center
of the-butlet of one fitting along
the pipe to the center of the outlet.
of the opposite fitting. .

021 91,

Ef4D,TO END MEASURE

t
End-torCenter Measurement.

-

Endtd-center measurement is
used for a piece of pipe having a

f bend fitting screwed on one end
The-,endto-center measure-

mentir.the measurement IrSin-one
end of the pipe, including the
threadpito the center of the outlet
of the bend fitting bn the.other
land..

JOINING THREADED-PIPE-'

Before assembling, a...section-Of
-Piperith-Ffitting, clean phips and ----Figuie 18. Pipe
'girt from the threads of both items,
with'a stiff bristle or wire brush. Then inspect the threads to determine
that they.are cleanc.and properly cut. Coat the male threads of,the pipe
evenly with pipe-joint compound. Start thefitting on the male thread of
the pipe by hand, exercising care not to cross the threads. Apply a pipe
wrench to the fitting,and tighten it on the pipe until the joint is made
up to the desired_degree of tightness. The pipe wrench should be placed
on the shouldero*the fitting which is on the end of,the fitting being,
onnected. If twrenCh is applied to any other part of the fitting,

-distortion of the Oiting may:be caused_and result in a leaking joint.
, Generally, two wrenches are needed to tighten the joint, one on the pipe
and the other on the fittihge (see figuill9).

END TO CENTER MEASURE
I

CENTER TO CENTER mEASURE

Measuremerit

Figure 19. Using Wrenches

Most 'beginners use excessive strength when.screyvinc fittings or
valves on pipe. This is poor practice'becauee not only does it waste
energy but excessiveAtrength wij.1 Stretchi-tittincrt. Once'a titting Is
stretched-it-will Ieak'and have to be remdved and replacod.

.To prevent excessive tightening, the size plipc wrynch ro'IN'u,p.,,! nor
the several pipe sizes are as nollows:

16
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Su:MARY

6 inch wrench for 1,48" pipe
8 inch wrench for 1/4" pipe

10 inch wrench for 3/8" and 1/2" pipe
14 inch wrench for 3/4" and 1" pipe
la inch wrench for 1 4/4" and 1 1/2" pipe
24 inch wrench for 2" pIpe

Cutting, reaminq, and threading pipe are common operations performed
daily by plumbers. These operations may be accomplished dither by hand
or with power tools.

Pipe may be cut either by the use of a standard pipe cutter or a
hacksaw. Cutting pipe with a pipe cutter is the preferred method. Cutting
with a pipe cutter will cause a burr to form on,the inside of the pipe.
This burr must be removed since,it hinders the flow of liquids and causes
stoppages. The time to remove it is immediately after Ae pipe is cut.
A pipe reamer is used,tO remove the burr. The reamer is a fluted unit
which is placed in the end of the pipe and turned clockwise. The turning
action cuts off the burrs.

After the pipe is reamed, it is ready to be threaded. Pipe May be
threaded by the use of various types of threaders. Threading may"be
accomplished with either handtools or power tools. The pipe must be held

, rigidly in a pipe vise and the dies properly placed on the pipe and turned
clockwise to make a good thread. Plenty of cuttin4 oil should be used
durihg the threading operation to keep the die segments cool and prevent
them from Chipping. A sufficient number of thkeads have been cut on the
pipe when about two threads extend beyond the die segments.

4

Care should be taken when working around power-driven machinery to
avoid accidents. Do the job step-by-step as if it were the first time you
have eVer attempted to do it. Just because you are,using a power-driven
machine and_ you do not see the power exerted by the machine, this does not
mean you cannot have an accident. Many-a plumber has lost a finger or

Thotakerl_his,.arm by,becoming careless and allowing his loose sleeve to get
caughtilia set_orrevolving dies. Remember to keep your sleeves and
clothes properly Blittoned_when you are working around any power-driven
equipment.

QUESTIONS-

, 1. What two methods may be used to cut pipe?

2; Why is it necessary to ream pipe before it is threaded?

1. How is pipe reamed?

4. Why is a lead sleeve used to hold brass, coppet, and chromium pipe
in a vise?

5. How d6 you know when the proper thread length has been reached?

6. Why is cutting oil used during a thread cqahq.operation?

7. What equ,ipment is used to cut thteadson-pipe?---
,.. .

17.
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Why should dies be,,cleaned and properly set before a threading
operation?

9. What safety precautions should be followed when threading pipe?

10. Why should pipe be supported when it extends beyond a power threading
machine?

REFERENCES

1, AFM 85-20, Plumbing

2. National Plumbing Code
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INSTALLATION OF BUILDING SERViCE LINES

OBJECTIVE

To develop your knowledge of proCedures, specifications, and materials
1\ used in the installation of building service main.

INTRODUCTION

The building service main is a short, rather uncomplicate ystem
connecting the building water syStem to the street main. Tff e AF plumber
is often called on to repair the system'or to fabricate and install a new
system. This not only requires the plUmber to know what is in the system
but also how large the pipe must be, where they must be installed, and how
Co connect the system to the street main.

BUILDING SERVICE MA/N.

System Design

The bu;Xding service main is the part of the water distribution
originating at the street main and extending into building. The piping
is buried below the frOstline to protect it from freezing.

Excessive turns and offsets create friction to water movement which
in turn affect water pressure and flow, The building service main must,
therefore, be as short and straight as practical.

Figure 20 illus.trates &typical service main. Individual components
are discussed in paragraphs to follow.

CORPORATION STOP

Figure 20. Typical Service Main

Piping

Eitherxopper,z,galvanized steel, or_plastic piping can be used for
servicingsmall buildings. Cast-iron pipe is favored for larger buildings. '

19
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The size of ,the building, however, is.not the determining factor in
selecting the size of pipe used in constructing the service main. There
are a number of variables that enter into the computations in determining
the maximum requirement for water in a building such as the number and type
of fixtures, the size of the lawn, climatic conditions, and the number of
occupants. Local regulations must also be considered.

Pipe joints used in the service main are consi4tent with the type of
pipe used. Soldered and flared joints are used for copper pipe assembly
while cast-iron joints are lead calked. Steel piping is assembled by
threaded connections.

Corporation Stops

A corporation stop is threaded directly into the main after the tap
has been made (see figure 21) . This serves as a shutoff until the curb
stop and the service up to that point has been install,ed.

Once the service line is installed, the corporation stop is used only
when repairs to the line between the main and curb stop are necessary.
Figure21 illustrates a corporation stop.

Due to the location of water mains (usually under center of street)
and in view of the fact that the corporation stop is very seldom shut off,
no boxes or extension rods to the surface of the ground are installed.

Figure 21. Corporation Stop

Flexible Connections

LEAD PIPE

COPPER FITTINGS

Figure 22. Gooseneck

Flexible connections are used to absorb street vibrations and compen-
sate for ground settling and shifting. The gooseneck as shown in figure 22
and the swing joint silt:A.4n in figur123 are two types of flexible joirs.

C
20
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ELBOWS

CK 0 -07011

Figure 23. Swing Jolnt

A. Curb Stop

Meter Stop

333
Curb Stops'

Curb stops are placed in the .

line at a conirenienE place beii4aen
the street curb and tha properq
line. The curb s.top (figure 24A)
is covered by a curb box (figure 2:-)
with an extension to the surface
so that the valve may be opened oi
closed. A long kay on a rcid
extension from the top providei a
means of reaching the curb stop
from the surface. Curb stops are
particularly valuable in cold
climates where a building may be I

vacant during the winter months.
Water service is shut off as a safe-
guard against frozen waterlines
within the building or possible
loss of water through leaky pipe
and fittings.

Figure 24

A valve placed on the street
side of a meter on the service linet
is called a meter stop (figure
Their purpose is to shut off the
water when the meter is remoual.
In-some installations it ia'Used
as the controlling stop.,to the
building.

Ilatermeter

1-'latermeter is a device used
to.measure the amount of water
ssing through it (figure 26).

Plumbers may use such a device-when

21

B. Curb Box

Figure 25. Meter Stop
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determining water consumption in
various locations on the base.
When a base buys its water from
the local municipality ameter is
used.to measure the amount used:
Off-base water customers are
accessed charges for water service
based on the amount of water
passing through the customers',
meter.

The meter is a precision
instrument and should be handled
vi7ith care. It may be installed
outside or inside the building.

1.
'Figure 27. Stop and Waste Valve:

Figure 26. .Watermeter

StOp and'Waste Valve

cIn some installations-a valve
may be installed either inside or
outiide the building in the service
line. It TS often the shutoff
Valve to the building. It,is a,
unique valve-in that when it iS
turned.off, water from the
building,water system is. drained
Off through ports in the valve.
body (see figure 27). . Building
'watet systems can be'diained,for
-wintertime prbtection when."nOt in
use and Also t6 faCilitate sistem
repairs.

'TAPPING THE STREET mAIp

The location of buildings requiring water service are.not always
identified when the street mains are laid. The street main must,
therefore, be tapped and a corporation stop installed.

A,seLf-tapping machine and specially ddsigned cdrp/o7lion stop hpi been developed
to enahle the 'plumber to tap'and install a, corporation stopwithout interrupting water
service in the main, figure 28. The pressure rn the main must not exceed 90 psi unless
a special attachment called a 4-power clevis" is used to control the withdrawal of the
boring bar. The "pOwer clevis", prevents dainage to the self-tapping machine'due to
shock,caused by the uncontrolled upward motion of the boring bar. Using this attachment
the main May be tapped under a maximum pressure of 200 psi. If the pressure exceeds
200 psi it must be reduced before tapping.

If the building service line is nitire than 1/4 as large as the main, construct a ,
manifold assembly. r'Ibis includes making a series of taps on the main and connecting
them together to the building seryice line as shown in figure 29.

22 3 r''6
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FRICTION
COLLAR

:"

.

RATCHET HANOLL.

BORING BAR

FEED 'YOKE

CAP

CYLINDER

FLOP)VALVE HANDLE

BYPASS

/

FLOP VALVE -

CQMBINATION
DRILL AND TAP

SADr
GASKET

WATER MAIN ,

7

Figure 28. Self-Tapping Machine

CK 0 -070A

.Figure 29. Manifold Assembly

,

SERVICE MAIN LAYOUT

Plumbeis Drawings

When plumbinq blueprints are not available the plunther must prepare
a working drawing of the System. Figure 30 illustrates some of the symbols

to identify nct only piping but, the liquid or gas that may be in the pipes.
4
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.PIPING, IN GENERAL
(LETTERED WITH NAME
OF MATERIAL CONVEYED)

"NON-INTERSECTING PIPES
TO DIFFERENTIATE LINES
OF PIPING ON A DRAW-
ING THE FOLLOWING
SY MBOLS.eMAY BE USED.

. .

STEAM:

CONDENBATE

COLD WATER

HOT WATER

AIR

VACUUM

GAS

REF RIGE RAN T

NM SIM NMI NM INNI MOM OMB EMI MI

.11111 .011111 IMO

-A A

V

7iviare 30. Plu"mber's 421S
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The lOcation of other piping systems which may runtparallet
: cross over, or even connect to the-piping syitem being constructed must

also be identified with the appropriate aymbol (figure. 31).

Aill"""PF
NPE CROSSOVER
NO CONNECTION).

PIPE CROSSOVER
(CONNECTED)

1.0-0SO

Figure 311 Pipe Crossover and Connection Symbols

Figure 32 illustrates a limited number ialf,the symbols,- used to
identify fittIngs and

It is important for the plumber to.not only use appropriate symbols
but to be fairly accurate in his drawings. Stich drawings oIten become
part of the engirieer drawings of the installation.

,

SUMMARY --

In order to sUccessfully plan and lay out a plumbing iystem, you mistbe able to read and interpret plumbing blueprints ahd drawfings. A working
,drawing should be made,'using information ,from the blueprints which show
the locations of all fixturea, piping valves, and fittings. The drawing
should contain only the applicable plumbing systems of the building and
should be complete to the extent that it can be used to figure pipe lengths*when figuring abill of material for the job. /

A water main can be tapped with a self-tapping Machine if the pressure does not
exteed 90 pounds or 200 pounds when using a "pov(er clevis." If a service-line of more
than 1/4 of the size.of the main is required, sevefral holes are bored and combined into
A special unit called a manifokisl. A corporation stop is used to screw into the water
main so the servIce line cari be run tO the building.

1
A stop and waste valve is used in a supply line so the building. watersystemrcan be drained to prevent freezing at times when it will be vacant.

AQUESTIONS

1. Name the combination tool used to tap a water mLn.'

2. yhy mu.st a service 'line be bucied at *a certain depth?'

3. Name Zile types of pipes that May be used on a serVice line.

25
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Figure 32. Symbol-...fat 'Piping and, Pipe_ Pittirige
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4. What
-

,

the purpoteT*f
0

a stop 'an4 waste vhlvc?"

What is the purpose of a Curb 'stoP?

6. Name two factors which al-fect the size of rthe building service line.

lame two.types of' flexible tl:onnections in conjunctipn with a
-building service line.

,

8, Name the valve that is nstalled in the: water main with the self-
tapping machine.

9. Whit i't the maximum Pressure cf a wh-ter main ih 14hich a self-tipping.
machine may be used without attachments.

,

11EFERENCES

1. AFM Plumbing.

4 .:National plumbing Code.
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OBJECTIVE

.

BUILDING DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

SG 3AAR55235-III-4'_

. -

The purpose of this study guide is to 'aid you in understandi s the
pripcipies of the Building Distribution SYgtem and configuration of the
system. .

k,

INTRODUCWON

The(days of hauling water fro m the.well to the house are gone due'
to the modern plumbing system. The neatness of installing the building
distribution system will directly refleist the type of plumber who installedb
the system. A neat appearance of all plumbing work shows the pride a
plumber takes in his work.

' COMPONENTS OF BUILDING DISTRIBUTION SYTEd

Main water distribution systems include all of the piping, fittinas,
egi valves used to convey and control or throttle the water.

Building service mains include all pipes, fittings, and valves whicn
con%ey water from 1.r.he distribution mains to the building.

The building distributiOn syitem pi-tang originates at th4 foundation Of the structure
and becomes an extension of the building service main. The pipe itself may enter the

the-basement_walls_or_through_the_building_foundation and into the crawl
_

1. space under the floor joists.

Building Distribution Main

A shutoff valve is installed just outside of the foundation. Shutoff valves may also
be located just inside the building where the piping enters ehrough the basement mall
In either case. the piping-extending from this point becomes the cold water distribution
main. figure 33. Water is thus conveYed to various-points throughout the building.

Branches

Areas requiting water supPly within a uilØing may not be in iñ with the cold
water distribution main. Utility areas may be in one part of the building while sanitary
:Actlities are in another. Brandi lines, whic may be. short ok long, are connect., d to

the cold water distribution main'and extend to the areas where the_water is to be used.,
figure 33., .

-

^

Branch lines may differ in sig.e dependins on the\water demand
Area or fixture connected to them %figure 33). A reddcer fitti2na ;sad

:o-necting a .zmaliAr brar(ch line to the cupply main.

..r1 most indre43tiors the hr.Anch line is.installed under the
the.flonraists. The 'zir:alcri line terminates at-a poin-..

flar And wall studs waeie a vertical pipinq section will be installed for
f.:4r-re'connectior.

*-

1:rancn Linc ncsr7r-11, run horlzont-..11y at 1 slic:ht grade tow-.
7"ais f:v;ilitates :asy irainaglou3d it be reguire6

29
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. .

'- SupporfS for the_braucti lines should be installed at nOmore than 10
foot intervals. Supports Coneist o4,either pipe straps, loops,orpre-

_ .formed hangers. ,
.

,
t :

.

..
X-permeent installations require that pipeeupport devio:,.s be of the

same-MateliaI,4e the pipe it supports. A furm-Of cerroSion called electrol-.
ysis occurs Wheh=d1SS--imilar metals ere in cOritact with each other. Cor- '-
rosion woLld occur if a copper' or.bres,s pipe hanger is'used to support a
steet-pipe., Corrotionmould-eventually_cause either or bgthpiDA and

_ ___ ,
,

- L---_*hanger to fail. .
-- ----V,o, ,-__,--

_.-.

i'- _ t
4.

Supply Risers
0,0

.

--, Fixture supply4iters are vertical piping that connect the branch line
,/auld fixt4ra (figure 33).- Risers should be-supported at each floor level
hand joints.' 'Pipe rests and clampsarp used to provide support for verticalpipes and should not depend on horizontal fixturesupply branches T
support. All piping must be assembled aind tested,hlefore the wall is 1"finished:_: .

- !.,

-

"""'",",

--
:2X4 ShAC-E

2X4

RISER,

SOLE,PLATE
- .

r 90:p.sove
L__ ES.RAMCH LINE

JOIST

HOT DISTRMUTION MAIN

Figure 33., Water Distributio

\
COLD DIS7RI8UTION9AAIN

'_4
- ,

KTheize of the pipe going to a rixture will depend oh tne type o'.0 the
fixtUre.iSted below is a guide for normal pipe sizing.

-Age
0 Dishwa:lher ' t/2" or 3/4"

Water Closet (Tank type) . 1/2'1
Water Closet (Flushometer) 1"

nes

.,.

4..
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Urinalith Flushometer .- 3/4"
Lavatory ' 1/2"
hower Bath 1/2"
Kitchen Sink 1/2"
SlOp Sink 1/2"
Scullery Sink 3/4"
LaundrysTray
Drinkin4 Folintain

1/2"
1/2"

-
---

Hot Water Heater (Domestic) , 3/4" supply
Bathtub . 1/2"

P...;..--

..Air Chambers :.--
,,,,.-----'

( Water hammer is,a phenomenon
--that resultsfrom the sudden

....stoppage of-waterfloW,i. A a pipe.
The atfect iq the oreatiNo of a
shockNeve whiah travels'hac -and
forth between tkhe faucets or valve
and the point where the pipe

-- changes direction.'

Water,hammer is more notice-
abIe_when it-occurs.id-hard', rigid

-pipe such as-iron, st..ei--i-or-brab.
It id less fioticeable'in flexible_

- pipe such as copper.'

Water hemmer may be reduced s:

by us4n4 any _or_all of the following
..Methods: installing air chambers,

at illustrated in figure_34,.
using slow closing valves and faucets

-or inStallin9 commecial type-air
chamhrers, sometimes referred to es
'shock absorbers'. Figure 34. Air ChaMber.

_

TYPES OF PIPES AND JOINTS USED ON THE BUILDING DISTRIBUTION SYSTE4

Types of Pip ,

The typ s of pipes most commonly vsed.in hot and cold water systems-
. are: galvanized, plastic, and copper.

-itypes of Joints
.

.

..i.

J, :,The types of joints Most'commonly used in hot and' cold water system-s
are:threaded,soldered,polvent.weld,andelared.,,,,P 4 ,

-''---':-Z V
SUMMARY

The building distribution system conitsts of building distribution
main, branches, risera, air chambers, valves, and fittings. ,piping must
be properly 'supportedNand slightly-graded to facilitate drainage of the
linea',Atthe lowest pgjimit. The type of supports should be the same
material as that'of die pipe .to prevent The types of pipes
used consist4Of Olvanized, plastic, and.cop er; joints consist of
threaded, soldered, solVent weld, and flared.
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.QUESTIONS

1. Wilt does the building distribution system tnsist of?t-

2. What is a branch? A

3: What -iS sa riser?

4. Why is the.material used'for hangers the same as the pipe?

5. How are supply risers supported?

6. What is the purpose of an air chamber?

, 7. Why do branches normally run at a slight grade?

8. On most installation\where are bran'ch lines installed?

9. How often.should supply risers be supported?
,

10. How often sho4ld branch lines be supported?

IiEF-ERENCES '
;

1. AFM 85-20, Plumbing..

2. National Plumbing Code.
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COPPER MING ASSEMBLY

SG 3A5R55235-III-5

, .

'OBJECTIVE-'

t

The purpose of this study guide'is to describe types of copper pipe
and tubing and their assemblY methods.

INTRODUCTION

Coeper tubing and pipe,have become increasingly popular with plumbers
due to fhe ease with which they can be assembled and installed.

Copper pipe or-tUbing preparation and assemblt methods will be
discussed under the following headings:

IDENTIFICATION OF COPPER PIPE AND TUBING

CUTTING AND BENDING METHODS

0 FLARED AND SOLDERED COPPER JOINTS

'0 TORCHES

.;DENTIFICATION OF COPPER TUBING

There are four main Wxmof copper tUbing,They are X,L, Mt and DWV.
,The classification is determined by.wall thickness. ,..5-

'Type K

A green color band and/or a stenoil on the tubing surface'identifieS
the pipe as type K. _It is recoti-ii4gded-for underground ilitallation andhigh pressUre. Type K is availa6le in a Variety of sizes ranging. from

- 1/4" to 12" in diameter and has the thickest wall of the four types.

Type t

A blue color band and/or a stencil identifies this copper tUbing. Ithas a medium wall thickness and is recommended for interior use. Type L.%is.also available in 1/4" to 12" diameters.

,Type M

'Type M has a light wall thickness and is used in low-pressure
installations. It is color coded red. /ype M isavailable in sizes,1 1/4"'through 6" in-diameter.

Type DWV

4.46The thinnest wall of all types of copper tubing is classified as DWV.It is used in nonpressure applications and is distinguished by a yellow
band,. This material is available in sizes-1/4" to 6" in diameter.

Copper tubing may be obtained either in hard drawn (hard temper) orannealed (soft temper).

33
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The hard drawn copper (K, M, DWV) Is available in 20-foot lengths.
Annealed copper, including ( 'and L are available in rolls.

,CUTTING AND BENDING METHODS
.

Cutting. Methods 4 .'

. ._

A watertight joint begins with correct joint preparation.
*

The ihitialstep-in-preparing a joint is to measure the pipe and
mark it. It is a simple enough operation. To get the measurement for
the pipe length, however, involves
consideration for ittings and type
of connection. This subjectwill
be diecussed later in the itudy_
guide.

ADJUSTMENT WHEEL

Once the tubing is measured
and marked it must be cut. The CUTTER WHEEL
desireettool for cutting copper is
the tUbe cutter (figure 35). Its
operation is no different than the
pipe cutters used in earlier
lessons. Copper tubing is softer -

than iron-dr steel. ,Caution should
be exercised whenf-tighiening the.
cutting wheel against the tubing.
The tubing may flatten under
pressure.

A fine-toothed haCkeaw may be
used to cut copper tubing. A'
proper jig for suppotting thee,tubing-
while cuttingis recommended
rfigure 36). A fine-toothed blade (32 teeth per inch) will make a clean
cut and the tehdency for the copper to tear is minimized. Too much
pressure applied to this hacksaw on the forward stroke will not only iear
the copper but also tends to flatten the tubing.

-*TubeeCutter

^

V.CUT IN WOOD BLOCK

HACKSAW

Bending Methods

Either hard or sOft drawn
copper tubing may be used for
waterlines. Soft copperoan be

-
forted,into desired bends,to ahange

.

line direction. If care is taken,
copper tubing may be bent,by hand.
However, the,slightegt excess
,pressure at'one pant will result

SLOT OR SAW in a flattened or kinked tube.

"Figure36. Jig for Cutting Tubing When hard_copper tUbtffig is -
used', a titting.should'hebused.fOr

changing directions. However, hard tubing requires annealing (softening)
the portion to be bent. A torch is used to heat the pipe to a ddll'red

- glow. Applying wcold Wet rag to the area will 4id the annealing process
,

and cool,the metal quickly.

!:

.

-
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Figure 87. Bending Tubing
Filled with_Sand

,
,

;.,

Kinking may often be prevented
when bending tubing by hand by-AllT
ing the tUbe with sand. Figure 37
illustrates bending a sand-filled

,

tube by,hand.
ie
/

I

-

/

4,

A bending spring, shown
figure 38, may also be used to

_prevent the_tubing.from flattening
-or, kinking.. _The. spring.is-ivail--
able in a variety of sizes, And
can be.used on the outside or
inside of the tube.

Mechanical tubing benders are considered the-most practical method
of bending soft copper tubing. Figure 39 illustrates a typical mechanical
tube bender. Benders are available in a varieXs of sizes and designs.

SkING TUBE BENDER,

Figure 38. Bending
Tubing Using a Spring

i

'
0 i

4

Figure 39.' Tube Bending TOpl,

FLARED AND SOLDERED COPPER. .10iTS',

Bending tubing is not always used tb,chan4e pipe-direction. Fittings";either flared or soldered may be used._ nguie-40., 111usttte$-fittings
requirin4 both 'flared connections and soldered colipect4ms. poliper tubing

threaded;.as,thewa4s'are too thin.
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Flared Joint_

Figure 40

An easy and satisfacty
' method of joining copper, tubin

is done by flaring the ends o
*the tubing and presSing the
flared end against the tapered
surface of the fitting and then
screwing the flare nut up tight
over the end of the fitting
(see figure 41).

One advantage of flared
'connections over soldered connections
-is 'the-flared can-be disassembled-
without problems.,

The total length of the tublg will be reduced somewhat due to the

Soldered Joint

,COMPRESSION NUT

FITTING

1,
FLARED COPPER TUBE

Figure 41,--6ross-Section-of
Flared Fitting

1

flare. Allow 1/8 inch for flare floss. Aft r the tubing,has been cut it
will be neceSsary to dreds bdth the inner 'and outer surfaCes. Insert a
reamer inio the tubing and turn clockwise until the tubing is returned to

original.diameter and burrs have been removed.: Remove burrs from the
outer surface with a fine tooth rattail file or emery cloth (figure 42).

Figure 42.

BEFORE AFTER

Before and Aftr Reaming opper "ru4in4

36
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Flaring copper tubing.requi the use of a flaring block.and_ cone
(figure 43) or a flaring plug (figure 44). Eap is avaii.able in various
sizes.' y

CLAMP

lit3TIALLHKXNESS

TUSING

COMPLETED FLARE

T.HANDLE FLARING FACE
. .

I

''F gure 43. Flaring Tools

).

COMPRESSION
NUT

BENCH

TUBING

Figure 44. Flaring Plug

The flaring plug may be used'
in conjunction with a flaring block
or may be used alone. The stem is
inserted into the pipe or tubing.
The pipe or tubing must be firmly
held while the plug is driven into
the Pipe. Blows applied to the plug
ahould be moderatle. This permits
.the=flareto_form and 'prevents it
from splittThg.

jhA flaring block is used to'hold e tube firmly when using a flare
cone or plug. The tube is inserted into the correct size hole and the

,

block is tightened. The tube should extend above the block a wall thici-
ness of the tube. The cone is aligned and screwed-into the tube. Again'
take care not to tighten'the cone when the flare is completed, splitting
the flare may result.

-,. SOLDERING COPPWTUSING

ICopper tubing is joined to fittinge by_flaring the ends and using
special fitpings or by soldering the tUbing to a fitting. Soldered con-
hections arei normally used because they -are easier to make and will with-

.

stand vibration better.
,

To prepare copper tubing for a good joint follow this process. After
the'tubing has been measured, cut, and reamed, the outside of the tubing
-and inside of the fitting should be cleaned and fluxed. The*4-1-ux prevents
oxidation. Heat is then applied evenly around the fittings. Moving the
flame back and forth wil/ prevent overheating. .

,

When a line of solder (50-50).shóws up around Che fitting, that is, a bead of soldek

appears at the edge of the fitting, the joint has all the solder it will take. :The process

of.the solder being drawn around the joint is called.capillary attraction.

,The joint should be allowed to'cool for a short while% A rag,
saturated with water, will hasten the cooling. Remove any'surplus solder

a wet rag by Tiping the joint quickly while it is still hot.

, '37
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When disconnecting a soldered /

copper tube from:a fitting on whit
-other soldered connections ate.to
leftintact, the_application of a/
wet cloth to the paria Votia iie /

not to be disconnected will prevent
melting of the solder at such co
.nections. This app,lioation of a wet
clotir.on joints already soldered
will aid in the soldering of, a j int
nearby. If tdo outlets of
are wrapped with a wet cloth, t1e
other outlet of the "tee" can b
soldered and not melt the other two
outleti: Figure 45'shows how to
apply wet rag when soldering.

I

There are numerous ha;ardS which will be invol ed during_tweat.
soldeting copper tubing. The fittings and pipe Will e extremely,hot

...4nd. must,not be laid where Someone else could pick'them up accidentally.
Gloves and goggles, should be Worn during the operation for protection of
the hands andeyes. I

When soldering around cpmbustible materials, care must-be taken as
to where the,flame is pointing. It would be very easy to.start a fire
with the acetylene torch-byHdst touching a structural member with the

' nate.'
,

. 'TANK .VALVEGULATON .

Figure 45

4 TORCHES -

The heat necessary for "sweat-
ing" fittings on copper pipes should-

1- be a concentrattd flame Of high
enough temperatdres td gdickly bring
the,fitting to the melting point of 7

solder. 50-50 solder (50 percent
lead and 50 percent tin) melts at

, 360 degrees' F, and is free flowini
-at 415.degrees F. Silvet solder,
used for -high-pressure lines, has a

higher point, and is
, free flowing at over 1,000 degrees
F, Pc blowtorch is capable of
ptoducing enough heat to,meltiand
^free flow 150-50 solder,- but the
flaineisn't condentrated and the
torch is-cumbersome to use. If
at all Possible, an air-acetylene
torch should be used (figure 46).

Small portable cylinders of
acetylene gas with hose add tip
connections prcduce very efficient
heat for,soldering.

: !The aOetylene gas mixes' with
the Atmospheric airvcontaining 21.
percgnt oxygen to support combustion Figure

r ,

-

TORCH
HANDLE

38
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and _produces a f lei*. _up, to ,4,000
dvgrees' F. Fiue 45' shows an air:-
acetyleneunit.

fixcetylene welding systems
may-be used'if carev-is exerci.4ed
when operating it. TheAligh'Purity
oxygen combined with, adetylene
produces a very high heat and oouldtrnittings andlubihg it alkowed
to remain inone sPot for too lOng
a time. An oxyaOetylene unit is
shown in.figure.47.

,a

Compression Fitting

Compression fittings (see
fig4re 48) are'used to-connect
copper tubing. These fittin0
-,COnsist of three parts; -the
fitting, a ,compreSsion ring,and
a nut. After,the tubing has been
cut, reaMed):Andslressed, slip

'the nut on the, tubing'irs and
themthe compression ring.' Use an
open-end wrench or an adjuStable jaw
and ,tightehLthe nut on the fitting.
ring betWeen the fitting'ara'the nut

,

WORKING

PPESSuRt
AGE

AEGULATO4

OAT GEN 2
HOSE 1

..Ra...G.,uki- GAGE

;47N'ETI:TI:E.57:il'

GAG(
, yoNCE i

'.....r. '.... . i .,- .

if;Ili

REULATOR

TWIN HOS
l'

PI/ESSIM
CACE

/ '

M=D 2
SPARI(LIGHTER

APRARATUS

WRENCH

ACEMENE MOSE

42#

'4Figure 47, An Oxyacetylene-Unit

The nut 'kill squeeze the coipression
that,ing a water- and gastiglit seal.

a

,:DMiresn Fittings
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4 4,
SUMMARY

6 ,

-..- Some advantages, of coiiper tubing are: less weight, handles easier,
resists corrosion, has smooth interior, requires less space, easier to ,fabricate, and easier to cut and bend. -.4

/
.

.

.
-

--, ,-.1
;There are four types of copper 'tubing: K, L, M, and DWV. If tubing

iS to be bent, several-methods can be used; the mechanical bender is the
ibest. Fittingi are also-usedoto change pipe direction.- Joints are made
by either flare or soldered connections. ,In either.c4se, allOwanoes
have to be made for the flare and fitting 'length in deternining pipe length.
Pipe ends must be reamed and dressed after cutting if a good loint is to-bemade.

.
,

/Copper pipe and tubing may be mit by eithet tube cUtter or hacksaw.
Tube may be flattened if tob much pressure is applied to the cutting wheel.
A had5saw blade of 32 teeth per inch is recommended when'outting copper
tubing. Excessive pressure on the blade may not only'flatten the tube but
tear the cpppet as well.

,A variety of tOrches may b'd used .for heating copper joants for sweat
soldering. The air-acetylene torch is the nost desirable.

.44

QUESTIONS 0

41'; is Oonper tubirig glared or soldered rather than threaded?

2. -Wh'at methods, are used-to changepipeline direction?-

3. Ohat must be'dont IoAubing before attempting to flare?
-0 :

4. When'is it necessary to anneal copper tubing?

5. What are th'e clasSificatibns of coppertubing?

6. 'What ls the puipd-se Of flux?'

7. What drawt solder into'the spaCe

8-- What is reopired todlinsure-agood'soldered co;ndction?

9Wha is usedto hold the flarecVend of the pipe to the fitti61%

10.. How far above ehe surfaCe of the blOck should thd tube.extend to
a good flare?

betWeqp the tubing and.fitting?

, REFERENCES

11.--AFK Mbing.

2. AFM. 127-101; ndustrial.Safety Accident,RreventiOn Handb6ok,
-

.4

.

4
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WATER SUPPLY ROUGH-IN FOR FIXTUREq

OBJECTIVE

This study guide will\help you to better understand the proper
procedures for roughing-in the supply risers to fixtures.

INTRCDUCTION

Providing water supply to the fixtures is the final step prior to
installing the fixtures. The fixtures cannot operate in a sanitary.
manner without a water and waste system. Piping for these fixtures must
be installed according to the manufacturer's specifications.

BUI LDING WATER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

The building water distribution system is all the piping inside the
building. The distribution system conveys water from the service main
to the plumbing fixtures and other water outlets. The components of
the building distribution system are the distribution main, all branches,
risers or drops, and control valves.

DistributioniMain

A distribution main is the horizontal pipe inside the building that,
connects to the'service main and extends full length under the building.

Branch

The branch is the horizontal pipe that connects to the distribution
main and is run to an area close to the fixture.,

Ri'ser

A riser is,a water supply pipe which extends vertically to convey
water to the fixture.

Types of Piping

The types of pipes most commonly
used in a water distribution systeffi
are. galvanized,ffplastic, and copper.

Air Chambers

Water hammer is a phenomenon :

that results from the sudden stoppage
of waterflow in a pipe. The effect
is the creation of a shockwave which
travels back and forth between the
faucets or valve an4 the point where
tlie pipe changes direction.

Water hammer is more noticeable
when it occurs in nerd, rigid pipe
such as iron, steel, or brass. It
is less noticeable in flexible pipe
such as copper.

3 8 4

41

TOP PtATE

STUD

CAP

I

AIR

CHAMIIE

TEE

R

FLUSH VALVE

....,CONNECTION

SOLE PLATE

COLD WATER

SUPPLY LINE

.,,,irsaliommiErmaizsza,:ziwece&

STUD

FLOOR 11/

Fialdre 49. Air Chamber
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This phenomenon may be reduced by using any or all of the following
methods: intalling air chambers, as illustrated in figure 49, using
slow closing valves and faucets or installing commercial type air chambers,
sometimes referred to as shock absorber,s.

Backing\Boards

Before any wall-hung fixture
is insalled, a backing board or
mounting board must,be installed
is: the building wall to support
the fixture (see figure 50). The'-
board iS usually cohstructed,of
'a 2-inch by 4-inch or 2 X 6 timber
and is notched into the studding
of,the building at an appropriate
height for hanging tke fixture':
The studs should be notched evenly
and the bottom of the mounting
board should bear directly on the
notched portion of each of the
studs.

Lavatories,

I-IANGER

,V I

MOUNTING' BOARD

I

LAVATORY ON
HANGER

WATER
SUPPLY

"P" TRAP

Figure 50. Backing Board
Installation -

A lavatory'is an essential fixture for all Air Force bases. If it
is installed properly, it will probably be maintenance-free for many
years.

Figure 51 illustrates,the most popular types used in the Air Force.
,They are: wall hung, pedestal, counter top (flat rim), and trough.

3 C./ ".".7dti
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A. 'Wall Hung Lavatory

t.4

C. Counter Top Lavatory

B. Pedestal Lavatory
Figure 51. Lavatories

Urilnals

D. Trough

, 'There are four basic tvpee of urinals, see ialustraticna 02AL: 3, C,D, and E. They are the wall hung, trough, pedestal, and stall typel.;.The stall type is used extensively in public buildings. The wall hungand thp pedestal types are common in the military usage.
be

The troughvand stall types of urinals are not approved for use Lnnew Construct,lon or maintenance relilacement in the Air Force. Urinals.are made of porcelain, enameled cast iron, or vi.treous china ocausetney must have a hiah resistance to acids- ,

206
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Wall Hung Urinal'.

A

Wall Hung Urinal

`Trough Urinal

Pedestal Urinal

C% A.064

Stall Urinal

Tigure 52. Urinals

. 44
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/
Waer 'Closets '

,

. Water closets (figure 53) for plumbing Tixtures .dre used to convey .

organic body wastes to the drainage system. The closets ane constructed
'so that flushing will siphon out the contents. The flushing action also"
'siphons the water out of `th'e trap seal, ''rhe trap is resealed by the
refill provided in 'tne closet tank.

Water close'ts made of- vitreous china are available in a wide variety
cf types, including the common washdawn bow3 the washdown bowl with jet,

-the reverse trap bowl, and the siphon jet bowl. Although each of these
water closet types is instal,led in the same way, they differ in their
flu"shing action. AlOw'

Figures 53 illustrate the wall-hung type'and the floor-mounted type.

Wall-Hung Water Closet

A

Floor-Mounted Water Closet

Figure 53, Water Closets

Flushing Mechanis.m.

Cold water for flushing a water closet can be supplied to a water
closet by a closet tank or a flushometer type flush valve. The closet
-tank is used mostly in residential water closets. With such a tank, a
minimum of water is effective in quietly and efficiently flushing the
water closet.,

Flushometer t/pe flush valves are rifore advantageous in installations
where noise and economy are not particularly important. The required
size waterline fora water claset equipped with a flushometer is 1 inch
and for a water closet-equipped with a tank 1/2 inch.

Figure 54 illustrates the tdo types of flushing mechanisms.
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Symbols for Fi4ctures

Plumbing like other trades, has'a language of its own. It is not
only spoken and written, out also pictured by the use of symbols on
'idueprints and drawings.

Figure 55 illustrates a few of the Aymbols of fixtures commonly used
in the Air Force.

. .

0 TANNOK

WATER CLOSET

01

1

0}41 0
.

TU

URMAL
ITROUGH TYPO CORNER BAT

URMAL
ISTALL TYPO

WL
WALL LAVATORY

C)
URINAL

IFEDESTAL TYPO

-FLOW
TANK

WATER CLOSET

W.
111111*

URNAL
IWALL TYPO

0o

RECESSED BATH
FL

PEDESTAL LAV

Figure 55. Symbols-of Plumbing Fixtures

Rough-In Procedures

The building water distribution system of a building consists of ail
the piping, fittings, and valves that carry water from the service as
well as to the building plumbing fixtures and equipment. '

BATHTUB-SHOWER COMBINATION 1

Today's health standards require that some type of bathing facility
be,available in every dormitory and private home or dwelling. A bathtub-

-shower combination is designed to be installed in a_home. It gives the
user an option between taking a shower or relaxing ma 1.11) full of water.
The plumber must know beforehand that a combination bathtub-shower will be
installed. It would not make any difference as far as the drainage is
concerned. Adding the shower would make a difference in roughing-in the
water system_hotiever.

There are, many types of bathtubs in Use today. Each manufacturer
makes their own design: HoweVer, they have a févrdesign featured in
common. Such as, they are either right- or left,,handed (see figure 56),
recess or corner, and are made of steel or cast iron with a.baked enameled
finish. Whdn a shower is added then the bathtub,becomes the shOwer'base.
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! Figure 56.

Cl6C-103

Left- and Right-Hand Tub

SHOWERS
400

Showers are designed for use in
dormitories, hospitals, and industrial
areas. Many homes have showers known
is a three-quarter bath. They are
usually located off the master bedroom.

Individual.Sbower

This type of shower, figure 57,
can be found in either a home or a
dormitory. It could be a stall type
or it could be all tiled with either
a shower curtain or enclosed with a
ylass or plastic door.

Showers in a dormitory could be
exactly the same as in a home except
that there would be mote than one
shower.

Gang Type Shower

This type of shower is used by
industry, gyms, dormitories, and
institutions, see figure 55. It is
used where many people bathe at one
time. Usually it is a room with_
waterproofed walls and a large floor

---drdinior drains, therefore; a gang
type shower would be any shoWer room
wi two or more shower heads. Figure 57. Irditdual 'Shower

.48 4
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Figure 58. Gang-Type Zhower

SHOWER ROUGH-IN PROCEDURES-

-CKA-05I

Knowing the proper steps to take is very important in installing the
piping system for a fixture. Even-an experienced plumber should not rely
on past experience, but should refer to specifications when installing the
piping system for a fixture.

Specifications
A

Before roughing-in water supplies to a fixture, know the type of
fixture to be installed. The type offixture to be installed is identified
on the blueprint for the patticular job. Refer to the,manufacturer's
rough-in specification for the rough-in piping measureMents.

Figure 59 is an example of a manufacturer's rough-in specification
for a bathtub and shower combination. Tht rough-in sheet gives two views",
and the necessary measurements for correct location and installation of
rough-in piping for the fixture. By referring to the drazing the plumber
can detefmine that the water supply risers must be 8" apart to correctly
connect the mixing faucet to the pipes. Measurements are important to-the,
plumber when roughing-in pipin9.

The knowledge tjained in preceding lessons can be used when measuring,
cutting,,reaming, threading, and installing pipe and fittings,for the bath
and shower water supply. In most installations, the branch line is run
under the floor and between the floor joists to the point under the Wall

4
,where the holes are cut through the floor and soleplate to permit the
piping to go to the fixtures. The pipe risers then extend up through the
noles to the height neCessary 'to connect with the fixtures. When it is
.necessary to run the piping down from an overhead distribution system.the
piping is called a drop, rather than a riser.,
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Enameled Recess Bath Combinations
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The branches are connected to-the main line by using a nipple and a
90 degree elbow. (See figure 60.)

In fixtures with hot and cold water, the hot water should always be
on the left.

r

SUBFLOOR SOLE PLATE

NIPPLE

SUPPLY MAIN TEE

JOIST

BRANCH LINE

Figure 60. Branch Line
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The hot and cold water branches normally run at a slight qradv,
dropping toward the meter or shutoff valve. hts allows the system to
be drained.

The branch and main lines should be supported at 10-foot intervals or
closer to prevent sag and to maintain proper slope or grade. Supports
may be of pipe strap, pipe hangers, wire loops, or manufacturered pre-
formed hangers. On permanent installations, the supports should be of the
same material as the pipe to prevent "electrolysis" which destroys metal
by the action of an electrical current that develops between dissimilar
metals.

The hot and cold water supply risers

are connected to the branch lines by

means of a 90 degree elbow and extended

above the finished floor to.the heights

given for that particular fixture indicated

in the manufacturer's rough-in specifica-
tions. The risers should be supported b
using a 2" X 4" header cut to fit ti

between the studs. The heade as two
holes. 8" apart, bored th osgh 4 and
large enough to allOw pipe to pass
through freely. T header will support
the risers and ep them aligned to
receive the mbination faucets, see
figure 61.

HOT CAP CAP

WATER COLD
i_St.ruPBLYANFOR

1 II SHOWER STUD

D .... 2X6

-',21-4- HEADER

SOLE PLATE
4 L

ii I

Il

Mixing Valve

1111110II se/a

SUBFLOOR

\ Figure 81. Fixture Risers
and Header Support

Mixing valves (figure 62) for bathtubs; showers, or combination tub
and shower installations are nothing more than two valves (one for hot

90 ELL

1,,z- GAL PIPE

HOT WATER

SUPPLY VALVE

ESCUTCHEON

4SeCHROME PIPE

VALVE

SWIVEL JOINT

-r
r6 TO 4

SHOWER HEAD

. COLD WATER
SUPPLY V ALVE

DIVE RTER
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water and another for cold water) in one body. These valves.Can have two
separate handles or only one, which pan be rvulated to adjust the tempera-
ture of the water before it leaves the,tub spout or shower head. Instal-
lation of the mixing valve, riser Tor the showershead, and the drop for
the tub spout is accomplished as part of the rough-in. The trim (chrome
pipe, shower head, spout, and valve handles) is not installed until the
finished wall or wall tile has been put up by the carpenters. A bathtub
is considered as a rough-in item and must be installed befo e the finished
walls can be put up.

SUMMARY

Each plumbing fixture must be furnished with water at a rate of flow
which will fill or supply it to capacity within a reasonable time. Manu-
facturers of plumbing fixtures furnish roughing-in,specifications to the
plumbing contractor when he purchases fixtures. An experienced plumber
accustomed to installing certain fixtures may not need to refew to rough=
in specifications before installing piping and fixtures. Many shops
_,/urnish their plumbers with simple workilig drawings which are made from
the manufacturer's rough-in specifications. The roughing-in specific4tions
will indicate the manufacturer's.name, the type of fixture according to
model nuVers, the type of operation, the type of flushing mechanism, and
the measurements for installing piping and the fixture.

i
All horizontal runs of the fixture supply risers should be graded

toward the main distribution line, belye this will drain aIl water out
thof e line and will prevent freezing ter the water is cut off. Shock

absorbers or air Phambers should be installedfAto eliminate water hammer.

IDUESTITS ,

1. What is the purpose of the manufacturer's rough-in specifioations?

2. What types-of urinals are approved for new work on Air Force
installations?

3. Name four types of lavatories.

4. What information can the pluMbr get from.the manufacturer's rough-in
specifications?

5. What kind Of piping may be used when fabricating the building water
distribution system?

6., What is the function of backing boards.

7. What causes water hammer?

8. What is.a riser?

9. What determines the height of a riser?

What is the purpose of a header?

11. Define a branch line..

12. How many,r'w,40wer heads would yob ftnd'in a gang-type shower?

13. tiGme two flushing mechanisms that can be used to flush sl water closet?
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INSTALLAT/ON OF DOMESTIC WATER HEATER

OBU,ECTIVE a

The purpose of this study guide is-to acquaint you with th'e electric
and gas fired domestic water heaters. ,

INTRQDUCTION.

The hot water system is .that portion of the plumblng installation
that supplies hot water to the fixtures.

a
There was a time when hot water delivered to plumbing fixtures was a

luxu.Ny, and Nery few people, even those thtt were considered well to do,
were provided with this convenience., Sanation standards of,today,

. nowever, require installation of some tyPelof hot water system, so that
eVen the humblest dwelling is provided With this convenience..

Hot water systems that are not properly installed will cause the
plumber many maintenance problems.

TYPESOF DOMESTIC HOT WATER HEATERS

Domestic hot water heaters are grouped into two categories: elec-
trically heated and gas fired. Both types have advantages and disadvantages
oVer the other. The life expectancy of a hot water heater is materially
shorter today than it was five or ten years ago for three good reasons.

1. Automatic dishwashers and clothes washers are wçffély used'and
they demand high temperatUre water.

- 2. People have increaied the amount of hot water thy use for all
1 purposes.

3. the widespread use of copper s upply lines has expnded galvanic
corrosion. This may be prevented by tne use of dielectric 1anionsor .

plastic types of fittings between the dissimilar metals.

Great-progress has been made ih manufacturing automatic hot_water
heaters'. Manufacturers have developed an excellent heater, both electric
and gas, which is fully automatic. They are compact units and are manu-
factured in different shapes and sizes with a tank capacity of 20, 30, or
4. gallons. These water heaters have many features that will keep them -

operating for a lbng period of time with a.Minimum aMount of maintenance.

Gas Fired Hot Water.Heaters

Gas fired water heaters (see figure 63) are-designed,with all controls-
imediately accessible for adjusting or service. They,have a fast recovery
time. That is to say, as hot water .is used, it will take less time to heat
ctiore water In a gas fired heater than in an electric heater.

1. Outside casing of sheet,steel., Galvanized inside'and cut.
73eautiful, lustrous baked enamel finish makes.cleaninq an easy task.
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2. Heatseal insulation,
packed.by.special process forms a
complete covering.of thousands of
tiny inert hit spaces atbund all
sides, top, and combustion chamber.

O.,. Cold water drop tube.
Loose and removable. Extends to
within a'few inchds of bottom of
tank keeping cold water'from mixing
with the hot.

4.. Heat deflector is located
in flue way. rt baffles the burned
gases and, utilizes the flue, which
is completely surrounded by water
as additional heating surface.

' 5. All-metal instant action
temperature control. Substantially
constructed, dependable, and accurate.
There are only two positions of'
operation t- the burner is full ON
or completely OFF with only a tiny
pilot burning.

4

'6. Temperature control dial.
,With arrow indicator. Can be set
to maintain any temperature from
800 to 180°F.

7. Safety gas control is
always on duty to shut off main
burner gas\supply if the pilot
should be extinguished. Air control

the burner is the only adjustment
of the burner flameu

8. The\draft hood is designed
to prevent downdrafts and consequent
troubles. Italso eliminates exces-
sive cooling drafts through the heater flue.

'

CE0.41

Figure 63. Typical Construction af
a Gas Water Heatet

9: Service. The tank is heavy galvanized steel. Tested at 300 lbs.;
working pressure 127 1/2 Lbs,

10. Drain cock with hose connection to flush any accumulation of
sediment from the heater. Hot water may be used for cooking or drinking.
Water heaters furnish hot water as pure as your cold water.

Elebtric Hot Water Heater

Figure 64 illustrates a cutaway of a typical electric hot water
heater. Some of the features of this type of heater are:

1. A flue is"not required, therefore, the heater can be installed
in any manner in the home.
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FigUre 64, Cutaway rtf a TypiCal Electric

2. They are designed for quiet operation.

3. They are cleaner operating.

LOCATING WATER HEATERS

Hot

TO DRAIN

ALL WELDED BASE
CONSTRUCTION

4-INCH BASE

Water Heater

Locating a water heater is important to the architect and plumba
when installing a hot water heater. This will insure sufficient amountsof.hot water at all times.

i In a nev-installation, check the blUeprints al' plans for correctlocation of the water heater. It.is.good practice to locate hot waterheaters and tanks as close as'possible to hot water risers to shorten thedistance the dater must flow to reach the fixture-. When hot water isdrawn, all the cold water in the pipes must'flow before the hot waterwill reach thc faucat. After the faucet-is turnedoff, the water En thepiipes will cool. If the water heater cannot be placed nqar the riser, agrgat amount'oi- savinas and `efficiency of the hot water system cah bemaintained by covering.long lines of piping with some type of insulation.
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SIZING HOT WATER REQUIREMENTS

When sizing a building for hot water needs, a few items have to be
considered:

1. Number of bathrooms.

2.. Number of bedrooms.

3. How many and what type of automatic appliances,will be installed.
The Chart in figure 65 illustrates a minimum recommendation for a normal
average hot water requirement.

MINIMUM Recommendations for
Normal Average Hot Water

Requirements

Number of
Bathrooms

-Number of
Bedrooms

Minimum.Storage
Capacity Required

1 1 20 gallons
1 2 or 3 30 gallons
2 2 or 3 40 gallons
3 3 or 4 50 gallons

With automatic clothes or dishwasher, use larger size.

Figure 65. 'Hot Water Requirement Chart

Practical.Consumption

Practical tests reveal that the amount of water used by an individual
will range from two to ten gallons per hour. Of course, this depends upon
the type of building in which the system has Been installed and the purpose

. for which the water is used.

INSTALLATION OF A GAS HOT WATER HEATER

Manufacturers supply rough-in specifications for their water heaters
so pipes can be aligned accurately with heater outlets. A gas fired heater
should be located where an adequate amount of air is available for combus-
tion. Local codes should be complied with before installing a gas fired
heater. Their flues cannot be near combustible materials. Figure 66
illustrates a typical gas fired hot water heater installation.

Venting Water Heaters

Each flame-type water heater sHould be equipped with a suitable draft
diverter Or vent hood as shown in figure 67. This prevents a downdraft
from affecting combustion or blowing out the pilot light. It is good
practice to locate a flame type water heater where it can be vented through
the roof or an inner chimney. If the flue is connected to a chimney, the
flue slope should not be less.than 1/4 inch per foot. A three- or fuur-
inch flue is large enough 'for 'the type water heater used for domestic use.
Since the electrie water heater does not have any escaping fumes it is not
necessary for it to be vented.
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TEMPERATURE PRESSURE

RELIEF VALVE

NOT WATER

OUTLET

TO FIXTURE

FLUE

COLD WATER SUPPLY

\DRAFT DIVERTER

OVERFLOW PIPE'

OUTER DOOR

SHUTOFF VALVE

DRAIN

Figure 66. Typical Gas Hot Water Heater Installation

Installation of Water Piping

When installing a hot water
heater, the type-bf heater, whether
it is a new,installation or rep).ace-
ment, will determine the type of
tools to use. The rough-in m re-.
ments for a new installation of a hot
water heater will be determined,by
the mahufacturer. It remains for the
plumber to install the risers to the
height specified for proper fixture
connection.

The heater outlets fór connectirig
hot and gold water pipes are marked
on top bf the heater near the: opening.
If the heater is not marked, the hot

VENT PIPE

DRAFT

DWERTER

water outlet'is 4sually on the left Figure, 67. Vented Water Heater
as viewed from the front of the
heater: The cold Water supply pipe should not be smaller than 3/4 inch
and should be provided with a gate valve Placed near the tank to cut bff

.dhe water supply. ,The hot water line from the heater should not be.smaller
than 3/4 inch galvanized'pipe or 3/4 inch copper tabing.

t.
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Unions are placed in the hot'and cold waiter lines to quickly dis-
connect the lines when it is necessary to replace the heater. A drain
drip pipe is installed to the belief valve and extended at least to within

.six inches of the floor.

If calvanized piping is used in the hot and cold water supply system,
all piping must be cut, reamed, threaded, and joint compound Applied to the
threads before assembly and final connection.

If caliper tubing is used for the hot water piping system, you should
cut, bend, flare, or sweat, depending on the location of the heater.

4

When using two dissimilar metals in piping hookup such as copper and ,

gaiiranized pipe or tubing, a dielectric union thould be installed oo prevent
. electrolysis. Pipe hangers ana clamps should be made of the same materials
as the pipe to,prevent electrolysis.

After all hot and\ccl.d water piping has been properly installed, the
system must be filled with water and checked for leaks. If a leak is
detected, you should repair the leaking joint by removing and replacing
the pipe and/or fitting. .

Safety of Water Heaters

Every type of hot water tank should-be safeliiarded against the
possibility:of an explosion that can.be caused by superheated water, due
to the cfallure_of an,automatic cutoff or the negleCt of not turning off a
manuallY controlled heater. Few peopl,e realize that a single pound of
water, changed into steam, under certain pressure and temperature conditions,
Can release over two million foot-pounds of explosive energy. 'This is more
thencould"be releaSed by a pound of nitroglycerine and is more than enough
force to shatter a building. Water heaters require a safety valve to be
installed on the outlet site of piping to water heater. The type valve
preferred is the temperatufe and pressure safety valve. This valve is set
at 125 'pounds working pressure and 210°F.

Installing Gas Service

Installing gas piping'lines within a building is accomplished in the
same, manner as waterlines; that is, the black iron piping for the gas system
is cut, reamed, threaded, and the joints coated with joint compound the same
way, as galvanized water piping.

slack ir011 piping is largely used in gas distribution. if galvanized
pipe is used, the gas will cause the galvanize to flake off-and stop the'
flaw of gas through the fixture orifice.-

Hookup of Gasline 4

The minimum size ,black iron gas pipe that should be installed to a gas
water heater is 1/2 inch. A union should be installed in the lines so it
oan-be easily disconnected when it is necessary to replace the heater.
Some city codes may permit the plumber to install a short length of copper

Yi
Lubing to the heater to take the place of the union. A plug type lye
tgas cock),should alsO be installed in the line so the 4as can Ise- cut off
when it is necessary to remove or service the heater. When installing gas,
iines, be sure ttiey are supported with proper.hanger supports. Only
approved threaded pipe and fittings dr.flared tubing should be used. Do
'not use'dSOLDER" jqnt.
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Testing for Gas Leaks

After the gasline has been properly installed and before the system
is pCit Into service, it must be tested for leaks. Leakage of gas iS not
only wasteful but also constitutes a serious hazard. Therefore, check a
'las system more closely than a water system.

In testing a gas systed some element such as peppermint is added to
the gas to give it an odor. Possible leaks can then be detected, but
frequently even this type of test may allow the gas to leak for a long
time oefore it is detected.

The 'simplest test for leaks at joints or valves is the application
of soapsuds to tne suspected surface. Bubbles will appear on the pipe
surface if there is any indication of a leak.

If a leak is detected it should.be repaired immediately. If the leak
is a defective pipe or fitting, it should be replaced. If it is a leaky

' valve, it must be repaired.

30

'Servicing Heater

Before the gas cock is opened make sure the thermostat is opening
and closing. This is accomplished by turning the adjusting dial back
and forth on the low temperature end of the scale until a click is heard.
The clicking sound signifies that the thermostat is opening properly..
After this test, set the thermostat adjusting dial to normal (1400) for
ordinary use.

To assume maximum protectiop from gas fumes, it is important to have
a gas fired water heater that is equipped with some type of safety controls.
(See figure 68.) These automatic controls automatically shut off the gas
to the main burner when the pilot light goes out. As long as the thermo-
couple is heated by the pilot light it will keep the main burner valye
open but when the pilot goes out the thermocouple cools off, causing the
gas valve to the main burner to close. The thermostat that extends into
the hot water tank controls the 'gas going to the main burner. The thermo-
stat is controlled by the temperature of the water inside the tank.

After the pilot light has been burning for about five minutes it
shouldibe adjusted so it'will have a goft blue flame and be about 3/4
inch high. This is accomplished by means of the pilot air shutter on
some models and adbusting screw on others. The pilot light should be
adjusted at theysame time as the main burner so it will have a soft blue
flame.

(

Water heaters made by different companies have different patents for
their heating units and automatic controls. As a plumber you will be
required to make certain adjustments located in different positions on
the heating units. Follow the step-by-step procedure given on the metal.

service plate mounted on each water heater and always keep in mind, for
proper efficiency ofany type water heater, it must be properly installed
and adjusted.

very little maintenance is required of-a hotyater heater.
Ocbasionaily,the tank should be flushed to remove scale and rusty water
that is caused by scaling actibn. Pipes should be checked for leaks.
The draft flue should be inspected td gee that it is in the correct
position. The burners should be cleaned when necessary.
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MOT LIGHT
'ADJUSTING

SCBEW

CONTROL KNOB FOR
MAIN GAS FLOWS

THERMOSTAT
ADJUSTING DIAL

COMBINAIION SAFETY
PILOT VALVE AND
THERMOSTAT

AM SHUTTER
BURNER

THERMOCOUPLE

PILOT TIP

CEO -016

Figure 68. Automatic Safety Controls and Burner Assembly

SUMMARY.

r-

ilA water heater may have excellent features but ifnt is not properly
located and sized it will not serve its purpose. In locating gas fired
Water heaters keep in mind,they cannot be located near combustible materials,
they shoulabe-iocated as close as possible to hot water risers, be locatdd i

where they can be vented and have enough air for combustion, The heater )

will be the correct iiie if you take into consideratiOn the 'design of tire-
building, the number of occupants and heating capacity of the unit.

.
, Correct installation of the piping to the hot water heater is also

important for proper operation of the system. Cold water lines to the
heater should not be less than 3/4 inch in diameter. A union must be
insta'Aed in the line for quick diSconnecting of.the pipe, also a gate vilve '

for-c..tting off water supply and a check,valve placed in the,line to che k
the surge of water pressure. All water pipes must be cut, reamed, thre ed,
and the threads toated wiEh joint compound before assem0y. The hot w9ter
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line should.not be less than 324 inch indiameter. This line must also
have a union for quick dlsconnecting the line and all Piping and fittings
installed the saMe Way as the cOld water piPing. The hot water side of
the heater,shoulcLalso have a temperature-pressure relief valve and an
overflow pipe connected to\the..relief Valve.

The gasline to the water heater should not be less than 1/2 inch in
diameter and the piping should be-black iron because galvanized flakes
stop the flow of gas through the fixture.oeifice. The line should have a
plug type valve for cutting off the gas and a union for quick disconnecting
the line. All gaslines should be installed using the same procedure as
installing hot and cold water lines.

After all water and gaslines have been properiy installed, they must
be tested for leaks. The hot and cold water lines'are tested by turning
on the water and visually checkin% for leaks. If leaks are detected the
pipe or, fitting must be removed and replaced. The gasline is tested by
turning on the gas and applying soap bubbles to the joints. If a bubble
forms, the pipe or fitting must be removed and replaced.

QUESTIONS -

1. List some 'of the better features of the water heaters used today.

2. What items do you need to take into consideration when locating p.
water heater?

Name the three things tht must be coniidered hen sizing a water
heater.

4. What is the ptrpose of a draft diverter?

5. What size flue is used on a water heater used for domestic use?

6. How can you determine the hot water pipe outlet if it is not marked
on the heater?

7. Why is black iron piping used for the gas piping system?

8. How do you test a gasline for -leaks?

9. What degree tempe ture setting is considered normal for a hot water-
heater?

10. What safety mechanism is installed in the hot water line of a water
heater?

REFERENCES

1. AFM 85-20, Plumbing.

2. Plqmbing Installation and Repair,c Manly.

3. National Plumbing Code Handbook,' Manes.
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Department of Civil Engineering Trainig WB 3ABR55235-111-1 -Pi
Sheppard Air Force Base, Texas

CONSTRUCTING A WAIgR DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

IOBJECTIVE

2 December 1974

The purpose of this workbook is to aid you in reading drawings and the use of tools
for cutting cast-iron pipe.

Standards of performance:
i

The idefttifidation of all components will b coirect, and the class will out,4,inch
cast iron using a chain cutter and chain tongs.

QUIPMENT

SG 3ABR55235-111-1
WB 3ABR55235-111 -1 -P1
Cast-iron pipe
Sample Board of Plumbing Hardware
Shop Tools
Map of Base Water Distribution System

PROCEDURE

Mission 1

Using figure 1 identify all.components.

A

Basis of Issue
,1/shadent
1/student
1/Student
1/class
1/2 students
1/4 students

4.

fit AIM9r./OrniillErer
.Piriargirwerldirr.

"f#11 . ,

...IrmirrAmiraarw.4gurr...r-.......r.-
Agwv-Adleird.trwEr

Asirmiww....mr.-
Airmarr....ary

e.

1.

Figure 1. Water Disttibutilap System

CHO -On

4
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Cut-a-piece of cast iron 6" lorg, using a chain Cutter and chain tongs.

. 1. Procure tools and pipe.

4

.f

Measurs 'and mark pipe.

Fasten chain tong fo pipe.

a.. Wrap chain around pipe.

b. Select chain knuckle that nroperly fits pipe and insert it into notch.

c. Lift haridle until teeth grip pipe.

4. Place cutter on mark.

a. Sel-ect-chain--knuckle aft steirb above.

b. Align cutting wheels im mark.

c. Snug up chain by tightening tension nut.

d. Move handle back'and forth until pipe is cut. t

1
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Wa 3ABR55235-III-2-p1

,

LiTTING, THREADING, AND ASSEMBLINGSTEELPIPE
e

OBJECT

Upon complet on'of this:unitllof instruction, you should be aware,of the
procedures_for cutting, reaming, and threading pipe,,using a power threader
and you should be able tcraseemble steel pipe and fittings.

Standard of perfo ance:

All answers 4nd procedures wl be Correct.

ioUIPMENT

4 SGw3ABh55235-/II-2
WB 3ABR55235-III-2-P1
Power threader
Tool kits =

a AJW 85-20
1.

PROCEDURE

Basis of Issue
1/student
1/s,ttident
1/class
1/2,students
1/2 stddents

Mission 1

f-holdIng-d

-

2. What is the'maxiMum aillount the pipe cutter should be tightened

per revolution?
.;

,
3. After,cutting the pipe to length, it,must be .

4. Ah adjustable die and stock set eliminates the ne4411 for
i .

_

.5. What are three methods of measuring pipe?

Mission 2

To give yOu a better underitanding of the power threaçler and how it -

must be operated, follow the procedures listed below.
(

1. Preoperational dheck

,a. Check PoWer.cord and ground.

Chedk.oil level in sump.

3
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c. Select die head required.,

ow
d: Set die- head to proper size.

2. Operation'

NOTE: Thieaequence must be accomplished from.memory.

a. Insert pipe in machine so lgalgth of pipe tO be"cut extends
s- ufficiently way from chuek.

b. -Support long pipe with pipe rest:

c. Close rear centering.chiick.

d. Close front chuck byrotating counterclockwise. .

e. Bring doWn cutter and place on mark.. Turn on motor and
cut pipe ( o not tighten cutter over 1/4 turn per revolution of pipe).

8Wing back.cutter,after use.

g. Bring-down re'amer and.ream pipe;

Ir. Swing badk reamer, after use,

i. Bring down die head.

J. Check to see that die head is in the closed positi,on.

k. Check that oil is flowing to die Segments..

1. Use firm pressure until the dies, take hold on,pipe.

m. Let the machine self-feed until proper amount of thread is cut.

n. Lift the die head opening 'ever.

o. Back off carriage.

P. Raise die head.

q. Stop motor.

r. Loosen Chuck and remove pipe.

*POstoperational Check.

a: After cutting,all thread 4ear ae head.

b: ReMove-chip'tray and clean. -

6.

c. Periodically remove pipe.plug from oil sump.. ,plean out
sludge, chips, and foreign particles.

9'

d. deck oil level in sump.

v

' ,
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-A, Mission 3

1. _Assembling Threaded Pipe and Fittings.

a. Clean threads.

lats.R Apply pipe joint compound to Male thseads only.

Insert male'.threads in'fitting (hand tight).

d. Select proper size wrenches.

e. Tighten pipe using backup. CAUTION: Do.not overtighten.

5
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TAPPING PRESSURIZED WATER MAIN

OBJECTIVE

WB 3ABR55235-111-3 -PI

The purpose of this workbook is to aid you in:

Lopating ana identifying aixi tiVing the purpose of building seryice line components.'

Making a drawing of a iuilding service line and a bill of materials.

Using a self-tapping maclibie.
.Standard of.performance:-

All an:sWers will 'be correct.

EQUIPMENT

SG 3ABR5523
WB 3ABR55235-114-3 -P1
Plumber's Tool'Idt
Water Main Self-Tapping Machine
Water Main Trainer

'Special and Shop Tbols
Samples of Plumbing Elardware

Basis of Issue
I/student
I/student
112 students
1/class
1/class
1/2. students

Mission

Vsing figure number 2, identify all of the components in the building service line.

a.

Figure 2, Building Service Line

C.

cl.

e.
f.

-4

CIC114114 A

6

_

4

44.
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a. e.

b.- f.

d.

g.

Mission 2

Osingfigure 2, make a bill of materials

Mission 3

1. Water main tapping machine parts identification.

Identify components of the water main self-tapping.machine,
figure-31 by placing numbered parts by-correct name.

1. Saddle
-

-2. Flop,Valve Handle

3: Flop. Valve .

4. Bypass'

5. Boring Bar

6. Friction Collar-

7. Cylinder

8. Drill and Tap

-Ar9.. Feed Yoke

10. Ratchet Handle
1-soi

11. Gasket 4
r--

12. Cap

7

413

Or,

11

12

)
7

2

WATER o4A/4
T-04SA

/I*

Figure 3. Water Main Tapping Machine

,



2, Procedures for tapping the main.

a. Select a location foi the tapat the,top of the,water main.

b. Clean all.rust and dirt from the area.

c. Place the gasket on the water main and set and saddle the:
water main self-tapping machine on the gasket.

.

d. Encircle the water main with the chain and tighten the _bolts
evenly until a solid, watertight connection is formed between the main and
the madhine saddle. Use level to keep-machine plumb.

e. Remove the cap,from the cylinder of the water main Self-tapping
machine and'install the reopired size combination arill and tap into the
,boring bar.

f. Apply special grease to the drill and tap. This will lubri--.?
cate and help cool the drill while boring through therwall of the water
main. Oil friction collar.

-

g. Reassemble th,inachine and tighten the cylinder cap.
-,

._ ..
'h. Start drilli g the hole by applying preisure At the feed yoke

-tabile operating the ratchet handle. After the drill has penetrated the'
main, the boring bar will turn easily until the tap starts cutting threads:

'

i. Once the tap starts threading the hole, back 'the feed yoke off
to prevent stripping the threads in the hole-0

,

-vs . - .

j-: -Continue turning the boring bar until the-depth adjustment is
even with the top of the friction collar. . .

. .
. -4

k. To remove the tap from the hole, reverse the ratchet and bad
the boring bar out by turning it in a &mnterclockwise direction.

CAUTION: Care.must be-taken bedause the water pressure
will cAuse the boring bar to rise rapidly, and could in-.

jure the bperator.

1. Close the flop valve and open the bypass valve by turning-
countercloCkwise to firevent water from entering the cylinder.

NOTE: The water under pressure frOm the main is now
tapped in the machine base and,the boring bar can be
removed by unscrewing the cYlinder, cAP.

m. Remove,the drill and tap combination and install the proper
size corporation Stop in the'adapter at the end of the boring bar.

"CAUTION: Be sure the corporation stop is in the Closed-
position.

n. Since the corporation stop was closed before being installed, .

the only water which can now leak out is the water which was trapped in
the cylinder of the machine.

o. Release the water by turning the bypass valve clockwise.

8 .
414
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P
q.

machine..

3 3. 3
Remove the boring bar.

Disengage the chgin froM the niain and carefully remove the

r. Dry the machine-and coat it vith oil lightly before storing.

s. Chedk for leakage around the corporation stop. If there is.
a leak, tighten the corporation stop with an 18" smooth jawed wrench.
NEVER USE A PIPE WRENCH ON THIS VALVE. -

4114
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WB 3ABR5523 5-111-4 -PI

INSTALLATION OF BUILDING COLD WATER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

OBJECTIVE

The object of this workbook is tO aid you in:

Locating and identifying components of the cold water distribution system.

Making a sketch of your booth area system.

Constructing the cold-watet distribution system.

Standard of performance:
. .

All drawings and answers must be correct.

EQUIPMENT
Basis ct Issue

WB 3AB 5235- 4-P1
SG 3437.1g.235-III-4 1/student.

1/student.
Plumbe 's tool ki 1/2 'students

. Shop tools 1/clais
Blueprints, and drawings 1/4 dtudents

PROCEDURE

Mission I

Using figure 4 identify components of a building cold water distribution system.

a.

b .

C.

4

Figure 4, Cold Water Distribution System

10
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4

Mission 2

Using tbe sketch belOw draw a cold water distribution system.

Figure 5

Mission j_

1. Using the drawing completed in mi6dioh 2 construct a water.
distribution system in.your booth, area.

. _

2. Make a bill of materials for the distriBution main

0

11

and branches.

417



3. List tools and equipment necessary for installation of the cold
water distribution main and branches.

4. Measure, cut, and thread the pipe.

5. 'Assemble the prepared pipe.'

6. Have the instructor-Check your work.

12



IDENTIFYING PIPES

OBJECTIVES

3ir7
WB 3ABR55235-III-5-P1

When you have completed this project you will be able to identify five
types of copper tubing.

Standard of performance:

All samples must be identified correctly.

EQUIPMENT .
V

Basis-of,Issue
SG 3ABR55235-III-5 1/student
WB 3AMR55235411-5-P1 1/student

. Samples of Copper Tubing 1/class
PROCEDURE

From samples of copper tubing, . identify'each of the labeled items.,

a.

b.

C.

d.

e.

13
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BILL OF MATERIALS

!OBJECTIVES

WB .3A3R55235-III-5-P2

This project will give you practical experience i making a bill of
materials for installation of the hot water distributi n system for your
booth area.

Standard of performance:

The bill of materials nust contain all the necessary itens to
construct the hot water distribution main.

EQUIPMENT ------)

Basis of Issue
'SG 3ABR55235-III-5-) l/student

.

WB 3ABR55235-111-5--102 1/student
'4.

_

PROCEDURE
Using the working drawing belqw, make a list of materials required

tO construct a hot water distribution system in the booth area.

0.1
,;

Figure 6

14

120
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WB 3ABR55235411,5-P3

ASSEMBLING FLARED AND-SOLDERED COPPER JOINTS

OBJECTIVE

To aid you in developing skill in bending, cutting, flaring, assembling, and teiting
copper tubing.

,.

EQUIPMENT
Basis of Issue. -

WB 3ABR55235-III:5-P3 1/student
1/2-inch copper tubing 1/student
1/2 tube bender 1/2 students
Flaring tool 1/2 students
Swaging tool 1/2 students
Plumber's tool kit 1/2 students

PROCEDURE -

r
1. Follow, the steps below in fabricating the tubing assgmbly shown in figure 7.

Observe safety precautions during the assembly procedure.

1. 4

8

MALE
, ADAPTER

se

6" CENTER TO END

BEN

:

CAP4D-IN PLUG

Figure 7. Tubing Assembly .

15
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,

4-,

a. Study figure 7 and with the aid of your instructor, secure the materiails
and tools you will need to fabricate the assembly.

b. Cut copper tubing to length with either a mechanical tubing cutter or a
five-toothed hacksaw blade.

.NOTE: Make sure the ends are cut square when using the hacksaw.

c. Ream the ends Of the tubing.

d. Bend the tubing using a mechanical tmbe bender:

NOTE: Your instructor will give you measurements
for the correct size bend.

e. Place flare nuts Over each end of, the tubing before flaring.

NOTE: This is the nordial rocedure whenaaying longruns of tubing.

f. Insert each end of tubing in proper çlare block opening..

g. F, all tubing connections.

NOTE: A flare block and flare plug may'atsolim
used to make the flare.

h. Assemble the flare fittings and tighten connections.

i. Install the plug and Male adapter (see figure 7 ).
j. Connect assembly to test manifold.

k. Check each connection for proper tightness:

1. Pressurestest the assembly.

tm. Have instructor check your work.

n. Disassemble and return usable tubing and fittings to storage.

o. Place unusable material in proper container.

Clean toole and return them to their proper storage.

q. Clean work area.

16
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1 WB 3ABR55235-III-5-p4

Swaging. an& Soldering

OBJECTIVE

s/This'project will give you practical
t-,copper tubing. -

'standard of performance:

experience

.The 'cdmpleted project:must not leakT.".
,

EQUIPMENT

SG 3ABR55235-1i17-4
JIB 3ABR55235-I/I-5=P4
Soldering equipment
Swaging tool
6-ft rule
Copper tubing and fittings
Plumber's toolidt

FROCEDURES

7-

3 Inphes

in swaging and soldering

4

Basis OrIssUe
1/ttudent
1/studeht f
1/2 students,
1/2 stUdents
1/2 students
1/olass
1/2 students

Swage-aild,solder a copper tubing.

Cut and ream two pieces forf copper tui-DiAg
length.

Ihsert one piece of copper tubing-in the
in figure 8.

a.
in

b.
illustrated

apOroximately

flaring block as

NOTE: Figure 8 illustrates the,amount of
tubing to be left above thenaring block.

Figure 8.

1 17

Operating Swaging Tools

123
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c. Insert the cdtibinatiôn
swAgIng oTi 1ur -eaban ---
illustrated rn figure 8. ,

d. Use light strokes with a
ball peen hammer and drive the
swaging tool into:the tubing (see
figure 9 ).

NOTE: The,swaging tool
should be turned slighly
after each stroke.

e. Remove the swagihg tool.

f. ReMove the tUbing from
the flaring block.'

- g. Use steel wool or sand-
paper and clean the ends 9f the
tubing to be soldered.

NOTE: To make a good soldered joint,
-.'ebsolutely clean. .

h. 1.7over each surface to be soldered with a thie

1. Insert,one piece of the tubing into the other 'tubing as
Illustiated in figure 10.

Figure 10. Inserting?,Tubkng

1e -424
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2. Fabricate the systw illustrated in figure.11 using 5/8" copper-.

pipe' on fittings.

1

,

6 -

4'

cce..1

FigUre 11
0

a. Cut copper tubing to length, assemble fittings', flare, and
solder joints.

b. Test for leaks by connecting the flared end to water pressure.
. .

, (1) Did your fittings leak? Yes/No.

(2) Can you make solder repairs on tubinTcontaining
water?. Yes/No.

C. With water pressure applied, attempt to remove the pipe cap
by applying heat.

(1) Did you getthe pipe cap off? Yes/go'.,
.

.

Yes/No.

(2) HDid the soldr melt?, Yes/No.

d. Using youi OW11 method, reiove the pipe cap.,

(1) Did.you remove water pressu're and'drain the water,?

(2) Can a soldered,joint be,meXted loose when the fitting
is full 'of water? Yes/No,

19 4



MAKING A FERRULED CONNECTION

OBJECTIVE

WB

This project will give you practical experience making a ferruled connection.

SG 3ABR55235 -III -5
W3.3ABR55235 -III -.5 -P5

' Copper tubing and fittings
Plumber's tool kit

Basis of Issue
1/student
1/student
1/student

1/2 students

PROCEDURES

1. Measure and cut a piece of 3/8" tubing 3 inches long.

2. Ream.and dress one end of the tubing.

3. Place the compression nut on the tubing.

4. Place,the compression ring on the tubing.

5. Install the compression nut on the fitting and tighten.

6. Have the instructok check your work.

20
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WB 3 ABR 55235-III--6 -P1

ROUGH-IN WATER SUPPLY FOR BATHROOM FIXTURES

OBJECTIVE&

This project will give you practical experience using manufacturer's rough-in
specifications 'to rough-in the water supply for bathroom fixtures.

EQUIPMENT

SG .3ABR55235-111-6
WB 3ABR5523-III-6-P1
Plumber's tool kit
Shop and special tools
Pipe and fittings
Manufacturer's rough-in specifications

1 Engineering drawings

PROCEDURE
Mission 1

41110. a

Identify the following items.

Basis of Issue
1/student
1/student
1/student
1/2 students
1/class
1/class
1/class

CKA.043

a. b.

c. b.

21
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e.

0

39

OUTSIDE COVER ---,-
UPPER GUMMIER
INSIDE COVE

REUEr VALVE

ANDLE

PLUNGER

q.

Figure 12 (Continued)

22.
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:-

TRAP REFILL TUBE s

OVERFLOW,

FLUSH TANK
SALL FLOAT

OPERATING

HANDLE

TMP

REFILL
HUSH
TUBE

/ FLUSH

CLOSE COUPLED GASKET

h.

CKA-024A

Figure 12 (continued)

Mission 2

This project will help you Aearn how to use manufacturer's rough-in
specifications. The measurements obtained WILL NOT be used in yodr booth,
because the fixtures to be installed are,noigriEKe same model. When
you have completed this project have your instructor check your answers.
After, verifying that your answers are correct, hewill then tell you how
td obtain the measurements that you will need 4n-your booth.

7COUNTEATOP
1. Using the lavatory tough-

in specifications above, ansWer -the .
following questions:

a. What is the height
from the finiShed floor to the

--center of the water ines

lInz.

131/2

b77-What tthe es
center measurement between the
waterlines?

c. The size piping to be
used for the water supply,lines is

-

A
d. What type of lavatory

specification,for?

7 ,1

31"
. (SUGGESTED}

FINISHED 14.004

,Figure 13

is this Manufacturer's rough-in

S.P.S. SUPPUES

fi/4" O.D. WASTE

11/4 Om. TAILPIECE

,

23



"I/4" S P$ SUPPLY-TO CLUS44-VM.YE

%. DU,
Han

F.igurl 14

CKA.449

2. Answer the following questions using.the urinal specification
above: 1

. a. What size will the supply line be to the flushometer valve?

b.--What-is-the-height-from in-ished-f-loot-to-the-center

of the inlet to the.fluAh valve?

--41
I 4
lOr OUTLET

.j2

22 I/4

2117

Figure 15

24
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c. The measurement from'the center of the urinal: to the center'

of the water supplyipipe will be

3. lising the water closet rough-in gpecification above, complete the
following statements:

a. The w'ater supply will be roughed in at inches from the

finished floor and inches to the left of.the centerline of the water
closet.

b. This water closet will have a

4. .Use the tub and shower
.rough-in specification on this page
when answering the following "S..

questions:

a. How many inches from
the rough floor to the center of
the spout hole?

b. The center of the

mixing valve will be inches

from the finished wall and

inches fror the' rough floor.

c. The center of the

shower arm hole will be inches
from the floor.

d. The water supply pipes

- will be ' inch SPS.

inch water supply riser.

-Figure 16

Mission 3

Upon completion of this project you will be able to rough-in risers
for plumbing fixtures.

1. List the tools required to install the risers tb the water closet,
urinal, lavatory, and shower.

A.

25



2. List the materials required to ii;Istall the risers to the water
closet, urinal, lavatory, ahd shower...

we

. 3. Have yolK...instructor check these lists then begin installing the
fixturb risers.

A

4
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OBJECTIVE

WB 3ABR55235-II1-77P1

INSTALLING A GAS WATER HEATER

This project will give you practical experience identifying the major,
componehts of_domestic water heaters,and installing a domettic water
heate±.

Standard of performance:

1. Must correctly identify all the components of a domestic water
heater.

2. The installed water heater must function correctly..

EQUIPMENT

SG 3ABR55235-1II-7
WB 3ABR55235-III-7-P1
Water heater
Plumber's tool kit
Shop tools
Pipe and fittirigt

Manufacturer's rough-in

Basis of Issue
1/student
1/student
1/2 students,
1/2 students
11/2 students
1/class

specifications 1/2 students

27



Mission, 1

Identifytthe major compounds of a burner. assembly.

.-

6s,

C110.111II

Figure 17. Automatic Safety Controls and Burner Aesembly
-

28
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ss.

Mission 2

Identify the maiór components-of..a domestic,waer heater.
,

DO NOT THRiAD
OR CAP

THIS END OF PIPE

C01-01.1JA

Figure 18. Components of a Water Heater

?9
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1

5

4
p. .\

MissiOn 3

1. Nove the water heater into position.

NOTE: This Proced9requires two men.

2. Measurp"and cut the ttibing for thelgas supply.

3. Explain where you can use copper tubing for gas supply.

I
1.

."1

4. Why 'can't you have a soldered connection in a gaslifte?

//

5. Install the gas supply

6..

.-
Check the gasline for leaks.

?,

7. Explain-haw you check a gasline.for leaks

8.,Measure,and cut the water supply.line..

9. InstAlfthe water supply line.

4'10. Install the flue.
. r

11. Pill the water heaterwith water.

---12-T-Lightth 1 urr.

13. Set the theVmos,tat at 140°F.

14. ubser e digeratiamuf4the burner until the thermostat turns
the flame off.

,15. Check the temperature of the water.

16. Have the instructor check your work.

17. Clean up the area and return the tools :and.equipment to their
storage area.

4.

3 0

4 06
4.

\
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